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New and Important Works 

A Progressive Musician 

Should Know 
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TWELVE WELL-KNOWN NURSERY 

RHYMES AND ACTION SONGS 

By M. Greenwald Price, 75 cents 

New and easily playable arrangements of some 

of the most familiar nursery rhymes with ilfustra- 

tions and directions for practicing them as action 

songs. The piano parts are complete in themselves 

and may be treated as instrumental numbers. 

GRIEG—CHILD’S OWN BOOK OF 

GREAT MUSICIANS 

By Thomas Tapper Price, 20 cents 

The story of Edvard Grieg is the latest addition 

to Mr. Tapper’s inte esting series of cut-out books 

for children. Grieg’s music holds much that is 

attractive to the juvenile and if your little ones 

have liked the other books in this set, they are sure 

to be delighted with this newest one. 

PIANO STUDIES FOR 
SPECIAL PURPOSES 

Lp pEbbb heheh eee b terre tees} 
EVANGELISTIC PIANO PLAYING 

By George S. Schuler _ Price, $1.00 

Hymn-tunes as they appear in the books are usu- 

ally a‘ranged for four voices and if played on the 

jano as written sound weak and ineffective. All 

Prethods of treating the hymn-tune are given in this 

hook from the simple instrumental avrangements to 

te more ornate forms, with variations. 

IN Aut BEX? p ; 

four Melodious Study Pieces in 

did he Maior and Minor 
Price, $1.00 

y, few books, especially in the intermediate 
er, . 
4 contain num 

toe 

bers exemplifying all possible 

The exercises jn this work, in addition to 

keys : alue, are quite melodious and 

their educational wah be used for recreation pu:- 

poses. LESSONS IN THE 
TORY pHONIC PIANO 

G 
er Price, 75 cents 

Bv Theodore ees 
period, facility of execu- 

To develop. at am ¢f part playing. as welt as 2 

tion in polyphonic, thf! mind an appreciation 

i B) utudies in this compilation have 

the best music. the easier works of the classica 

heteedesfertestestestesbesteedecteetetestestedestestendeteteteee tee bbebeied 

} ALBUMS FOR THE PIANO 
ode oferdeodesfende este choogonde adeno feof aesgese odes beofertesesteobeofostee 

YOUNG FOLKS’ PIANO FOLIO 
: Price, 50 cents 
Pieces in the second and third grades suitable 

for keyboard diversion. The numbers have been 
chosen from the most popular sheet music publica- 
tions of the past year or two, with a few duets 
added for variety and there is not a dull composi- 
tion in the entire volume. A splendid collection of 
music for the home or for sight reading practice. 

CROWN COLLECTION OF PIANO 
MUSIC 

Price, 75 cents 
An. extremely valuable collection from the teach- 

ing standpoint, since it thoroughly covers practi- 
cally all departments of elementary: technic. It 
is a compilation of thirty-three easy and interme- 
diate piano numbers of various styles, divided into 
logical groups, each g-oup covering some certain 
point in technic, such as two-finger work, scales, 
trills and arpeggios. 

TINY TUNES FOR TINY TOTS 
By A. Louis Scarmolin. Price, 60 cents 

In this little book of juvenile pieces the composer 
introduces a short sentence, or theme, .and then 
develops it along polyphonic lines, but in a very 
simple manner, giving the young player some idea 
of counterpoint. The little sentences bear such 

charming titles as /’ll Tell Mama on You, What 
shall I Name My Doll? Come and Play with Me, 

etc. 

beds eletetdelioiiebideiiieietobtdobibfeted 

} PIANO—FOUR HANDS 
oodoodoafenebeofeafeadeofeobeoderdesbe be rdeobeebosdeobedecdedosdonde oodesdeterdeogesh, 

ORIGINAL FOUR-HAND PIECES 
By Classic and Modern Composers 

Price, $1.25 
Every number in this album is an original com- 

position for four hands; tHere are no arrangements 
from piano solos or orchestral numbers. Experi- 
enced duet players realize the value of this and for 
advanced performers, music club work, recitals 
etc, this book is most hea‘tily recommended. 
Am-ng the compositions will be found numbers 
by Moskowski, MacDowell, Schubert, Schytte, Jen- 
sen, Chaminade, Rubinstein, Gottschalk, Brahms, 
ete. 

ae sfonfeneaedende see ood sbecdeobo ode bebeoboobe tecbesdedebeofeotebpeagan: 

VOCAL : 
Belek debbie ele t heehee baa, 

SECULAR DUETS 
For All Voices 
Price, $1.25 

A companion volume to the very successful as 
pilation, “Sacred Duets.” | ‘Phese secular eladisote 
of a medium grade of difficulty and arranged for 
all combinations of voices, many of them being in- 
terchangeable. They all have been tried out and 
were successful compositions published in sheet 
music form before they were selected for this 
particular album. 

An Opportunity to!Ascertain the Real Worth 
of the Publications of the Theo. Presser Co, 

To afford a better opportunit, 
the genuine value of the books eten judging 
page we will gladly send any of them ¢, iB 

examination. To further assist in the gel; a 
tion of miele, ne have catalogs neta ees 

every classification. e wi 
any Xe these gratis, 1 gladiy pend 

Theodore Presser Co 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS ; 
‘TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS 
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE 

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT § 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, TREET 

era otesbesgerbeobesberbesbeeete teoheobesbetecbesbeobestoodestededeedb dobre 

PIPE ORGAN 
Bebe tesbesdedetedededeederdededeote eee eee 

WEDDING AND FUNERAL MUSIC 
Edited by E. A. Kraft Price, $2.00 

There is no other collection of pipe organ music 
on the market for this specific purpose—weddings 
and funerals. The busy organist, usually called 
upon to play for these occasions at’ short notice, 
will find this album of great value as many of the 
numbers are also suitable for general use. 

ORGANIST’S OFFERING 
Compiled by Preston Ware Orem 

Price, $1.50 ; 
An exceedingly fine collection of pipe organ 

music selected from popular recent publications, 
and a worthy successor to Mr. O-em’s Organ 
Player and Organ Repertoire. The contents are 
well diversified, including. selections suitable for 
church, recital, or picture playing. 

. SCALE AND CHORD STUDIES 
¥ H. van den Beemt. Price, $1.00 r x ve pes Mr. van den Beemt has compiled and ct ne necessary material for the violinist’s ly practice in a logical and practical manner. 

: 1 shift 
Especial attention is given to finger exercise, scales, 

ing. | 

; THEORETICAL 
Nh eee TTT ee eee TTT) 
COMPOSITION FOR BEGINNERS 

y Anna Heuermann Hamilton 
. ety 3 Price, $1.00 
composing “really truly composing” is a most 

fareanating occupation for children and nothing is 

gence or heap aig qeerther their musical intelli- 
ve their interest. Thi k pre- iran" ayers ote ga _Dupil r used with six- Ids. It ee pune simplest imaginable fener Fel con- 

‘ep by step till the classic Minuet is reached. 

_ OPERETTAS } 

ie Aagtane Solo and Two-Part Chorus 
¥ arthur Nevin Price, $1.00 

covers aading character, the Dream Maid, dis- 
and revel other Goose Book of her childhood days 
characters. were rospection of the time when, the 

re Were, to her, real, live human beings. le chorus parts mai be r ‘ i is 

eight to eighteen veer cp by children fro 

FROM THE YELLOWSTONE 
usical Drama 

MOTHER GOOSE FANTASY 

B : 
Spurs Lieurance Price, 75 cents 

scene of geadwaters of the Yellowstone River the 
unique sketch is laid. The lyrics 0 

ine My and Juanita E, Roos are quite poetic an 
odies are neeoieurance’s most popular Indian mel- 
ing pag, Mtroduced. A mixed quartet, two speak- 
& parts and chorus are required, 

PO eh ehh eee eh t hers 

} LITERATURE 3 
PER bebeedet de btetteebbetd bd hee EOE 
GREAT SINGERS ON THE ART OF 

SINGING 
By James Francis Cooke Price, $2.25 

wenty-seven foremost artists of opera, oratory 
and concert have contributed individual chapter 
in this book devoted to advice and suggestion! >. 
the art of singing. Each chapter is receded DY 4 
full page portrait and biography of the 
tributor. Beautifully bound in cloth. 
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Beringer, well known to BErupp 
centers | through nie frequent contributions 
to this journal, died in February in his 78th 
year. ‘Beringer was born at Furtwanger 
Baden, Germany, July 14th, 1844, but he 
was brought up in London and always re- 
garded himself as an Englishman. He was 
4 pupil of Plaidy, Moscheles, Reinecke, Tau- 
eid Erlich and Weitzmann in Germany. He 
sfiplished a School of Higher Pianoforte 
Tiaying in Berlin but returned to London in 
4871 and established a school there a little 
jater. In 1885 he became a professor at the 
Royal Academy and had many celebrated 
ys including. Katharine Goodson. He has 

puPfeen different valuable books upon piano 
paying. Part of his time was spent in 
Zouth ‘Africa conducting examinations. 

The MacDowell Colony of Peterbor- ough, N. H., long supported through the in. dustry of Mrs. MacDowell is seeking larger funds leading to an endowment. — Hrupn readers interested in this splendid project may secure particulars from Mrs. MacDowell. The purpose is to provide a haven for really worth while art workers where they may live among inspiring surroundings at reason. CU GEE while they are engaged in productive work, 

WELCOME APPRECIATION 
The National Federation of Music Clubs of America 

Mrs. JOHN F. Lyons, President Mrs. GEORGE HAIL, Recording Secretary 
Mrs, Oscar H. Hunpuny, Corresponding Secretary 
Mrs, J. HERBERT STAPLETON, Treasurer 
Mrs, JAMES H, Hinscu, Librarian 
Mrs, Henry D. Ross, Parliamentartan 
Mrs. RUSSELL Dorr, Historian 

Nashville, Tenn,, March 28, 1922. 
To THE ETUDE, 

1714 Chestnut Street. 
The Board of Directors of the National Federation of Music Clubs, in session in Nashville, Tenn., has to-day adopted a resolution expressing: deep appreciation of your splendid issue of “The Etude” March number (Wusical Clab Number). It is recognized by our Board of Directors that this recognition of our work so splendidly presented by. you will be of untold nssistance to us in accomplishing the purposes for which we 

are organized. 

Otto Langey, orchestral arranger editor died in New York on March 19th, 1935 He was born in Germany in 1851 and had 
been associated with many excellent orches- tras. His tutors for band instruments made him famous. 

M. Georges Hiie, was elected to the 
Academie des Beaux-Arts to succeed Camille 
Saint Saéns. He received 19 votes. The 

an Opera Company stranded isco was brought to Chicago by two enterprising impressarios, ‘There they 
he order of election were Bruneau, 

produced Rimsky's Korsakoff's e ay, Hee Pierne, Sena ea aad paral Tile Bride, winning the highest praise oa the r at Versailles in1858. e was a ; i papers, ‘ a8 OE Reber at the Conservatoire. In 1879, | Pennsylvania's Music week organized _ Henri Martean has just been appointed PEE ol the Grand Prix de Rome. His operas by the State Director of Music, Dr. Hollis director of the Symphony Concerts at Malmi, Congratulations to Mrs, Bloomfiela re practically unknown in America where Dann, started, on Sunday, April 30th, with a seaport city of Sweden with a population Zeisler. Her son Ernest has just received ae is best known by his songs. a State wide celebration. In most localities of 61,000. . the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the 
ic the preparations were made with splendid 3 University of Chicago. It means something 
Mario Laurenti, an unusually good bari- onthusiasm. In Philadelphia the direction The gorgeous private theatre of to be a busy virtuoso and a fine mother at tone, who rose from the Chorus of the Metro- was taken over by the newly organized Phila~ Emperor Franz Josef in the palace at the same time. politan Opera to sing prominent parts, died celphia Music League under the efficient Vienna has been opened to the public for early in March. Laurenti was thirty years management of Mrs. Frederick W. Abbott. operatic performances of an intimate char- The Pittsburgh Tuesday Musical old. His real name was Luigi Cavadini. He acter, The theatre seats 600 Jeovle, A Club comes to the front with a program svas born in Verona, Italy. Hammerstein's famous Manhattan seat is said to cost 7000 crowns. composed entirely of the compositions of ie Teach. > Tax i s. Opera House in Thirty-Fourth Street, New r f i Pittsburgh women. 
The Music 4 ers Tea Chet "a. York, has been sold to the Scottish Rite of Murcel Dupre, the eminent French or- 7 4 pPraneiseo has een repealed, | NS for ree’ Masons of that city. The price is said ganist recently brought to America as The Stockholm Academy o¢ Music the repeal has been given to Victor Herbert, to have been about $1,000,000. a confrere of Charles Courboin and Alexander has just celebrated its one hundred and but_in reality the fe nab as peo seine Onl for i ea in uh aniaud S np se ponncents fiftieth anniversary. st a year. 2 teacher w. iy Miss Eth Smy oy s says, in an interview in usica merica, 4 eee just enought make a living had to woman eae then nea ae eee “It is a well known fact that mechanical Ae Sea CoE ROMY, Orchestra 

pay as much as those who earned several Smyth, after the manner of Dame Melba and improvements on American organs are far OF Wn ich J cat le ena is the president and 
+pousand dollars a year, Educational insti- Dame Butt. This distinction is being given in advance of European. William H. B: erweld director, is an organi. futions and pablie School paehers eT aad to British women of great accomplishment zations of Beventyatire musiclans accomplished 
empted, thus discriminating between one kind much as the Knighthood is given to men, Landon Ronald, the well-known Lon-  withov ,tny endowment fund, The a) of education and another, don Conductor pte ssc of ie ACHE el oa as Bien ye pise of thelr theatre An Opera Sehool conducted by the city hall School of Music has been raised to a Syencuses, 7 chestra, through ‘i Stader te Ta ansseay eae of St. Louis as a source of supply for their knighthood. F conn gete ohiee ; Albee. The concerts of the 
cannot compe rm: One x de Ror successful open air opera given in the sum- re orchestra haye been very successful, the age of twenty: . mer at piorreat Park is reported to be in Ee Been stONEe FudIhermonte Oxehes- prof. C. H. Farnsworth Go Reece process of organization, This it is said will tra has given a series o: ighly interésting University has received th ‘olumbin 

perlin in the throes of a municipal be the first municipal opera school ever at- Matinée Concerts this year. The conductor of Music from ed the degree of Doctor strike toner epme of its concerts to be held tempted. Three Munared applicants pres- is H. W. Stopher. The inerease in the num- ° 5 Oberlin College, by: candle ented themselves in the first try out for ber of symphony orchestras in America is A very valuable report on «yy The Columbia Graphophone Com-_ voices. - little short of amazing. Departments of Libraries” jn rhe usic States has just been ig © United == — Bureau of Biueation, This hoe’ eee U.S. 

7 hich was reported likely to go into pays hands, is apparently coming along === 
He ae shape. It was shown that a Receiver r 
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IANO PIECES. 4 
Fe RLD 

Complete Descripti 

Containing a 

MODERN OPERA SELECTIONS 
Modern Opera Selections fills a keenly felt want on 

the part of music lovers for a compilation of modern 
operatic music to take the place of individual foreign 
publications, many of which are no longer available. 
Its more than thirty selections afford a comprehensive 
view of modern Russian, French and Italian opera. 
Each selection contains the opera’s salient melodies, 
and the arrangements are widel: ded in di Se y graded in difficulty. 

PIANO PIECES 
In this book are gathered together all those 

standard piano compositions best suited for the idle 
hour—choice pieces by Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, 
Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Rubinstein, Mendels- 

sohn, Lange, Bohm, Godard, Gillet and many others. 

It covers adequately the fields of classic, modern, 

light, and operatic piano music within the limits of 

one volume. A 256-page book well printed and bound. 

Price $1.25. 

MODERN PIANO PIECES 
If it is your pleasure to revel in beautiful piano 

compositions by famous modern composers, you will 
derive an unlimited amount of enjoyment from this 
book, which contains more than seventy masterpieces 
by Brahms, Chaminade, Debussy, Granados, Grieg, 
MacDowell, Moszkowski, Richard Strauss and many 
others. Each composition is carefully fingered and 
phrased. The book contains 256 pages. Price $1.25. 

GRAND OPERA AT HOME 
uss you enjoy reading the stori i singing the choicest ante fropneiie ee eae grand operas, this book is exactly what you are looking for. It narrates the plots of twelve popular grand operas such as Aida, Faust, Carmen, Lucia, Cavalleria, ete., and in addition presents their finest musical numbers in such a form that they can b played or sung at will. A 256-page book. Price $1 25, 

RECITAL PIANO PIECES 
A compilation of modern masterpieces for those 

who desire to become familiar with the finest cre- 
ations of the world’s greatest composers. It contains 
music in infinite variety as regards character and 
difficulty, the famous composers: of all schools being 
represented. There are also a number of pieces 
which will prove both novel and interesting. The 
book contains 256 pages. Price $1.25. 

LIGHT OPERA AT HOME 
In this book are , assemble light operas whi 

on the Americ Cea ae such as Martha, 

most each of them, “256 Dagan, Pe tuical numbers in 

LIGHT PIANO PIECES 
A companion volume to “Piano Pieces The Whole 

World Plays’—specially designed for recreation. 
The first consideration in selecting pieces for this 
book has been melody; the second consideration 
variety and the keynote of the whole volume has been 
joy, which will be found expressed in almost every 
composition. The book contains 256 pages. Price 
$1.25. 

posers such as Alfj 
Chaminade, Cove ape oe 

shh ane 
hrend, B r Tosti and many ease D auelet, hina 

orm, and in mediy: 256 pages. ‘Brit ee keys for the average voice. 

CHILDREN’S PIANO PIECES 
“Children’s Piano Pieces” serves equally well as 

a collection for teaching or for recreation. It covers 

the first three grades of, technical difficulty, and the 

compositions are of the most comprehensive character, 

ranging from little classics to folk-songs and dances. 
There is an interesting group of tiny pieces by con- 
temporary Russian composers which are charmingly 
original. 256 pages. Price $1.25. 

SONGS THE WHO! 
_ Just the book fo 
it contains more ¢} 
and children’s shy ecT@tic, sacred, Southern on, 
can be played or sung. Th; 

le ordinary 
places seven of th is collection actually re- 
Pages, beautifully Printed ind of song book. 256 paper covers. Pritt a sr and durably bound in stiff 

, National 
arranged so that it 

DANCE MUSIC 

Dancing is being indulged in to such a great extent 

as both a pleasure and an art, that this book will be 

SONGS THE CHILDR 
Mothers and big 

complete collection 

EN SING 
sisters will find thi 
af caine id this book the most 

found particularly acceptable and useful, Tt contains | containing more than three hundred eye, Published, 
more than ninety compositions, including waltzes, | different kinds, graded for Stildken aa of nineteen 

3 en of di 
yalses lente, two-steps, marches, modern dances, 

round dances and the characteristic dances of great 
nations. A 256-page book. Price $1.25. 

he piano arran a gement of eg melody so that the child ¢ eat of the songs can | 
Pages. Price $1.25, 

i song 
an readily lear ar be played or sung 

carries the 
nit, and all 

at will, 256 

im 

LOVE SONGS 
This book cor 

nation—the love 
hearts of the pe 

PIANO DUETS 
This collection of four-hand pieces contains forty 

standard popular musical compositions. It is planned 
for use either for teaching purposes or for recreation 
and includes compositions suited to everyone’s taste—- 
‘jassic, modern, light, sacred and operatic. The 

yndo” part is usually less difficult than the 
Primo” permitting players of varying skill to select 

the parts best adapted to their abilities. Price $1.25, 

ntains the sweetest songs i 4 
songs phigh have echoed in ¢h hundred of them "arabe F sither gee tw 

singing, resentative of Baeiet gPeyi 
Biace cand representative of Englat paying a 

Hane D> oe cd ugiand, America, eran This Is one of the m able books in the Series, 25 

Songs of every 

cl 

Nioy~ Ses. Phice $1 239 
ve Catalogues of the “Whole World” 
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D. APPLETON AND CO. PRESENT THE “WHOLE WORLD” MUSIC SERIES 
To Teachers and Lovers of Music. These Books, Which are the Recognized Standard of the World in Regard 
to Quality and Quantity of Contents, are Presented with Illustrations and Brief Descriptions Herewith: 
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AND THE APPLETON “MUSIC LITERATURE” SERIES 
: The Appleton Books on Subjects Relating to Music are Written by Some of the World’s Greatest Authorities, 

and Will be Found Both Interesting and Instructive. Brief Descriptions of the Series are Presented Herewith: 

CARUSO’S METHOD OF VOICE PRODUCTION 
2 . woe A remarkable work, highly endorsed by Caruso 
The most remarkable collection of violin solos ever : rhe ne i d by S 

published, containing more than sixty-five composi- himself, written by P. Mario Marafioti, M.D., 

tions by all the great composers from Bach to Caruso’s vocal_ physician and medical advisor at the 

Tschaikowsky.* The book is divided into three sec- Metropolitan Opera House. It presents seven rad- 
tions covering classical, modern and light music. It ically new but extremely simple principles which were 

contains 304 pages printed on excellent paper, sub- ae se Bf Carusg A cae Saree poole ae also 
stantially bound, violin part separate. Price for both | Cn@orsed by | Miaurc, alve, Galli-Curci, Ruffo and 

violin and piano books complete $2.00. others. Profusely illustrated. Cloth. Price $3.50. 

VIOLIN PIECES 
I 

er casrst aL en East TES 
me 
qe 

| OLIN PIEGES: 
THEWHOLE WORLD 

PLAYS ; 

LIGHT VIOLIN PIECES) 

MODERN VIOLIN PIECES 
« 

A collection of modern violin music containing 
some of the most attractive compositions of the 
Russian school represented by Arensky, Glazounow, 
Iljinsky, Nemerowsky, Rachmaninoff, Tschaikowsky 
and Youferoff; of the French school represented by 
Chabrier, Chaminade, Fauré, Thomé; also the works 
of Cesek, Drdla, Drigo, Dvérak, Granados and 
Wormser have not been forgotten. 272 pages. Price 
for violin with piano accompaniment $2.00. 

LESCHETIZKY AS I KNEW HIM 

A very interesting narrative by Ethel Newcomb of 
intimate association with Leschetizky, first as his 
pupil and later as his assistant. The reader is af- 
forded the opportunity to meet the great master him- 
self as well as other famous musicians in their actual 
surroundings, and to become familiar with them at 
close range. This book has been received with the 
greatest favor. Cloth. Price $3.50. 

CONCERT VIOLIN SOLOS 
“Concert Violin Solos The Whole World Plays” 

contains most of the great violin compositions in 
daily concert use by distinguished virtuosos—hereto- 
fore published separately at a cost for , individual 
numbers equal in many instances to the publishers’ 
price for this entire volume. Each composition is 
presented in its original unabridged form. 454 pages. 
Price for violin with piano accompaniment $3.00. 

LIGHT VIOLIN PIECES 
An ideal collection for teaching or recreation con- 

taining more than fifty melodious pieces such as Drigo’s 
“Serenade” and “Valse Bluette.” The list of com- 
posers includes Papini, Bohm, Simonetti, Alard, Cesek, 
Boisdeffre, Thome, Holiaender and many others, 
while the choice of pieces is within reasonable tech- 
nical difficulty. 272 pages. Price for violin with 
piano accompaniment $2.00. 

THE SINGER AND HIS ART 
This book has been written to assist the vocalist in 

his studies and to help the vocal teacher in solving 
problems that confront him every day. The three 
parts of the book—voice, mimicry and art of make-up 
form a unit of great interest to the singer. The 
author, Thaddeus Wronski, is not only a famous 
opera singer but also director of the vocal department 
at the Detroit Conservatory of Music. Cloth. Price 
$3.60. 

MUSICAL EDUCATION 
One of the most substantial books on music ever 

published containing general remarks on musical 
education, the study of instruments and singing, a 
course for composers, ways of rectifying poor train- 
ing, private teaching, class instruction and conserva- 
tory instruction. The author, Albert Lavignac, is a 
great teacher at the Paris Conservatory. Cloth. 
Price $3.50. 

VIOLINISTS’ BOOK OF SONGS 
This is a book of standard songs arranged for 

violin or mandolin solo with piano accompaniment, 
also an obbligato part for a second violin or mandolin. 
The contents of the book is so planned that it contains 
almost every kind of song—concert, operatic, sacred, 
love, home, folk, college, sea, Southern, American 
patriotic and the National songs of foreign nations. 
296 pages. Violin and piano parts are separate. Price 
$2.00. 

FACE TO FACE WITH GREAT MUSICIANS 
This book, which is published in two volumes, is 

the work of Chas. D. Isaacson, with introductions 
by Frank LaForge and Leopold Godowsky. | It 
contains a series of biographies in the form of im- 
aginary intimate personal interviews with, great 
musicians from Bach to Granados. There are 60 
sketches in the two volumes, which have enjoyed an 
immense sale. Cloth. The volumes ‘are sold separ- 
ately at $2.00 each. 

SACRED MUSIC 
If you play or sing sacred music for your own 

enjoyment, or in church work, you will find this book 
ideal for cither purpose, as it contains a splendid 
selection of sacred piano music; a choice group of 
sacred songs in medium keys and a varied assort- 
ment of hymns of all denominations. Famous ora- 
torios, cantatas, sacred operas and church services 
are well represented. 256 pages. Price $1.25. 

———— eee eee Se —eo—oeo—EEOEOEOEOEooooooeEoee 

AMERICAN HOME MUSIC ALBUM 

VOICE BUILDING 

Written by H. Holbrook Curtis, an authority on 
vocal matters who devoted many years to scientific 
study of the voice.. It is highly regarded by teachers 
as a treatise on tone placing and voice building and 
contains an interesting account of experiments with 
vocal apparatus invented by Sir Chas. Wheatstone, 
by means of which vibrations of the vocal cords are 
pictured Cloth. Price $3.00. 

EVOLUTION OF MUSIC : 
CAL This book is written by C. Hubert H Pare 

famous English musical authority fais 
evolution of the art of music throug 
choral music, instrumental music ar 
analyzes the principles of old anc 
well as expression, form 
music. One of the 
on music published, 

A collection of standard piano and vocal composi- 

tions covering 1000 pages and more than 360 com- 

positions which if purchased in sheet music, form 

would cost more than $70.00. Each number is  pre- 

sented in its complete unabridged form, and the book 

js beautifully bound in green cloth with a decorative 

cover design stamped in black and gold. Price $5.00. 

and outlines the 
h scales, harmony, 
id opera. Tt also : and new methods as and the tendencies of modern Most important theoretical works Cloth. Price $2.35, ’ 

— e
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These Books may be Purchased through Great Music Cen | Theodore Presser Co., Sherman, Clay & Co.; at all M 
D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 35 W. 32nd § 

ee 

ters such as Lyon & Healy, 
odern Music Shops or from 
t., NEW YORK CITY 

Please mention THE BTUDE whon addressing our advertisors, 
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and a Selected List of Graduation Gifts and Awards 

CHORUS NUMBERS | 
Choruses for Treble Voices 

UNISON AND TWO-PART 
10834 Alma Mater. Bischoff (Unison) .$0,05 
10234 Blossom ‘Time, Lerma 15 
20076 Brooklet, Marchant +10 
10858 Dawn, Saroni . +10 
10782 Our Country’s 

(Unison) +10 
20077 Buttercups ai 

chant ., z +10 
149 Pond Lilies, Forman. 1b 

10728 Spring Lilt, Vorman . 
155 Voices of the Woods. 

20097 Daisy, Marzo 
147 Call of Summer, Vorman...,,, 415 

10865 Night Winds. Godard-Forman,. ,12 
15665 Butterfly Blue. Coiborn . 06 
15709 Floating. Schoebel ,.-. 10 
15628 Honey so Widener +10 
15638 Spring Song, Beethoven 10 
15537 Haste to the Barque. Spe +15 
15562 Fate of the Roses, Chaminade, .08 
15667 Goodnight, Coerne . +. 08 
20098 Rosebud, Marzo ...., +10 
15691 Listening Angels. n +05 
15687 Golden. Wedding Day, 

Maric ., 10 
15688 In the Spring, Mendelssohn +10 
15716 Gypsy Trail. Galloway 15 
15725 Ecstasy. Vernand.z .. 10 
20099 Forget-Me-Not, Marzo 10 
20137 Partners. Wilson .... 108 
20138 Tragic Story, Wilson 08 

Choruses for Treble Voices 
THREE-PART CHORUSES 

20183 Leafy June is Here in Beauty. 
Hosmer .... 

159 Dance of the 
/ form 

20016 By ithe Wate 
i 

10367 Hi Song, 
103) sibsrenstan 75 La Serenata, Tosti . 
10841 Message of the Birds, Hopkins 

$0,12 

Stults : 112 
300 Praise of Spring, Bech. 10 

10526 Wind Fairies, Chaffin 16 
0954 Under the Apple Boug 

MAN peeeeeersrnne 15 
10988 Hour of Joy. Garbett, 1 
15526 Spring Has Come, Hosmer. a2) 
15608 Indian Spring Song, TLieurance. .06 
15602 A Gentian, Berwald 10 
20028 Milky Way. Gest..... «12 

Choruses for Treble Voices 
FOUR-PART CHORUSES 

| Think of Thee, Edwards,..$0,15 
10810 Taian ‘Cradle Song, Clark 15 
10568 Siren Voices, Garbett 
10689 Out Upon the 

Neidlinger 
16616 Love Leads the 
16561 Little Song of 

wald 

OPERETTAS 
a a FS aca 

number of interesting Oper- 
ie Papin a us that can be produced 
vith a minimum of reheateal and expense, with 1e copies may be had for examination 

Sines large stock insures prompt gellvery 
i he desired quantity when the selection 

has been made, 

L JEWELRY NOVELTIES AND 
MUSICA) AWARDS, Send for Catalog 
MEDALS FOR 

THEODORE PRESSER CO, 

CONCERT VOCAL SOLOS 
SOPRANO 

12443 Moonlight, Starlight. Gilberte...§$0.75 
17565 Magical June. urvey. 60 
16824 Ol" Carling, Cooke, « “60 
5844 A Gipsy Maiden, 1. Parke "15 

17352 Ma Hame Folk, Strickland... 80 
17562 Wild Bird (Flute obbl.). Lieu: 

CONTRALTO 
15378 In the Hush of the Twligh! 

Hour. Geibel .., 
17870 A Yearning Heart. 
17814 Dreaming in the Twilight, Rue- 

DUD veoeecsvevecrreeeresere 
17481 Dinna Ask Me, Steere ..,++.-, +80 

17072 Mammy’s Sleepy Time Songs. 
Strickland ..r++.. ee 

15064 Little Brother. Grey 
4987 Lilacs, Cadman .. 
4499 Alone Upon the Ho 

JOWAY™ jp. cece cece reeerersecce 

PIANO COLLECTIONS 
Advanced Study Pieces..,- 
Beethoven, Selected Sonatas . 
Celebrated Compositions by 
Composers Bs 

Standard Amer: Ibu 
Popular Recital Repertoire . 
Rachmaninoff Album 
Chopin Album , a0 . 
Album of Descriptive Pieces ... 

Characteristic piano pieces, depict- 
5 ing Nerigus scenes, moods, etc, 1,50 

aster Pieces sysssereeesterrerrenee dy 
se Twenty-five of the best compositions 

from the greatest composers, 
Moszkowski Album .,.- 
Standard Advanced Pieces. 
Original Four-hand Pieces 

Piano duets for Ad 
formers, 

BOOKS AS GRADUATION GIFTs 
THE VOLUMES IN THIS LIST OFFER SPLENDID suaG 

FOR GRADUATION GIFTS AND AWARDS 

_ Piano Playing with Piano Ques: 

e 

Know. Stoughton ..,, 
16851 Where Love is All, 12241 Jean, Burleigh 
16268 Sweetheart, I'm 

You, Kinder 
12592 Sweet Miss Mary, 
17491 The Merry Mile.” "1 

BARITONE 18044 A Rose to Remember. 
14286 Trelawny, Scott dq 18053 Candles of Memory. 
4495 The Gypsy Trail. Galloway 14002 A Man's ong. Billin ,, 3205 Over the Ocean Blue, Pet, 

ESTIONS 

» 6 Vols. .$20, : an Sup 480 08 ment. There is no better musical Y price, in any 
Great Pianists on the Art of Pj Playing, James Francis eakesae Great Singers on the Art 

James Teartela Cooke ot Blag 

Answered. Josef Hofmann,,., Hite siees at peas EOMPOGeES. escriptive Analyses i Edward Baxter Derry Bae. py cule Stories of Standard ‘Teac 
reas Barts Ray oc Vers steely helal 2,00 cll-Known Piano Solos and H, j Play Them, C, W, Wilkinson } 

ATTRACTIVE VOCAL COLLECTIONS 
Artistic Vocal Album for High Voice.$1.25 

Artistic Vocal Album for Low Voice... 1.25 

Celebrated Recital Songs, Bispham... 2.00 

Indian Songs (9). Thurlow Lieurance 1.50 

Songs of the North American Indian. 
Thurlow Lieurance . seeees 260 

Mins efile, 

Gebite-leubeeh rain taped aati 

h 

PIANO ENSEMBLE NUMBERS ADD TO 
THE PROGRAM,’ See Ady, in This Tasue NUMBERS GLapiy SENT FON AND vo. 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND 
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPP} 

Standard Song Treasury............, 5 48 selected songs for church, home 

36 songs for me 
Studio Song Album . 
Secular Duets for All Voic: 

DIPLOMA FORMS 
HANDSOME LITHOGRAPHED 

BLANK FORMS 
FOR GRADUATION AWARDS 

nergy Study Certificate, wit i ‘ourse of Study Diploma 21°; 16 inches, Parchment may et t 
a noma Re tw-tration, ee 4 60 Parchment ane ay abovsncheh Bipene ee ca ew * 60 eee Form, ie % 36 inches. ;* (1g mie ot aed cues 8 tard, 18'x'8 indhas : ‘eacher’ ificate, iy” inches”, Gertifcate, Bd a fe MHL sic 208 

CHORUSES, CANTATAS, > 

XAMINA’ 
DEALERS 
LY HousE ue 

CAL | Musi 
TION | EXcE) 

: PHILADELPHIA, PENNA, 

| CHORUS NUMBERS | | 
Choruses for Mixed Voices 

20184 Drum and Fife, Wilson.. 272 Awake with the Lark. De Reef eto 30262 Away to the Woods. De Reef.. ‘18H eae fone Sing with Zest. Andrews .15 | Orpheus, Haill De Re f£ l 10852 Huntsmen, U they apes Horn, Smith (4, Sound the 10864 Where " the 
Stults 

20015 America, Ou 10749 I Saw T 15450 son wo Clouds, 

rane 18665 By the Waters of Minnetonica 13616 Spring is a Lady. eee ri a Lady, Strickland.. ; pees Swing Low, Sweet Chariot Dion ta apeas Cat's Predicament, Rockwell. 12 38178 Tale of a Duck. Stulte Hears £0186 One More Song. Wilson 108 39 De Time for Sleepin’ Wilson, 98 i Choruses for Men’s Voices 19 Gipsy Trail, Gall 286 MeSy ypzail. OWAY........,80,15 172 Over the Ocean ee: Seep 
188 Vensine Oce Petrie.., ‘35 15581 Twins, Rolfe SOM Cadman.. {19 15529 Marching Men, WB 15554 Jump Back, Honey, ‘ae 5682 Counsel to’ Girls. ‘Og 35752 Tragedy in China, ‘Os 20135 Tackle It. Wilson. o° ‘% 

; ADVANCED 16952 Ride of the Valkyries Wagner) 
14aga4 Et cheson MOOOUIOr Ir} ude d : hi 9680 Hungari Notts fGldy . 1egi8 Aiv de Ballet! Bigcse: R22 American India, 
4853 Grande Wen 12075 mann 

14643 Connuuiesy . 
11758 1 ncert, olonaise. focttres. BO 1590: arcia Fanta elton A 9 Imprompte Steslaanteter ae 

ve ceuion, i A 
17408 Moon Manic” ‘7422 Sun Shower, 11550 Silver Chimes, 

ne, 

Ath 

16014 Syivan Ripples, 15483 Follow the Lender. Blak a0 Lens Happiness, Forman 4... +30 76 Sunbeams at Play, Cramr 20 F 

C ROLLS AND SATCHELS 
Al LLENT GIFTS, Prises on Rec = 
‘West 
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“Sumer is Icumen In” 
Insteap of looking forward to summer as a grand-spree 

of indolence, thousands of American students are eagerly 
waiting for the time when they can attend some one of the 
several highly successful Summer Schools conducted in differ- 
ent parts of the United States. 

Summer musical education is concentrated study. Con- 
centrated study is often best. . There is usually a spirit of great 
interest and liveliness, despite the so-called hot season. As a 
matter of fact, the really hot season in’our northern cities is 
limited to a very few days. These days may come in June or 
September, just as well as in July or August. Why libel the 
whole splendid open-door, open-window, fresh-air time of the 
year because of a few days? 

Sometime ago, we have forgotten where, we read a series 
of carefully compiled statistics indicating that many of the 
world’s great masterpieces had been produced in summer. It 
is reasonable to assume that most of us are in better health in 
summer than in winter; there are fewer colds and aches; 
there is usually greater energy because of greater oxygenation; 
the diet in summer, when plenty of fresh vegetables are obtain- 
able, endows’ us with more vitamines; and in all, the average worker with a real ambition is better fit for concentrated study 
in summer than in winter. In addition to this the long period 
of sunlight spares the eyes and makes longer periods of work 
possible. 

If you have not planned for special work this summer 
there is still plenty of time. The opportunities are very num- 
erous. Tur Ervpr for years has done everything within 
reason to foster the idea of Summer Schools because we believe 
very sincerely in their real worth. 

“Unbusinesslike Musicians 2” 
One of the most unjust accusations that can be made against our profession is that “musicians are not businesslike.” 

It is true that the professional person with his mind upon his pets oy bid ae t, does not aie quite as much Rentioh to the matter of making money as the man or 
an art of that une. 7 * the woman who makes 

On the other hand, in our experie . : 
Music Magazine, we find that professional fae ae 
tremely sensitive about paying their bills promptly a 2, 
keeping engagements and about living up to the Hea se Se as the words of a contract. spirit as well 

There has been, in the 
part of certain musical hypocrites who 

buys, through various channels, 
tidious that a will not touch the feces of fit 
upon having them laid on the piano lik ‘ ‘ 
aie is likely to be the one iS ek eee eee on an 

the pupil’s back is turned. Such a person ig 4 antly after 
businesslike,—he is innocent of any sense of ine j 
step in cultivating a sense of humor j * 
one’s own foibles. 

Musicians are extremely sensitive about askj 
ance. The state of the profession during the last 

been somewhat astonishing. Businesslike or 
there have been very few really worthy ap 

different institutions standing ready with fund 
uinely deserving musicians brought to the 
through causes other than their own bad ha 

pupils, but insists 

ng for assist- 
ten years has 

unbusinesslike, 
Peals made to 
8 to assist gen- point of need 
bits or neglect. The Department for Needy and Deserving Musicians of the 

*——— ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00 ————.. 

dies TT OLE 
Single Copies 25 Cents VOL. XL, No. 5 

Presser Foundation reports that there have been remarkably 
few cases calling for help for many years. Every case is in- 
vestigated thoroughly and those meriting assistance cared for 
when possible. 

Musicians are learning the lessons of thrift, providing for 
their old age and comfort. They know that to stand well in 
the community they must, first of all, conduct their business 
affairs in a way to command the respect of their fellow men. 

The Dynamism of Repose 
Tue aim of the great engineer is to produce the highest 

possible results with the least interference and friction. Tt js 
for this purpose that micro-measuring machinery has been con- 
trived, and American precision in quantity manufacture has 
surprised the world. The engine that runs smoothly, quietly, 
securely and accurately is usually the best engine. 

In most cases the greatest of men are those who in their 
very repose indicate their unlimited power. History affords 
countless illustrations. Really great men are often amazingly 
unostentatious and gentle in their demeanor. It is difficult to 
realize in meeting such a modest, unassuming, courteous jour- 
nalistic genius as Cyrus H. K. Curtis, that he is really the high- 
powered dynamo responsible for the epoch-making success of 
four of the leading publications of the world. An explosive, 
spluttering, flamboyant man, wasting his energy in asserting 
himself could not, in one life time, have accomplished what Mr. 
Curtis has been able to do in less than fifty years of concen- 
trated endeavor. 

The same truism applies to music. The pianist of real 

power and sincere artistic inclinations is a kind of reservoir of 

ability and ideals which the audience comes to appreciate at its 
real worth without any need for exploitation on the platform 

by means of eccentricities and waste motions. De Pachmann 
succeeds in spite of his platform antics, not because of them. 
If he did not play marvelously. he could not command attention 
for longer than one program. J osef Hofmann, Sergei Rach- 

maninoff, Josef Lhevinne, John Powell, Ignace Paderewski and 
Fritz Kreisler, are all splendid examples of the dynamism of 
repose. 

The Value of Visiting Conductors 
Tue death of Arthur Nikisch just after the announcement 

of-a coming American tour was the occasion for deep regret on 

the part of thousands of his admirers in America. Nikisch for 

years was regarded as the greatest of living conductors in the 

many countries in which he carried his beautiful message, 
While he was in Boston the splendid philanthropy of Colonel 

Higginson developed as never before. The keen penctration, 
the artistic sympathy and the remarkable alertness of Nikisch, 
combined with his thorough musical background, did more for 

the development of the orchestra than any of the more severe 
drill masters who succeeded him. His contribution to American 
musical art was very precious and deserves the widest sh 

ognition. 
This year we have had several visiting conductors, among 

them d’Indy, Mengelberg, Strauss and Coates. Giants ona 

d’Indy were already known. Mengelberg surprised his friends 

and those who heard him for the frst time, by his wonderful 
virility and his authoritative interpretations. More attention, 

however, Was attracted by Albert Contes, wits dn, eooleeinenee 

parlance, exchanged pulpits with Dr. Walter Damrosch during 
pie Peet enters Incidentally, Dr. Damrosch was received with ‘ se favor { 

i 
immense avor in London when he was conducting Mr. Coates? splendid orchestras there, 
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Coates was born in Petrograd, in 1882 of an English 
father and a Russian mother. Notwithstanding his early con- 
tinental background, he is typical of the stalwart Englishman, 
a man of magnificent stature and fine manly bearing. At the 
age of twenty, he abandoned his sientifie studi and entered 
the Leipzig conservatory, studying with Teichmiiller, Klengel 

and Nikisch. Nikisch realized his immense potentialities and 

secured many openings for him. His advance was very rapid. 
In 1911, he became the leading: conductor of the Imperial 
Opera at Petrograd. : In 1916, his opera Sardanapalus was 
given in Petrograd ‘with great success, despite the war. On 
tours to London he conducted the Covent Garden, Orchestra 
Wagner repertoire, in association with the remarkable 
Bodansky, who had been previously associated with -him as co- 
conductor at Manheim. At the head of the London Symphony 
and the London Philharmonic, Coates rapidly became a great 
favorite because of his inspiring interpretations of great 
masterpieces. His work with the New York Symphony Orches- 
tra was a joy at all times and the enthusiasm of his audiences 
was an indication that America will some day demand more of 
the time of this new master of the baton. The world will be 
better for a few more wholesome “he-man’ conductors of his 
type. 

Why Not ? 
Recenvty, in a conversation with one of the most famous 

musicians of Europe, who did not wish to have his name quoted, 
we were forced to listen once more to the old arraignment that 
American musical composition has not risen to European 
levels. It always makes us indignant to have it pointed out; but 
our better sense makes us realize that with the exception of the 
works of a very few writers the statement is bsolutely true. 

Some of our American composers, whose works entitle 
them to be called masters, have now and then gone into the 
realm of the immortal and brought back great musical cre- 
ations. 

Our critic, however, took a Kindly attitude and pointed 
out that, to his mind, none of the American composers had 
touched the heights in music equivalent to those in literature 
held by such works as Whitman’s masterpieces, or such dis- 
tinctive creations as The Fall of the House of Usher or Mark 
Twain’s Joan of Arc or Hawthorne’s Scarlet Letter. 

Is this so? Then why has it not been possible for Ameri- 
"an composers to rise to similar heights? Of course, the answer 
of thousands of our patrons is that the Keltic Sonata and Ste- 
phen Foster’s magic combination of tonic, dominant and sub- 
dominant, for instance, are just remarkable in their way 
as the greatest productions of our literary masters. 

Bach's income, when he was Cantor at Leipzig in St. Thomas’ 
Church, was estimated at not more than $350.00 a year. Part of 
this was raised by the choristers who went about the strects at 
stated periods singing and taking collections. 

Precarious Opera 
JusT as we are going to press there are all sorts of ru- 

mors about the continuance of the Chicago Opera Company, 
an organization that in its tumultuous history has been the 
vodmother of much of the very excellent new operas given in 
‘4 Ti certainly deserves to prosper, as far as its artistic America. 

) ivi 1 ‘hii 
Am are concerned. The civie pride of Chicago accomplishments 

: 

should not permit this notable work to go begging. Yet, the 
a ne 

‘al of public support of a very munificent kind might 
awal © ie enterpris Opera has almost always been 

i“ it few historic exceptions. As a business en- 
pre ariOuss si ae only a few men are reported to have made 
terprise in ae es his entire fortune reputed to have been 
it pay. Hande a yet many of his operas were said to 
$50,000.00 ee successes. He paid yearly to his star 
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An Amazing Organ 
Or all the musical instruments the most amazing is, of course, the human voice. Few people, however, realize as won- derful endurance. Used incessantly for a hundred years, it Survives, in most instances, until the h art ceases to beat. Loco- motion halts, the senses fade, yet the voice is there as Jong as aes breath to put the vocal chords in vibration. % 

twice ene o He sae ee A me fs ee 

; : 
¥Y person. It must sus- tain, a strain that only the one who has experienced it can realize. Let it pass the danger point and the voice is crippled Just as any other organ is crippled by over use ‘However, the amount of abuse it will sustain is almost unbelievable. When used right, the voice holds its vigor in an amazing manner, Take the astonishing case of Dr. Russell H. Conwell. He has delivered one lecture over x thousand times, devotine the proceeds to erceting a university which has already educated a small army of young people. In addition, he has delivered thousands of sermons. Yet his voice is at this day rich, vio * ous and powerful, despite the fact that he is very near ioe. Singer all know that on the day of a performar an wise, if possible, to let the voice rest. Patti Galli-C a aie others learned to form a habit of scarcely ‘talking hs ye whisper. In his autobiog raphy, the ‘atitoitabt oy seen Jimmy Glover, of London, theatrical con ie 

es Yam Fle ‘ ’ ductor, the m: f a million, friends,” tells how he once found tl : poe Tamagno on the day of a concert res hey ine slate tied around his neck. On this dive spoumndl sith a rather than talked, with all visitors es i to report, had been a blacksmith anal rae ‘ ee beaspain 
Other singers are very prodical ae re SUveny vigorous man. insisting that unless the voice feels ra parent it on the day of an appearance, : 
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some even d it is useless to coddle 

Our Limitations 
Tue matter of ities i e me our capacities is usu i 

Cis 3 A Sis usually g We don’t like to think that there a adele bilities. None of us ey i Ss 8 ever try quite hard o real talents to find out the eee aecouge cone 
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THE ETUDE 

SILOTI AND HIS TEACHER, TCHAIKOVSKY 

Bprror’s Nore :—Alexander Siloti (often spelled Ziloti) 
iERbaER, at Charkoy, Russia, October, 10, 1868. His father 

played the violin and his mother sang. His mother’s 
name was _ Rachmaninoff—the | pianist-composer, Sergi 
Rachmaninoff, being a cousin of Siloti. At the age of ten, 
he became the pupil of Zvierev and later on studied with 
Nicholas Rubinstein and P. I, Tehaikovsky at the Moscow 
Conservatory. His début was made in Moscow, in 1880. 

“Tp may seem paradoxical, but I have learned almost 

as much from teaching others as I have from studying 

with others. There is nothing like making one’s mind 

alert by taking the responsibility of seeing that others 
play correctly and artistically. It is my firm belief that 
every teacher should play. He should be able to do more 
than play,—he should regulate his style to the pupil's 

performance. Nicholas Rubinstein was a past master at 
this. In fact, I could learn far more from Nicholas 
Rubinstein and his playing than I might from that of his 
great brother, Anton Rubinstein. Why? The reason is a 

simple one. When Anton played, his performance was 
so astonishing and so overpowering that the pupil be- 
came discouraged. He was inclined to throw his hands 
in his lap and say: “What is the use of my trying? f 
can never play like that I may as well give up at once.” 
But when Nicholas Rubinstein played, he gauged his play- 
ing so that it was only a little ahead of that of the pupil. 
The pupil then thought, “Well, I can perhaps play as 
well as that with a little practice.’ The mother when 

teaching a child to walk, does not run ahead as though 
in a race. She walks slowly and carefully. Many 

teachers seem to think that they must amaze their pupils 

by playing in a very*bombastic and showy style. That 
is never the best for the pupil. 

As I look back upon some of the lessons I had from 
Anton Rubinstein, they seem like a nightmare even now. 

T felt that he was absolutely indifferent to what I played 

or how I played. There was naturally no question of 

enjoyment for him or for me. He did not actually 

teach me anything. He only gave a_ superinspired 

rendering of the music, and if the desire to learn was 

not killed in me it was due to my happy disposition which 

allowed me to regard these lessons as a temporary evil. 
Zverieff, my earlier teacher, who was a real pedagogue, 

felt the same way about them; after each lesson he 

talked to me in a peculiar way, as if he were making 

excuses for having made me study under such a master. 

The Russian conservatory system provides for distinct 

staffs of the elementary and for the advanced depart- 

ments. Because a man like Zverieff devoted his life to 

the training of the young did not rob him of any honor 
or any distinction in the faculty of the conservatory. 

Nor was such a man expected to have had any less severe 

nusical training than the teacher of the advanced 

classes. He was simply one of the professors who had 

‘tected to make a specialty of training the pupils in the 

; - grades,—a very important work, and one bringing 

ee oat a specialist. No one would dream of 
ia a beginner to other than such a specialist. It is 

sending “quistake to place elementary pupils under the 

es of. some famous virtuoso who, as a rule, is not 

Oe aching youngsters. It is like bringing some 

asayiet vant ot HK ‘the hot rays of a dazzling sun 
ceLSHS De aisueled up in an hour or so. 
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Many Roads to 

Artistic Playing 
An Interview with the Eminent Pianist-Conductor’ 

By ALEXANDER SILOTI 

Secured Expressly for Tur Erupe 

This was followed by other appearances, until he played 
before the Tonkiinstlerversammlung in Leipsig, in’ 1 
with such success that his services were demanded eve 
where. He then went to Franz Liszt for three yea 
From 1887 to 1890 he was professor of pianoforte at the 
Moscow Conservatory, After ten years devoted almost 
exclusively to touring, he returned to Moseow to conduct 
the Philharmonic Concerts which have since that time 

Endless Roads to Parnassus 

One of the first things that the student discovers in 

advanced playing is that there is no royal road to Icarn- 

ing in music or in anything else. It is for this reason 
that the principal thing in all good art is the mental 
picture, the conception, the ideal. The reason why many 
students do not succeed is not that they do not work, but 

that they have no proper picture of what they aspire to 

do. They play, play, play at the keyboard, but they never 

think and dream away from the keyboard what their in- 

terpretation should sound like. 

How does one get playing ideals? First by hearing as 
much good playgng as possible and then through the de- 

velopment of the musical imagination. Your playing 

will never be any better than your playing ideal. Let 

us suppose that you were going to build a great temple. 
Unless your imagination permits you to see that temple 
in all its gorgeousness you will not be able to take the 
first step, no matter how great may be your technical 

skill, In pianoforte playing and in pianoforte study 
there are too many bricklayers and too few architects 
with vision. 

The average student spends his time in worrying about 
methods, about the minutia of touch, fingering, accent 
and so forth—all necessary to the point of indispensa- 
bility,—but by no means all in the art of playing. For 
instance,—during the last half century there have been 

two quite radically different methods of seating oneself 

A. SILOTL AS HE IS TODAY 
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been an immense sucee He then organized his own 
orchestra in Petrograd, giving six or eight concerts a year 
and paying especial attention to the orchestral works of 
his master Franz Liszt and to the newer works by the 
masters of Ru: . loti has just completed his second 
tour of Ameriea where he has been received with the 
greatest possible enthusiasm at all times.] 

at the piano. I incline toward the method of Franz 
Liszt, because that seems to me the most rational and 
the most effective. It may be described by a few simple 
lines: Li (judging from his own position at the 
piano)always felt that his forearm should be approx- 
imately parallel with the level, of the piano keys thus: 

On the other hand, Leschetizky apparently took an 
opposite view, (judging from the playing of many of 
his disciples.) He seemed to feel that the scat should 

be low producing an angle of the hand and arm tending 
in this direction. 

Tae . . 

Who can say which is right? No greater pianist than 
Liszt ever lived and he produced. his results by his own 
manner of playing, The Leschetizky pupils play mar- 
yelously, so apparently the mere position of the hands and arm does not make such a radical difference in 
either case. What does make a difference with the in- 
dividual pianist is the playing ideal—the mental con- 
ception of the work whether it be program, music or 
pure music. 

The hest teacher for the student is the one who can 
bring the most from that student. Fame means nothing, Take the case of Tchaikowsky. With a good student, 
he was a most excellent teacher, taking great pains a 
help him, but if Tchaikowsky was not interested 
was not only indifferent to the stude : he would scold frightfully, Scolding never makes a good teacher, It is rarely necessary. Tt upsets Ae pupil’s state of mind and unfits him to do his best When u studied with Tehaikowsky, he never neglected the details of the pedagogical side of his work although he did not like teaching. He corrected all the harmon exercises with care and minute precision. a The pupil often does well when he 
opposite temperame Phe effervese i 
liar etHie Get see ae . nites ae 

aining as sn ed, patient mMaste while the sluggish pupil benefits from hay ‘liant alert teacher always ready to My W hen [was teaching my cousin Rachmaninoff he manifested ome of the sombre, almost pe ae already which marked his early ‘ Ne traits hand, 1 was an optimist, 
| morning sunshine 
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of the thirty or. forty present who actually played. abe 

residue was made up, for the greater part, of Eng! - 
and American women in great variety, who cued 

formed an audience. This did not prevent them, Hs 

ever, from calling themselves Liszt's * favorite pupils,— 

apparently he had none but favorite” pupils. re 

In My Memories of Lisst I have endeayored to g' : 

a picture of Liszt as a conductor. He was ‘not in eh 

sense an ordinary conductor, Whether i wes é 

Weimer or further afield, the orchestra ha ee to 

study the things ie ey bed going 0 Uy a thet 
ntil they knew A 

The coe aes ae near at hand to help the 

orchestra or chorus on dangerous moments pails bees 

was conducting, such moments being ie in reatees 

for the greater part of the time Liszt cou not , Said 

to conduct at all. His appearance at the ees sr 

desk was imposing. His long tightly buttoned ae 

cassock, his bushy mane of white hair, and his a 

spirituality, all combined to give him an ue ty 

appearance as of being from another world. No 2 y 

did he look gigantic but he seemed to be soaring - hove 

all—above the hall itself, He used no baton. In ‘the 

sat arts he ‘would beat time almost imperceptibly 
Re ee at all. When he came to a big crescendo he 
would suddenly spread out his long arms like an eagle 
spreading his wings, and the effect was so morally up- 
lifting that you felt impelled to rise from your seat. 

Realizing Your Musical Ideals 

By Anna V. Watson 

On a recent visit to a great conservatory in New 

England the writer heard so many young women and 

young men voicing their ideals for the musical life that 
she was all but disgusted. 

Nothing worth while ever happens unless it is backed 
by an ideal, 

The finest ideals in the world are worthless, unless 
there is enough manhood or womanhood behind them 
to realize them. ; 

One girl from the middle west went about telling 
everybody who would listen, that her ideal was to play 
all of the Chopin Nocturnes. This was based upon the 
fact that she had managed to play the celebrated noc- 
turne in E flat. She played it for me. Phew! It 
was as stiff as a walking doll! She was struggling 
with the nocturne in.G minor and the Nocturne in G 
major and making a beautiful mess of both. Such a 
person is not a person of ideals but a person of silly 
dreams. Because you dream some night that you are 
flying around like a butterfly does not mean that you 
will wake up in the morning with wings. 

If you have an ideal — an ambition — seek first of all 
to make a plan—a working plan as to how you will 

carry it out. Just as the master-builder puts down in 
the contract when the job is to be done, you should 
put a time limit on yourself. Say, “I will master this 
Novelette of Schumann in two months or bust” Then do 

f ae writer once knew a teacher who practiced for 

the etter part of three years upon a Schumann Novel- 
ette and even then did not get it. He had ideals but 
he did not mean them. ’ 

ter have no ideals at all unless you know how to 
Bet with your work. Ideals are like sand—a 

mix them rtant part of any building, but unless you 
ged ie a or the lime to mix with the sand, the 
saa build will totter before you have gone 
structure ee floor. Don’t waste your time with ideats 
above the firs ready with the energy and the persistence 
Mees el ee fence to make your ideals count. The and the gee a Fron | Willieta Tae Sete utead 

following bees Baas tells just what I mean, 
book Talks to 4¢ he chesbest Giasenanen ee ‘fpre jdeals are tl basi pines in some shape or other, personal or has body and or mistaken, low or high, and the most ral, so H : is 
general, sentimentalists and dreamers, drunkards, 
worthless s¢ rsemakers, who never show a grain of yersemakers, shirks and 

age, or endurance, possibly hee her cakes : ura 2 effort, co 
+45 scale, The more ideals a man has, the 

On a tible on the whole do you continue to 

me eae the matter ends there for him and if 

deem him, if ‘ae man’s virtues are called into ac- 

eae courage shown, no privations 

nt geate contracted in the attempt 

It is quite obvious that something 

ssion of ideals is required to 

tion on his part, 

undergone, 
3 

to get them rea! 
4; re posse Fi aims the 

more than ¢he Beare: in any sense that cla 
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spectators admir® 

The Recorder 
Intimate Glimpses of Famous 

Contemporaries 

Next to living up to a distinguished name, is probably 
the difficulty of living behind a distinguished face. Cer- 
tain people have such individual features that when fame 
comes to them they are identified by the public at once 
and recognized by admiring crowds wherever they go. 
We know of one music supervisor in the New York 
public schools whose resemblance to President Wilson 
is so startling that he has often been at a loss to find ways 
of denying that he was the President. On the fake 
Armistice day, this gentleman happened to be in front of 
the New York Public Library. Although President 

Wilson was in Europe at the time, the crowd recognized 

this man as Wilson and ‘he was soon surrounded by a 
cheering mob from which the police had great difficulty 
in extricating him. Another musician, well known to 
Etupe readers, bears such a remarkable resemblance to 
Chauncey Depew that he is frequently taken for the law- 
yer-railroad man. On one occasion The Recorder had 
the honor of having Lt. Comm. Sousa at lunch at a 
well known metropolitan restaurant, The Lieutenant's 
face is so well known that he is instantly recognized 
by the thousands who have been ‘seeing that face at 
concerts, in the press and on bill-boards for three 

decades. It is one of the best known faces in the 
entire world. Of course, everyone in the restaurant 
identified the bandmaster after a few minutes. Later 
we walked from the restaurant to the Ritz-Carlton 
where Lt. Sousa was staying. On the way, nearly 
everyone we passed looked up and smiled pleasantly 

at the musician. “You see,” os The eae ‘you 
your admirers wherever you go. ; 

ee Wiel ng gt) the Hotel, the Lieutenant Ecole a his 
hat and there, in front, stuck in the ribbon, was the te 
hat check. It read, 23. No wonder the passers-by 

laughed! 

Two piano-playing seems becoming in vogue again. 

Bauer and Gabrilowitsch, the Lhevinnes, Maier and 

Pattison, Hutcheson and Randolph and many others have 

ec us an opportunity to learn of the beauties of the 

literature written for this branch of pianistic art. 

oh all this, the remarkable work done by the famous 

Bro, Sisters must stand out as a “pioneer accomplish- 

ment in present day musical history. Rose and wail 

Sutro are Americans, daughters of Adolph Sutro one a 

feeder of musical life in Baltimore. After a en 

ican education they were sent a Pe wi pee 

di i rere technicalist Heinrich Barth, studied with that severe ‘ f 

himself an exceptional ensemble player. Since ae ane 

ladies have played with many of aes Bes oe ° 

the world. With the passing of ae eee phins 

; ii ical sympathy 2 ry. 
developed a kind of musical sy . 

Tn fea performances they have sie pa re 

to back, and without signals of ae ap ua i hey 

i le y h their art was unc 0 

rae Ue hen two. There ae any ee of 

i This is all the more remark- 
ti hythm or nuance. 2 Hole I 

able eae one has a fairly good sized Wears nae 

é tiie other has a comparatively a hand making 

i visable. heir programs, i ical systems advisal h 

age Bae te ites written a en 

by ee modern masters who ae recognize eir 

Fea xtreme. ability, are interesting in i gee ee adebastieke vies 

Ensemble playing demands : 

greatest artists cannot sit svt Seat ae and 

i i ts in th 5 immediately produce resul 

Stn Seer tl te Fat Carrefio and Hofmann in Berlin. Be Ee 

played, according to report, @ ae Eoeeer ese 
Bruch. Later the composer 28 - ae oe oa 

played so rapidly. He said: “T had fence cu 

was playing so fast.” Then he asked ee Bd 

played so rapidly. “Ah”, she whispered, ad to be- 
” 

. Cause Hofmann was playing so fast. 
One is so accustomed to see cou dressed on the stage, that the gowns of the Ween ae 

ate a relief, One of them recently mematl ed to the Recorder “Pianists do not seem to memigniver that when 
they are Playing the backs of their dresses are the most 
conspicuous, For this reason my sister and I have 
always been very particular to have the backs of our 
Sowns effective, and possibly the most effective device of all is a straight piece of beautiful material reaching from the shoulders to the feet 4 la wattcay,” 

THE ETUDE 

Music Facts from Plutarch’s Lives 

By S.M.C. 

THEMIsTocLEs, the great Athenian general, well under- 
stood the attractive power of music. While he was still 
young and obscure, he prevailed upon Epicles of Her- 
mione, a harpist, who was eagerly sought after by the 
Athenians, to practice at his house, for he was ambiti- 
ous that many should seek out his dwelling and often 
come to see him. 
When Atisthenes heard that Ismenias was an excellent’ piper, he said: “But, he’s a worthless fellow, otherwise. he wouldn’t be so good a piper.” 
Philip of Macedon once said to his son, who, as the wine went round, plucked the strings charmingly and skilfully : “Art not ashamed to pluck the strings so well? It is enough surely, if a king have leisure to hear others pluck the strings, and he Pays great deference to the Muses, if he but be a spectator of such contests.” 
Alcibiades at school usually obeyed his teachers, but he refused to play the flute, holding it to be an ignoble and illiberal thing. The use of the plectrum and the lyre, he argued, wrought no hayoc with the bearing and appearance which were becoming to a gentl 

Iet a man go blowing on a flute and even his own kins- man could scarcely recognize his features, (Greek flutes were so hard to blow that players wore’ bands over their cheeks to keep them from being broken by the wind pressure.) Moreover, the lyre blended its tones with the voice or song of its master, Whereas the flute closed and barricaded the mouth, robbing its master both of voice and speech. 
“Flutes, then,” said hes, 

know not how to conyers 
fathers say, have Athen 
patron, one of wi 

a in di Way in disgus: the other flayed 
S flite-playen®™ ee Asa result of Alcibiades? loathing for the flute and it: 

votaries, this instrument was dropped entirely fro tt i 
Program of a liberal education, and was aniverseile 
despised, Nevertheless, we read, that later. the oarsimeft 
of Alcibiades rowed to the i music of a Chrysogonus the Pythian Victor, ee i 

lemen; but 

for the sons of Thebes, they e; but we Athenians, as our 
Tess, and Apollo for 
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By Mildred F, Stone 
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THE ETUDE 

Tecunic may be defined as the art of securing re- 
sults with the least possible expenditure of energy, All 
technical training aims at the conservation of energy, 
for whatever is done with obvious effort is inartistic. 
The art of piano playing ceases to be an art whenever 

technical proficiency is absent. The technical mastery of 

a Godowsky makes a Chopin Etude seem so casy as to 

be almost unimpressive. This is the highest phase of 

technic. , eee 

In the nature of things, piano playing is difficult, not 

only because of the awkardness of our poorly adapted 
playing apparatus, but also by reason of the intricate and 

highly ornamental form of piano figuration. At all 

stages of the study of piano playing, it is necessary that 
some form of passage work be studied, It is quite the 

fashion to frown upon technic for the beginner, It is 

quite the thing to do everything in A spirit of fun and 
play, and to relieve the aspiring pianist of everything re- 

motely resembling work. It is also only too true, that, 
in this “land of the brave and the free,” the teacher pro- 
poses, but the pupil disposes. However it is absolutely 

essential that the beginner become familiar with the 
playing motions of arms and fingers as early in his 

career as possble. It is also imperative that thorough 

drill, in the fundamental forms of piano passage work, 
be taken in hand from the beginning. It is assumed 
that you, in your self-imposed penance as teacher, will 
obstinately persist in presenting some phase of piano 
technic at every lesson and from the very outset. 

In this slight sketch of elementary technic, the term 
“beginner” will refer to a child, although the principles 

stated may be just as successfully applied to adult be- 

ginners. All of the exercises suggested in the course 

of this discussion are to be presented to the student 

orally. They must be immediately memorized and ‘80 

practised by the pupil. Only in this way can the child 

observe the movements of his arms, hands and fingers, 

and only in this way can he sense the significance of 

the muscular processes involyed. ‘ 

The child is by nature an arm player. His fingers are 
t sufficiently articulated to make independent finger 

tion a certainty, his finger muscles are not immediately 

cone enough for audible keyboard manipulation. He 

instinctively sounds the keys by pushing or pulling them 

down. The large muscles in the hack which control the 

arm as a unit, are the ones which decide the nature of 

his first efforts at the keyboard. We speak of pulling 
a good tone,” which is probably the extent of the child’s 

conception. Unfortunately, the childish appetite for tone 

soon degenerates. At first satisfied with divers isolated 

tones timidly sounded, he rapidly develops an astonishing 

Jesire for unadulterated noise and turns the piano into 

: drum, to be beaten upon with stiff fingers and rigid 

2 ‘m. Tt is your province to guide the child along lines, 
Shieh will utilize, from the very outset, his arm playing 
ability. 

Pe Arm Technic 
first lesson in technic may very well consist 

eee tags exercise as this: Have your student touch 
key lightly with the tip of his second finger, 
h enough to cause the hand eo nats Deere 

ng slightly forward. By suddenly permit- 

and ae pits eae fe finger will depress the key. 

ie Aig his wrist to rise to its first Position, he will 

ae ek the piano key seems to push his finger right 
no’ He is now in a position to repeat the whole per- 

Bs After a number of repetitions, he will be- 

dees t in this form of arm motion, which ite exper 3 come ai canal stroke, This form of touch should 
we E 7 reliminary exploration of the key- 

pe emblares ices the two black keys having been 

Be Te dephasing keys are assigned their names. 

signted, melodies may be picked out with one finger, 

Lal aie and the first acquaintance with the easier 

pe oa be made in the same way, the proper keys 

shale seieemnined entirely by car. After the possibilities 

heme gee vith one finger, preferably the second or third, 

e ae exhausted two adjacent fingers may be used, 
have si 

in Exercise 

a piano’ 
wrist hig! 

as 

Ex, |. 23.2323 23 23 23 
Right Hand ig DE EF FG GA AB BC 

5 ge Bi Bese f 2eeo 32 Left Hand en Hand play upward from F vested that the Right ; 
It is suggested : tga ” “two-lined C,? and the Matt Hand ag 2 

eran 2p the arm away from the side. In this 
Phis will keep action of the two consecutive tones will 
exercise Be gots attention. Tnasmuch as each tone is 

rol ppatoad 5 F downward motion of the arm, there oO he pr 

Practical Technic for the Beginner 
By ERNST C. KROHN 

Ernst C. Krohn, the author of this article, was born 
in St. Louis, December 23d, 1888, He was the pupil 
of his father (a pupil of Kullak) and other well-known 
teachers of St, Louis, Early in his teaching work he 
started very interesting investigations of — juvenile 
teaching material alony quite original lines. This arti- 
cle should be of decided value to young teachers. 

will be a strong probability of releasing the first key 
during the upward motion preceding the depression 
of the second key. The second finger must cling lightly, 
but hinge-like, to C, for instance, until the arm swing- 
ing up and down finally sounds D, 

After diligently practicing this two-finger exercise, the 
student should be required to study the following three 
finger exercise : 

Eesn2 
RW. 234234234234234234234 3 

CDE DEF EFG FGA GAB ABC BCDC 
LH. 4324324324324324324323 
and also this four finger exercise 

Ex. 3 
RH. 2345 2345 2345 2345 2345 

: CDEF DEFG £FGA FGAB GABC 
ROE E2664 850243) 405), 33 

ABCD BCDE C 
LH. 5432 5432 5432 5432 8432 
L.H. 5432 5432 4 
Care must be observed in properly phrasing the above 
three and four tone groups. A continuation of the up- 
ward motion, until the finger tip leaves the last key of 
each group, will produce the required effect. A 

The’ preceding exercises have all been played by means of the down stroke, Its opposite, the up stroke, will next demand our attention. Have your student touch a piano key lightly with the tip of his second finger wrist and knuckles at the same level. By a quick forward motion of the arm, the wrist rising until the hand is almost per- pendicular the finger tip will push down into the key and cause it to sound. The motion should be continued until the arm is fully extended the hand hanging loosely and almost in contact with the fallboard and the fingers dang- ling Just above the key. By bringing the arm down to its first position over the next key, this one may be played by means of the same motion. An entire scale may be played in this way using at first the second finger, then the third, the fourth and even the fifth finger. Ex- ercise 1 to 3 may now be practised with the up stroke. As the up stroke naturally produces a staccato effect, the phrasing need not be observed. 
A combination of the up stroke and the down stroke . will now be in order. Using the up stroke, have your 

student play C with the second finger and immediately 
repeat C, by dropping from the outstretched arm posi- tion at the end of the up stroke, into the hanging on to 
the key position at the end of the down stroke. Have 
him play a whole scale this way, using at first only the 
Second finger, then the third, fourth and fifth. The 
change from key to key may be made by a slight shifting 
motion of the arm, without raising the wrist however. 
Tn the following exercise two adjacent fingers will be 
used. After the preliminary start with the second 
finger, using the up stroke, have your student play the 
first note in each group with the down stroke and the 
second note with the up stroke. Care must be exercised 
in securing a smooth connection between the two con- 
secutive tones of each group. 

Exercise 4, 
Right Hand Up Down Up DU DU DU DU DU DU 

2 2 3) 2:3) 2392) 3).2,3| 2,3) 9.3 
GC DD DEEP RG CA AB RC 

Alsop s) (aN Ola 314) 34 Big) 374 34 
Left Hand similarly but downward from “small C.” 

In the next exercise the combination upward and 
downward arm motion is employed in a very practical form. It will be noticed that this exercise is to be Played in a connected manner, which will require a moderation of the violence of the up stroke, 

This exercise may also be practiced wit 
reverse: DUDUDUD 

234543 2. The thomb will 
chdhce to participate with this fingering: DUD DUD 

h the motion 
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The combination up and down motion will be of 
immediate practical use in the playing of simple picces, It goes without saying that the earlier pieces should be 
selected with an eye to their adaptability to arm play- 
ing. They should be written within the compass of five 
notes in each hand, so as td prevent the complications 
arising from frequent change of the hand position and 
turning under of the thumb. Mrs. Krogman’s Ten Five 
Note Recreations Opus 110, are typical. The First 
Lesson can be played with the down stroke throughout. 
“A Hammock Luitaby’ can be played with a down 
stroke for the right hand and a combination up and 
down stroke for the left hand. As this is an exceed- 
ingly common type of left hand part it deserves illustra- 
tion. 

Ex.6 2.4. b 
U DOD PD Dd OED eD Tepe DB Pee eee si 

SEE = = =jetc. 

Twinkling Stars and Evensong contain,a large per- 
centage of triads and afford excellent material for the 
very easiest type of chord playing by means of the down 
stroke. 

Inasmuch as the down stroke is particularly useful in 

chord playing it will be desirable to give your student 
some work of this type. By adding an upper third to 
the following Exercises, they will serve as introductory 
chord studies. Have your pupil play them with the fol- 
lowing fingering: 
Exes 57; 
IR. H.45 and 34; L. H. 32 and 21; 

2:3: 12. 54 43 
Il, R. H.345 and L. H. 321. 

1923) 543 
A scalewise series of chords of the sixth will afford 
further excellent practice. In the course of time it will 
be found desirable to practice these chord studies witl, 
the up stroke, particuarly as a means of producing a crisp 
staccato. 
A very useful form of arm motion is that which is usu- 

ally called rotary motion. Although this arm movement 
is not of immediate practical use in elementary piano mu- 
sic, its value as a means of imducing arm flexibility 
is sufficient reason for its inclusion here. With his arm 
hanging limply by his side, haye your student twist it 
slowly to and fro, turning inwardly as far as possible 
and then outwardly, continuing the motion until tired. 
This twisting motion may with profit be practised for 
a few moments at the beginning of every Practice period, 
In time it will be necessary to practice rotary motion in 
the normal playing position. With his arm in the usual 
playing position but tilted slightly upward so as to keep the fingers well above the keys, have your pupil twist his 
forearm outwardly and then inwardly, continuing as be- 
fore until fatigued, In this exercise the arm revolves j the elbow joint, whereas in the first a y 
cise, it revolved in the shoulder joint. 
forearm, the upper arm should not be 
must be perfectly relaxed and permitted to sway from side to side, even to the extent of allowing the eth to point outwardly, The application of this totes to Exercise 6 will require persistent practice. So rank depends upon acquiring the “knack of it.” In tuisting 
the arm or rocking the hand, as it will seem, the teas tone will be depressed at th i ssec at the end of the inwar 4 the upper tone at the : OUbN, 

tm twisting exer. 
Tn rotating the 
held vigid, Ty 

aphrsr esd end of the outward Motion, The rs mus’ york cheat By not work but must remain absolutely Das- 

ee 242424242424 R. H., Broken Thirds : CECE DFDF EGEGQ ike 
R B525 25252528 REL, " Fourths:; GCGC ADAD BEBE ee 

TES a a ea 5 R. E., Sixths iB FDFD GEGE ete 

Finger Technic 
The training of the fingers may be taken UP as soon as your student has fairly mastered the majority of 

arm exercises. The most important thing about finger work is the thought with which it is done, It is essen. tial that the fingers swing freely up and down fram the knuckle joint, and that the arm and hand remain absolutely passive. Under Pretext of working the 
fingers, pupils usually jiggle the arm up and down 
striking the keys with @ clever assorment of short aia 
vicious jabs. You must continually remind your student 
that the-free swinging Motion of the finger is Of the utmost importance, and the Production of a loud tone of 
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the least importance. As soon as the finger muscles have 
been sufficiently exercised, they will develop the strength, 
which will insure the rapidity of key depression neces- 
sary for real tone production. The very nse finger 

tapping exercises may very well be eae away 

from the keyboard. A convenient table top, the spiano 

lid or the back of a book, will afford a satisfactory 

surface. ; ; } 

As soon as your student succeeds in tapping with 

a loose swinging motion of the entire finger ee 

knuckle joint, you may transfer the work to the oe 

board, for only there can the pupil become conscious 
the fact of 1 resistance. A word as to hand and 
finger position. The fingers should be lightly out 

stretched, resting on the ball of flesh opposite the ae 

The hand will be slightly arched, the wrist being a ah 

same level as the knuckles. Whenever the size o Fags 

hand permits, the early exercises should be eed 

on the black keys. This will induce the outstretched 

hand and finger position, whereas playing exclusiv 
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on the white keys, tends to cug) up the fingers, which 

in turn induces playing on the extreme tips of the 

iw The following is a simple fingers, which is not good. 

and useful tapping study: 

Ex. 7. 

RH. 444444 ete 
yi Siiseee ag 
Qa 22. 
CGE DDD E 

also 222333444 

as well as 

Ex. 8." 

RH. 4 44 4 44 ete. 
Ge os5. 43) a 
Bigere 72, 22) FH . 
Fe-- Gt-- A#-- Ge-- F#-- 

also Bees 63 4 443 33 2.22 
6 33 4 44 5 55 4 44 3 3:3 

At first there will be little or no tone, but in the eee 

of time the finger muscles will become more aap igh 
your pupil will acquire the knack of swinging at the. VS 
with the speed requisite for the production of a pleas ne 
tone. Above all do not permit him to force his tone by 

pulling or punching with his arm. For the time being 
it will he necessary to keep absolutely distinct and sepa- 
rate the two varieties of touch. Specifically require your 
student to play a certain section, either with the up or 

down arm stroke (with no active finger movement), or 
with the swinging finger stroke (with no active arm 
movement). Eventually the two will blend, but by that 
time the pupil will have outgrown his Deginnerhood. 

In playing the next exercise have your student keep 
his thumb under his hand. This will prevent the thumb 
from sticking out and stiffening the whole hand—a very 
common fault. 

Ex, 9: 

RH. 45454 45454 etc. 
Grane 423 BS idus A 3 2 
2O2Z6 22:5 2.32 7 
CDCDC DEDED E DEDED 

also 2.3.23 2) 3434.3 4545.4 394345 
CDCDC. 

also 23232 

Exercises 10 and 11 will be found slightly puzzling at 
first, but they are exceedingly useful. 

10 
eae 

LH. Two Octaves Lower. 

How Long 

Ex. 11 

B [ey 
L.H. Two Octares Lower. 

Before grappling with the intricacies of the Five- 

Finger Exercises it will be well to give your pupil some 
thumb work. A very simple but effective thumb exer- 

cise is this one: Have your student lightly rest his sec- 

ond finger on a black key, meanwhile tapping the ad- 
joining white key with his thumb. The thumb must 
swing up and down, gently rubbing the side of the 
‘finger in its course. A trill on two black keys with the 
thumb and second finger will afford further useful 
practice. The thumb is a very refractory member of 
the finger family and must be constantly watched. His 
fatal tendency to get away from the hand must be over- 

come. He must be trained to swing up and down like 

any other finger and when not immediately needed must 

stay close to the hand or under it. ; 

The preceding thumb exercise on two black keys will 
naturally lead into the Five-Finger Exercise on all 

five black keys. Have your student place his fingers 
on the five black keys, the thumb on D flat and the little 
finger on B flat. A number of useful exercises will be 
evolved by using the following fingering 

Ri 212 3434 5454 3232 and repeat. 
aie eae tee ae 348 432 and repeat. i 

e e 13 24 35 42 and repeat. 
Left Hand 5454 3232 1212 3434 and repeat. 

ut oe 543 432 321 234 and repeat. 

y id 53 42 31 24 and repeat. 

The spacing of the black keys is different in each of 
the five positions in which this exercise can be played. 
This will afford opportunity for lateral stretching of 
the fingers. The stretches become progressively dif- 
ficult when the positions are practiced in the following 
order: Right Hand—D flat, G flat, B flat, E flat, A flat; 
Left Hand—G flat, D flat, A flat, E flat, B flat. 

After you have exhausted the possibilities of the 
preceding black key study, it will be advisable to take 
in hand a Five-Finger Exercise which can be trans- 
posed into other keys. Exercise 12 is an exceedingly 
useful study of this type. Sefore assigning this exer- 
cise it will be necessary to give your student some 

thorough drill in the theoretical construction of the 
major scale. Using the C major scale as your model, 

explain clearly the spacing of the tones in the major 

ieee from every possible tone, eventually including 
F fiat, G sharp, D sharp and A sharp. This work must 

be done by mental calculation and not by memory, or 
by ear. As soon as your student has acquired some 
proficiency in scale writing and can recite any requirec 
scale, have him take up the study of Exercise 12, play- 
ing with hands together from the start. 

"Odgegee 

This exercise is to be transposed into all of the ma- 
They may be assigned in the following order: 

G and F, D and B flat, A and E flat, E and A flat, B 
and D flat, F sharp and G flat. Before p aying the 
exercise in the key of G, have your student recite the 
G major scale. Likewise, before attempting the trans- 
position into F, have him recite that scale and so on 
through all the other keys. 

The thorough study of the above exercise and its 
variants will have brought your student to the thresh- 
old of Scale Playing at which point he ceases to be a 
beginner and has become 

troubled sea of Pianism. 
fairly launched on the 

is a Note 

By Sidney Bushell 

f the old conundrum, “How long is 
1? 

Tate reminds: us o ; 3 Tats Pree or “How much will a box hol 
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The answer is plain. The 
notes, any more than there isa Standard size for hoaxes or lengths of string. It is determined entirely | Purpose for which they are : dance, a funeral dirge; 
value of your 

1S no standard length for 
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to be used: a march, a 
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piece, with all other 
Make this clear to your | 
stumbling. 

Then require your student to write major scales - 
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A Cover to Protect Sheet Music 

By Elizabeth Leach 

THE easiest and most convenient way to prevent sheet 
music from tearing and growing shabby, is to make 
stout covers in which each piece of music may be kept. 
The quickest and cheapest method is to buy yery heavy 
wrapping paper which will not tear, or any light weight composition paper softer that cardboard. (Cardboard 
cracks too easily to be serviceable). All covers should be made a uniform size to protect the largest sheet and, at the same time, be small enough to go into a standard size leather music-case. To do this, I cut the paper fourteen- and-a-half by twenty-two-and-a-half inches, and then bend it accurately through the middle, making each half of the cover fourteen-and-a-half by eleven and a quarter inches. To prevent the crease from tearing, I bind the fold with white gummed cloth mending tape, one inch wide (catalogued No. 5). T cut the tape about sixteen inches long, so as to leave three quarters of an inch at each end to turn inside the cover, to strengthen the fold at the top and bottom, 
On the tape I write the name of the music which the folder is to hold. Besides Protecting the music, this cover facilitates the finding of any composition on the shelves of a music cabinet, 

Hymn Values 
By Gertrude Greenlaugh Walker 
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Promoting Keyboard Accuracy 
By GEORGE F. BOYLE 
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Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore 

Tuts subject is so complete and, in some of its most 

important aspects, so peculiarly a mental problem, that 

it will be rather difficult to avoid in its discussion a lapse 

into generalities and abstractions which, however interes- 

ting they might be in themselves, especially to a psycholo- 

gist, would prove of little practical benefit to the average 

piano student. As it is for the latter that the article is 

intended, this fact must be the excuse for a somewhat 

superficial scratching of certain of the more subtle as- 

pects of the matter. Unfortunately, accuracy is not one 

of the outstanding attributes of the average mind, es- 

pecially with regard to the observation and recollection 

of details. Habit—that is, unconscious (or, if you like, 

subconscious) mental and physical processes and acts 

created by repetitions of what were in the beginning con- 

scious and voluntary actions,—plays such an important 

part in a performance that the first aim should be the 

most rigid concentration on the details which eventually 

must be allowed to look after themselves, to a great ex- 

tent. Furthermore, such concentration must not be re- 

Jaxed until we are certain that these details will look 

after themselves properly,—in other words, until we have 

created the necessary habits instead of allowing them, like 

Topsy, to “just grow.” 

There we go! Indulging in one of the generalities we 
warned against in the beginning! Still, this one has it’s 
practical side, as it is the most potent argument for slow 

practice. 
Let us now consider some more concrete aids to the 

attainment of keyboard-accuracy,—for instance, the 

eyes! 
It is perfectly true that the sense of vision is not in- 

dispensable; the author has had several blind students 

who have acquired more than a respectable command of 

the keyboard; one especially, a young lady whose ac- 

curacy, even in long, dangerous skips, verges on the un- 

canny. 
However it is so obvious that sight should be such a 

help in gaining keyboard accuracy, that it is strange so 

little is done to cultivate it in this respect. We must 

learn two things,—what to look at, and how to look! 
By the latter is meant the faculty of focusing on a small 
object and ignoring others surrounding it. 

As a practical illustration, place two poker chips (or 

peppermint wafers, if you prefer them!) on a table, two 
feet apart. No difficulty should be experienced in jump- 

ing from one to the other (using either the same or 

different fingers) at a rather rapid rate of speed. 
Now measure the same distance on the pianoforte key- 

Ext 

board—say from 

try jumping at the same speed, and you will probably he 

more inaccurate and uncertain of your landing place. 

This is not because the keys may be a trifle narrower, but 

1 have become confused by the similarity in the ap- 

wrance of the white keys, and instead of actually fo- 

-ysing on your objectives your vision has taken in too 

te ae several notes on each side of them. 

‘fortunately, quite possible to train the sense of 

rapidly focused on a small object, 

piano key, to the comparative exclusion of 

unding it, and remember this if you 

te while skipping, the chances are a 

yo 

ped 

much,— 

It is, 1 

sight so that it can be 

such as @ k 

similar objects surro 

\ i at a no’ 
k straight at @ I sping. 

she 1 = to on
e in favor of your hitting it! p 

oe ovice in the art (or is it a science?) of bicycle 

bee “nt a fair sized field containing one carl tree, 

ae a 
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shances and the chanees 
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he will run into, the tree, 
are that 

0 

simply because he will not 

+« eves off it 3 

keep his eves © apartanit to know at what to look. 

Tt is just a should not be necessary to look for notes 

In general, f the hand's grasp, such int als which 
which fie within exercise in 
admit of beins 
Czerny's S¢ hool 
example for atl 
possible to eliminat¢ 

they occasionally ha 

taken legato. The first ¢ 

af Velocity, opus 299. provides a good 

éeye-study.” In a certain sense it 1s 

the feeling of the skips, even though 

ye a range of over two octaves. 

Until the end of the eighth’measure in the above ex- 
ample the eye need only be conscious of successive notes, 
and not concern itself with skips at all. It should not 
be necessary to look for the notes in a scale passage, the 
properly trained fingers will fall on them automatically. 

Resist the temptation to allow the eye to follow the 
hand as the scale is being played, and focus on the first 
note of each measure only, until the fourth measure, 
when the eye should follow the scale down and then focus 

again on the first note alone. 
So far as the eye is concerned the passage becomes 

No.3 

a= po Sten Ty 
The eye can then follow the scale up in the next (eighth) 

measure, so that there will only be an interval of a seventh 

between it and the ninth measure. In other words with 
the exception of the interval of the seventh just men- 

tioned, the sight need only be concerned with consecu- 

tive notes. : 
One need hardly go to such extremes in the actual per- 

formance of a piece, but it is a decidedly useful exercise 
for training the eyes to take care of the proper notes 
to the exclusion of those which do not need watching. 

The student often regards with awe the accuracy of 
a virtuoso in handling seemingly dangerous jumps such 
as the following from the Liszt-Paganini La Campanella. 

No eee eeef ee 28 
pierre ele eee eee 

He 
When, as a matter of fact, the performer may hardly 

be conscious of the skips at all. In this pasage the eye 

should practically ignore the top D#, and simply watch 

the theme 

Georce F, Boyie 

— 

After sufficient practice the fifth finger automatically 
returns to the high D#, and the feeling of jumps of 
different intervals becomes practically eliminated as both 
the eye and the mind are concentrated on the theme 
(thumb notes). Cases will occur where this “focusing,” 
even for skips, is impracticable, for example when both 
hands are occupied with skips and only one can be proper- 
ly watched. The accuracy of the jumps of the unwatched 
hand must then depend on physical memorization. The 

physical sensation experienced while skipping a twelfth, 
for instance, is quite different from that felt in skipping 
two octaves. 

It is a question of learning to recognise and distinguish 
between the physical feeling of the different jumps. 

Practice with attention concentrated on these sensations 
can accomplish wonders. If when jumping, the finger 
falls habitually short of the required note, which is 

very often the case, the trouble is probably that the elbow 
is somewhat stiff, and consequently not having sufficient 

freedom, arrests the movement of the forearm a fraction 
of a second sooner than was intended. Tf on the other 
hand, the jumps are habitually overleapt, the arm may 
be rather too “flabby” and uncontrolled. J 

Physical sensation in the hand itself (muscular mem- 
prization) plays an important role also in passages which 
require no skipping, but lie within the hand's grasp. The 
feeling experienced in the hand while grasping a dom- 

inant seventh chord is different from that felt while hold- 
ing a diminished seventh, for instance. These sensations 
must be mentally catalogued, as it were. 

Another expedient of the utmost value for attaining 
accuracy is preparation, by which is meant the practicing 
of passages with the fingers actually touching as many 
notes as possible in advance of the one being played. 

Take the following passage as a practical illustration :— 

No.6 

It is clear that this passage contains but five different 
hand positions (chord grasps) in each of which all the 
five fingers can lie on (prepare) the keys they will 

eventually sound. It should be so practiced, at first, to 
familiarize the hand muscles with the resulting sey. 
sation, When this has been achieved, the necessary 
adjustments in the shape of the hand, occurring wher 
one chord grasp ends (Sth finger) and another begins 
(thumb) may be practiced by an adequate and early 
enough preparation of the thumb. One of several r 
of doing this would be:— 

re 

ways 

No.7 

In actual performance so rigid a physical pr 
would not be advisable in passages requiring 
tensions, as a too continually extended h 
is apt to result in a tense and stiff muscul 
which must always be avoided. 
practicing with the fingers touching as many 
ahead as possible—should also be followed i 
not constructed of such obvious chord er; 
where the intervals are more diatonic or ch 

In the Preparatory practicin 
preparation should he employed 
he allowed to touch the e 
sounding it, 

eparation 
such ex- 

and position 
1 ar condition, 
Such a procedure— 

! Notes 
M passages 

asps, that is, 
romatic, 

g of skips, also, ph 
dy that is, the finger sh tou note jumped for, before ac ! This is only possible, of 

certain tempo, but this import 
bered,—alw 

cal 

hould 
actually 

: course, up 
ant point should fy 

5 s endeavor to descend on a note even after a most extended skip, 

to a 

e remem 
7 Vertically 
The correct ae may he diagramed as 

Sahai 

# 

instead of 
Ex,2 

As mechanical ace : amical accuracy will q ta ae ety epend greatly P ugh physical familiarity Ret ie k af ae thot 
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It is, for instance, sometimes necessary to play high up 

on the white keys, between the black ones,—especially 
when the thumb and fifth finger have to play on the 

black keys. The “feel” of the keys is entirely different 

here, and exercises on this more infrequently used part 

of the keyboard are useful. Practice the following 

chromatic passages with the hand as far inside the 

keyboard as possible, the middle (longest) finger ac- 

tually touching the wood. 

No.9 

ane 

ascending, and 

4 Lees 
etc. descending 

The practice of all scales with the same fingering (that 

employed for C major), advised so strongly by Tausig, 
is very useful for developing a sense of keyboard 
mastery. 

When the thumb is only occasionally being used on a 
black key, it is not necessary to keep the hand in such 
an unnatural position as was required in our last ex- 

ercise. The natural and comfortable leading inward of 
the hand so that the thumb may reach a black key will 
depend quite as much on the freedom and flexibility 
of the elbow as of the wrist. 

As it is generally the movement of the thumb which 

brings the hand into a new position, thereby controlling 
to some extent the accurate “placing,” or preparation, 
of the other fingers, it may not be out of place here to 
mention a curious: hallucination which seems to exist in 
the minds of some students concerning this thrice im- 
portant member. ; 

As the thumb has only two- plainly visible joints, 
many do not realize that, like the other fingers, it 
actually possesses three, being joined to the frame 
(skeleton) of the hand, not at the second joint, but at 
the third, near the beginning of the wrist. Unless this 
latter joint be consciously trained (loosened and de- 
veloped) no full thumb action is possible. 

It should be obvious that practicing without watching 
the keys, or still better, in the dark, is a simple but 

valuable resort for developing a sense of physical fa- 
miliarity with the keyboard. é 
A too great reliance on the eyes, except in the case 

of dangerous skips, is largely a matter of habit and 
unwarranted timidity; the assistance of the sense of 

sight may be dispensed with far more often and with 
less discomfort than may be generally imagined. This 
emancipation from the tyranny of the eyes, as has been 
said before, is a matter of muscular memorization. 

Do You Know ? 
Do you know that the highest musical sound audible 

to human ears vibrates at 36,500 beats per second? The 
highest vibration in color is violet which vibrates at the 
rate of 708 trillion (708 thousand billion) vibrations per 

second. 
Do you know thatthe range of the human voice from 

the lowest bass to the highest soprano is rarely over 
five octavea, except in the cases of freaks? Your piano 
has three and a quarter octaves more. ° 
Do you know that the largest bell ever made, that of 

the old Kremlin in Moscow, weighed 247 tons? 

Taking Advantage 

By Arthur Y. Hall 

Have you noticed the enormous amount of peering 

being done by musical interests ca in pee aly 

in all parts of the country’ li you are old enoug th 

pare this with what was done back in the eighties 

ow he nineties. Then the musical advertisements were 

fimited to a few mild piano acne A 

All the time this advertising fozce is pulling sag a 

eople toward music. The current of the tide is 
uae Are you taking advantage of it by doing the 

ene mint of advertising yourself? Some teacher 
right ae by it. Why not you? The possibilities of 

wil ae 4 United States during the next twenty-five 

f a gears The teachers with the enterprise 

5 eray and the vision will profit from this. The 

and the A be mere lookers cn. Im which class are you? 

others ie ne best advertising of allis the exploitation 
Remember, % 

cf really worth while pur 

to be deceived is to think oneself 

The true Wey yan others, more knowing ¢ Duc de la Rochefoucauld. 

THE ELTUDE 

Rubinstein’s Hunger Years 
Just at this moment in the United States, there are 

doubtless in our music centers hundreds of students who 
are undergoing privations in order to nourish their am- 
bitions. It is always encouraging to read of the 
sacrifices made by masters of the past who have ulti- 
mately triumphed. Rubinstein, in his Autobiography, 
gives a very graphic picture of his hunger years in 
Vienna. 

“In Vienna I gave lessons mostly at cheap rates; I 
lived in the attic of a large house, and often for two 
or three days in succession I had not money enough to 
pay for a dinner at the nearest restaurant, and so IT 
went without. The room that I had hired was fairly 
bare, but soon I had crowded every corner and literally 
carpeted the floor with my writings. And what did T 
not write in these days of hunger! Every sort of com- 
position, not only in the department of music, operas, 
oratorios, symphonies and songs, but articles philosophic, 
literary, ‘and critical as well. In my “attic” I even 
wrote a paper for the benefit of a single reader,—my- 
self. And how often I suffered from hunger! This 
life of poverty lasted a year and a half; and very poor 
I was in those days. In fact, it was the old story of a 
friendless man struggling on without help, a story that 
will doubtless repeat itself as long as the world lasts.... 

It was now two months since I had called on Liszt. My 
prolonged absence had at last reminded him of my ex- 
istence. He took it into his head to pay me a visit; and 
one day he made his way up to my attic accompanied 
by his usual retinue, his so-called courtiers, who followed 
him wherever he went,—and a certain prince, a count, a 
doctor, an artist; all ardent admirers and servants of 
the master, The first sight of my quarters seemed to 
shock the whole party, more especially Liszt himself, 
who during his sojourn in Moscow had visited my 
family and knew our style of living. He showed, how- 
ever, much tact and delicacy, and in the most friendly 
manner asked me to dine with him on the same day,— 
a most welcome invitation, since the pangs of hunger 
had been gnawing me for several days. After this I 
was always on good terms with Liszt until the time of 
his death. As for the music I wrote while in Vienna, 
but a small part of it appeared in print. Vienna was 
always well supplied with publishers, but during the 
year between 1846 and 1847 I had only ten musical works 
printed, among which were several very short pieces. If I by chance received a few guldens for certain of them, I esteemed myself fortunate. A young musician just entering upon his career receives but slight re- muneration for his works,” 

When Simplifying Why Not Simplify ? 

By Helen L. Cramm 

Wits shivers I recall my first scale practice when, 
without explanation other than “Now this is the scale of 
G, and the F in it is sharp. That is the scale of E, 
which has four sharps. Study the fingering, dear!” I 

gazed on long strings o* notes trailing up and down the 
pages of an old-fashioned instruction book, monotonously 
similar, but Oh! so different. With no knowledge of 

scale degrees, no classification of keys or fingering, I 

struggled on; and, in the language of the famous Mr, 
Mantenelli, it was “Just one demnition horwid gwind.” 

Now there is something to do before beginning to play 

scales. The majority of teachers know this, but should 
this reach the eye of one who does not realize the im- 

portance of scale knowledge, before scale playing, 1 

hope she will register for a good course in fundamental 

training as soon as possible. ‘ 

Regarding fingering: If one knows just where to put 
the fourth finger the trick is done for all scales, for the 

other fingers must: fall in a certain order, otherwise the 

fourth will be out of place. Young pupils grasp this 
very quickly and learn how to think fingering. 

Pupils Who Discontinue 

; In as ae aa in sharp keys with no more than our sharps (including C) the fourth fi i i hand falls on the seventh de i eiethaes oho 

a 
“sree and in the left hand the pecond nes In every major scale in flat keys the tan linger of the right falls on B flat. There's the whole thin; ea eerie far as the right hand is concerned. But he le: 1S not so easily disposed : 

eae ee y Posed of. The scale of Jor is fin; 
n€ general rule for left- hand scale: 
te keys, Fourth finger scale. In the scales of B te fourth finger falls on the fourth The scales of D flat, G flat and C 

having all black key 
the first of the gr 
which in this case is G flat This system is ni : it i teachers and 

he 

i wed by many interest and brin, ick i 
as never failed to 4 
ith youn H y 

; 
v d & pupils, who ss find no terrors in black-Key  seales and ire in playing B major than. cS racic 

By Izane Peck 

Any business man finds out that real expansion depends 
quite as much upon holding the trade he has acquired as 
upon getting new business. In estimating his profits he 
usually puts down first the cost of getting the business. 
Let us say that his representatives have been calling upon 
a customer for several months, meanwhile he has been 
spending a certain amount in advertising. His capital in- 

vestment, his rent and his losses during this time are all 
amounting up. These are his efforts to get the customer 
interested, “land” his business and start a new account. 
Unless such an account runs for years so that part of the 
original cost of getting the business can be distributed 
over a long period, the merchant has been playing a losing 
game. Merely securing the customer is a small part of 
the work. Pleasing the customer, holding his interest by 
deserving it and making him so enthusiastic that he natur- 
ally brings other customers is more difficult, but all es- 
sential. 

The Director of one of the largest music schools in the 
Middle West recently called his faculty together 
asked for reports from each member. 
work accomplished, the number of pupils, 
size of classes, placement of out-going stud 
more or less routine matters. 
The Director, glancing through the voluminous reports, laid them on the desk beside him, then said: 
“Fellow musicians, I do not find any refe: 

why lessons were discontinued, 
a report concerning all pupils who have stopped lessons 
during the past six months, providing they have taken less than three consecutive years of work. Go to ary 
amount of trouble to find out th 2 n ii 
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i rence here as 
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Phe result of the second report was that the Director 
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Prano playing is thinking,—not thumping. Indeed, 

no key-board practice is really worth the trouble in- 

volved unless the mind governs the actions of finger, 

hand and arm. The mind has been likened to a gramo- 
phone disc, which, having received a definite impression 

in the making of the record, is able to transmit that 

impression again and again. Thus in piano practice we 

should realize that by the action of the will we can 

store up in the mind musical impressions on right lines 
which will be of great value to us in performance, and 

we shall soon see that correct thinking begets correct 
playing. It will also be obvious that wrong impres- 

sions will produce wrong playing if we have permitted 

the wrong habit to be formed during the practice. 

Thus it is particularly necessary to be constantly on the 

alert with regard to wrong notes or stiffness of action, 

as it is much more difficult to unlearn than to learn. 
Having arrived at this stage, two aspects of the mind 

present themselves to our notice,—namely, the conscious 

and the subconscious. The conscious mind may be: de- 

scribed as the original effort of thinking when we are 
learning to do something, always thinking in the same 
way and repeating the effort many times so as to 
produce a definite impression on the mind. In the 
subconscious mind the original effort of right thinking 
has been repeated so often that we no longer need to 
think consciously about the thing we have learnt, but 
it is now done as a matter of sheer habit. In fact 
most of the things we do daily, such as walking or 
cycling, are done more by habit than anything else. In 

other words, we have ceased to think how to do them; 
therefore they are done subconsciously. When you 
learnt cycling your eyes were first of all fixed upon 

the handlebars or front wheel, but as soon as you 
gained confidence in balancing yourself you looked 

straight ahead without any trouble. The beginner in 
piano playing has to commence finding the keys by the eye, 
but later on the habit of feeling for the keys is acquired 
whilst keeping the eyes more or less upon the printed 
page of music. In order to form good habits in ad- 
vanced work, fingering, notation, and action of finger, 
hand and arm should all receive their fair share of con- 
centrated effort during practice. 

The reader will naturally ask himself at this point 
what are the right thinking habits to’ aim at.in prac- 

ticing, for it is only by this means that time can be 

economized. There are, however, several main features 

of touch which should constantly be borne in mind in 

order to keep our technical equipment “fit.” 

Tone ; 

Realize from the outset that the act of making sound 

on the pianoforte is only momentary,—that is, as eee 

as the tone is made, the hammer has done its work. Now 

we must economize energy by making the finger feel 

light immediately the sound is heard ; in other ieee, 

we must not waste force by continuing the origina push- 

ing of the key when the hammer hits the ne ae 

alize also that as the key moves Say about ha ap) ae 

(from surface level to bottom level), your finger as 

only that distance in which to make tone. mee 

from pp to ff and you will find that a area a 

more sudden pressure will be required for a os 4 

note than a softer one, But whatever the tone may a 

the finger must immediately feel light as soo” 2S ae 
sound is made, Think of key speed and pushing, no} 

hitting. Tt is the hammer that hits, not You. 

, Arm Weight 

Tn all playing a perfectly balance 
arm 1s necessary. Sit at the piano and hang th 
loosely down the sides and notice the feeling of flabbine 
Then slowly lift the arms up into the playing position, 

still keeping’ the relaxed-arm feeling. Now remember 

that in all your practice the arms must always feel. so; 
and whatever difficulty presents jtself, you will not allow 
the arm to get rigid or tify, ae, must now play a 

simple triad and its two inversions by arm weight :— 

d and controlled 
e arms 
pbiness. 

"RAH A ’ 

Proceed with separate hands as follows. Place the 

fingers lightly over the notes without depressing the 
keys, but with a balanced arm. Now suddenly let the 
arm drop by a collapse or “giving way” at the wrist. 

There must be no “putting down” of the arm, it must 

“let go” without restraint. The arm weight thus 

“set free” should cause the chord to sound. Now try 

this again without any wrist drop, but with a giving 

way at the shoulder and upper arm. Then play the 

following black note chord :— 

; x 8. ‘2 

Now we must learn to economize. Immediately the chord 

is sounded, the arm must at once be allowed to re-adjust 

itself into the original balanced position while the keys 

remain depressed—i.c., hold the chord lightly with a 

loose flabby arm, Facility of doing this with a pre-raised 

arm some distance above the key-board will come 

with practice, as also will the floating of the arm up- 
wards after the chord has been sounded. In any case, 

the actual arm weight or “letting go” should only take 

place upon actual key contact,—i.e., when the tips of the 

fingers touch the keys, not in the air as is often supposed. 

All movements should be done gracefully and without 
restraint. Jerkiness means rigidity, Practice triads 
and inversions (three-note chords) of all keys, then 

dominant sevenths and inversions (four-note chords) 

as follows :-— 

RH. 
©2 of: & 

Jae Se aaa RE ae 
L.H, 

os 38: att 

4 : aaa 

Care must be taken that the hands are not spread out 

stiffly. Keep the finger-joints loose. Practice in all 

keys. In chord playing vary your tone from pp to ff, 
both sustained and staccato; sound all notes together 

and exactly alike; and maintain a relaxed arm 
throughout. $ 

Arm Rotation 
This consists of a wrist twist to the right or left, 

thereby causing the forearm to rotate freely from the 

elbow joint. Its chief object is to help either the 
little finger or thumb side of the hand at will, especially 

when playing passages which contain broken octaves 

or broken chords (usually termed’ arpeggi), though 

there is hardly any piano music in which arm’ rotation 
is not in evidence. Hold either arm straight out in 

front of you, palm of hand downwards, Carefully 

balance the arm, then quite loosely and gent!y twist the 

wrist from right to left. Notice that the little finger 
side of the hand will turn further than the thumb side. 
Another way is to hold the elbow lightly against the 

side and so prevent any refractory. movement of the 

upper arm, and is akin to the actual playing position. 
As soon as you can make the forearm roll easily, go to 

the instrument and play the following :-— 

Example (a) are for rotation towards the little finger. 
Example (b) are for rotation towards the thumb. The rotary action should be a loose but definite and sudden 
twist of the wrist with a nicely balanced arm and quiet 
elbow. Next comes the arpeggio, which We can either 
regard as a chord or as an octave with two intermediate 
notes :— 
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Time Saving Ideas in Pianoforte Practice 
By CLIFFORD MARSHALL, L.R.A.M., F.R.C.O. 

Tke following article trom a successful English Teacher reprinted from the “London Musical Opinion” 

6 

= 

In Example (a) start with the thumb in a rotary posi- tion (ie, with the little finger side of the hand raised 
some distance above the level of the keys), then grad- ually rotate over towards the little finger until you 
reach the fourth note. In Example (b) commence with 
the little finger in a rotary position, gradually rotating 
towards the thumb until the fourth note, 
Now try the following for change of hand position 

Carry the arm neatly along after each arpeggio :— : 

paseo ese 
Sey cs 

Example (a): rotation from thumb to little finger 
Example (b): rotation from little finger to thumb, Do not make any break between the slurred notes, The following dominant seventh exercises need no 
explanation and should be practiced in all keys :— 

The fourth (ring) finger—erroneously called the “Weak? 
finger—can be greatly helped by rotary exertion toward 
the little finger or thumb side of the hand, as the ae 
may be. Rotary movement can also be obtained by re 
weight,—i.e., by allowing the weight of the fa. ts 

lapse on either side of the hand at will; but this is a 
used for slow cantando passages, there being Aeneas 
time for the arm to recover quickly enough fen aeient 
weight to balance in velocity work, om dead 

Having discussed and illustrated broker 
ages, the reader will have little difficulty 
ing how the important 1otarys element exi 
five-finger exercise :— 

n chord pass- 
m understand- 
Sts in a simple 

or in any ordinary major fey 
ar jor scale when the Position 

: e ST of the hand changes and thus necessitates a second ai a r ertion before the octave is completed tess GISIY ies 
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“rolling” in opposite directions, In fact, if you hunk 
relaxation, you will get relaxation. | In zcales ne 
motion) avoid tightness of the wrist when the na 
goes under the fingers or fingers over the thumb. oa 
the hand loosel¥, allowing plenty of “give” at se Ee 

and quietly carry the balance: arm along like a fea ‘ 
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Finger Action 

For brilliant work, cultivate a good _ Strong ae 

finger action from the knuckle-joints pro in a 

least disturbing the arm balance and Go se eee 
rotary action. For slow moving melody 2 es ang 

chords where tone is of greater importance mn eee 

the flat finger is the best, with a loose but aes eee 
ing arm behind it. Rotary movement, where euley fe 
can now be done by arm weight lapse, as there will be 

time for it. 

Octave Playing 

This requires a correctly balanced arm and loose 

wrist. More movement should come from the hand than 

the forearm when quick passages occur, as it will he 

obvious to any observant student of touch, that as the 

weight of the hand alone is insufficient to create key 
movement, some arm weight is necessary. Therefore 
let that weight be minimum, otherwise the arm will 
feel too overburdened to get along. First pretend to 

play, say, a scale in octaves by making the required 

action, but only allowing the fingers to make a touch- 

contact with the keys without sounding them, while the 

arm merely glides along. In actual octave playing, think 
both little finger and thumb side of the hand, as the two 
notes must sound alike. Stop occasionally to shake out 
the arm. Octave arpeggio playing is a more difficult, 
accomplishment, but a pre-thinking of the notes hefore 
playing will do much towards sureness of key, as will 
also slow practice, 

Staccato Playing 
A sure test of a real balanced arm. The two forms 

are finger and wrist (hand) staccato. For delicate 
work use the finger method with loose finger joints. A 
fp arpeggio passage with celeste and damper pedals 
becomes harp-like if played with a light finger staccato 
touch. Try it for yourself. In all other cases adopt 
wrist staccato. 

Practicing 
We all have a tendency to practice as if we were 

performing, and do not give ourselves time to think 
the music out first, The mind must be given a chance 
to grasp the essentials before speed work is attempted. 
In overcoming a technical difficulty, a good plan is to 
work the hand slowly, but with a quick decided finger 
action; then when the time comes to get up speed, 
the fingers will already know their work and the hand 
and arm only will need attention. Remember that all 
difficulties must be played with ease and mastery, and 
time spent upon experimenting as to the style of touch 
most suitable will repay the trouble. Arm balance and 
arm rotation must be a constant reminder if the move- 
ments of action are stiff and jerky. Scales and arpeggios 
are merely a means to an end and many composers 
have spilt much ink in the writing of studies; but the 
real triumph comes in the conquering of the difficulties in your pieces when the imagination has full play in the interpretation untrammeled by the technicalities 
of the moment. 

In conclusion, do not think that you have reached 
your “natural limitations.” While we continue to learn 
we still progress; and if in our learning we begin to think 
on right lines, we shall both economize time and perhaps reach Parnassus by a much shorter route. 

Jackers-Up and Jacked-Up 
Human endeavor seems to divide all workers into ‘o general classes,—the jackers-up and the jacked-up, es ’ ee there is always the class which has to he made That ea mark and the others whose responsibility foe to be to see that they do toe the mark. Tf you ns tc be in the jacked-up class the only ‘hope of to into the jacker-up class is to start to jack 

The application of this truism to music 
Tt hits pupils and teachers alike, 

to 
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THE ETUDE 
All About the Waltz 

By E. H. Pierce 

Comine from a piano recital, a young man who was a 
fairly well advanced student of music, chanced to ask 
my opinion of a certain number—a “Concert Waltz,” 
and I remarked that although it was admirable as a dis- 
play of technic on the part of the performer, the 
fempo was so exeggerated that it lost all likeness to the 
dance named. 

“The dance? 
ment. 

To cut a long story short, I discovered that in the cir- 
cle of society which he frequented, although dancing was 
a common amusement, the waltz was practically as ob- 
solete as the Chaconne or the Saraband. He had played 
many waltzes on the piano, but did not even know that 
a waltz was a dance! Doubtless his experience was not 
only narrow but exceptional, nevertheless the fact that 
such a thing could happen at all gave me a rough mental 
jolt. Perhaps in twenty years or so the waltz will be 
as antique as the minuet. If so, it will mark a most 
radical change of taste, for the waltz has not been 
something that enjoyed a mere transient popularity and 
then soon grew out of fashion and was forgotten, but 
has been the dance, par excellence, which has survived 

said my questioner, with blank amaze- 

all the changes of fashion for some hundred and fifty © 
years. ' 

Ten or more years ago it would have seemed quite 
superfluous to describe the Waltz—one only needed to 
observe it at first hand—but bearing in mind that its 
musical characteristics have been formed and afterward 
modified, along with certain changes in the style of 
dancing, and that possibly some readers may have been 
limited in experience in the same fashion as the individ- 
ual referred to above, we will Presume to do so. The 
Waltz, then, is a dance in triple time —three steps to a 
measure—in which the couples continually revolve about 

h other as they move around the hall. The first two 
steps are open steps; at the third step the feet are 
brought close together. During the last few years, the art 
of graceful waltzing seems to have been largely forgot- 
ten, and one could often see dancers making the second 

step a closed step, which left them nothing to do at the 

third step but to make a most ungraceful little hop, not 
at all in keeping with the proper smooth and wavy char- 
acter e dance. 

oT Le aad countries, but especially Germany, 
it has been the custom for the dancers to revolve about 

each other continuously in the same direction, While 

this is not ungraceful, it cannot be continued long at a 

time without dizziness, unless frequent | a) are taken, 

In America, it has been the custom fo eee ie, to 

change the direction of rotation, every few measures. 

nine auch harder to learn, but when done well is 
Cae seen and prevents di ziness and fatigue. 

a E aalieet origin of the Waltz is lost in obscurity, 

but th ne modern form, it acs a ee aS ner 

1780, starting in Bohemia, Austaa sna oe i ant 

tune to which it was commonly oe ee ave 
been the old volkslied, Ach du lieber Augustin. 

By th ar 1785 it was “the rage” in Bohemia, and y the ye f s : Berens ata 

 aanited in to such an intemperate degree oe vs 44 

: i id “4 as SOW oy 

ly forbidden by imperial edict, aS: 562 dey 

eet “aly auch der Suenden halber sehr als 
pr n 

TCS! pit schacdlich, 
; 

pele re wae damaging to health as well as danger: 
efae, ich. 

ous to morals. jenna where it tor 
Notwithstanding, it spread to Vienna, where ol 

f the wa i tite ; At first the fempo of the waltz was quite firm root. At fi vd played and danced much slow, but it was ORS, he tersenizee two distinct ae eet faster. Soon there came tc ; fast, and these have each 
types of waltz, the slow and . fj if various places, their vogue at various times anc HG IOR fhe Wale 

The name of the Waltz and the gely enough, they reached England about 1797, hut SPY of dance- 3 sort Were used for an entirely ee of the “Vitginia rior the O} ©F contra-dance, more after the order ¢ ade its Reel.” Tt was not until 1812 that the eee appearance in the British Isles; ‘ eral and respecte # storm of abuse from many anion it thoroughly ; i quarters and this served to advertise 1 eects oa eae > of the most savage and bit- Sx it in popular favor. One of s a poem by Lord ter diatribes Jaunched against it was 4 cite By: tle The Walts: an apostrophic hymn, *yron, under the title 7 he Le 1801 ended, di Tike Paack SF Ltwaville; which in i ended, disast- 

rously for Germany, a long war between that country 
and France also marks the date of the first popularity of the Waltz in France, giving the wits an Opportunity 

to observe that the Germans 
tional dance to the French ! 

Musically, the Waltz 
stages, at first following the development and changes of fashion in the dance itself, but lastly breaking away from it and becoming an independent musical iorm, existing for its own sake, and related to dance music only by the Prevailing rhythm and the familiar accom- Paniment figure. 
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By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG 

A Group of men, that on weekdays gather round the 

same table at luncheon time, consists of two_ business 

men, one physician, one lawyer and two musicians, of 

whom one was a piano teacher and the other a violinist of 

the Symphony Orchestra, ‘One or another of these 

men is likely to bring up an interesting subject, 

suggested probably by his experiences as his daily 

occupation offers them. It is but natural that in dis- 

cussing the subject every one of these men not only 

expresses his view but also discloses his cultural status, 

his disposition, character and conception of life in gen- 

eral, The other day the piano teacher appeared visibly 

disgruntled over something and when the others. in- 

quired the cause of his noticeable displeasure, he said: 

“Oh, it’s nothing much. It’s only about a pupil of 

mine; a girl, very wealthy, highly gifted and an 

advanced, fine player who complained to me that her 

father and her brother constantly pester her to do 

something with her music, by which they mean: to 

make money with it.” 

The doctor asked: 

“Does she need it? I think you said that she was 

wealthy—” to which one of the two business men 

interposed : 
“That has nothing to do with the matter. Her 

father spent his good money on her music study and 

if she has accomplished anything in it, it represents 

a certain value. This value she should realize, for, 

what is worth anything in this world of ours, is worth 

money!” 
Lawyer: “Is that the standard by which you meas- 

ure the love and affection of your family which, I 

take it, is of some value to you?” 

Business man: “Never mind my family. That's 

too personal.” ‘ 

Violinist: ‘Has, then, the study of music no other 

purpose than to make money with it? How, in that 

case, does the money come back to you which you 

spend for our Concerts where I always see you in the 

same seat?” 
Business man: 

to study for that.” 
“That is amusement! I did not have 

The Highest Form of Pleasure 

Violinist: “If you had, you'd probably not call it 

amusement but range it under the highest forms of 

pleasure . q . 

Business man: “Well what’s the difference? But, 

here, let’s not’ get off our subject. 1 still maintain 

that skill and its products as well as any thorough 

knowledge are worth money. The girl’s father is 

entirely right in demanding that she realize the value 

of her skill and knowledge.” 

Piano teacher: “You may be right; but can you 

explain why her father, from all her cultural pos- 

sessions, has singled out her music? Has she been 

instructed in religion to make money with it? Or with 

her reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography 

and all the other branches of her learning?” 

Business man: “That's a funny question to” 

characters have the strength to renounce. His fees 

are paid him for his time only, because his knowiedge 

is taken for granted, as it is with any tradesman and 

also with all of, us here unless we are charlatans 

or swindlers. But our friend here possesses something 

beside time and knowledge; something of which 

the exchange value is not established until public 

recognition determines it—usually very late. That 

something is talent, and cannot be paid for.” 

Lawyer: “Oh yes, it can under certain conditions ; 

but what you said—well meant as it was—went a 

little wide of the mark. May I suggest that every one 

of us knows right from wrong; but, if so, why should 

T have become a lawyer? We, all of us, have the equal 

privilege to enjoy the benefits and protection of laws; 

but can every one of us devote his time, energy and 

natural bent to make laws, to apply and interpret 

them? My medical friend here will admit that we all 

know when we are ill, but that it took him half a life 

time of study to find out what ails his fellow men.” 

Should She Teach? 

“Correct,” shouted the violinist, “but there is still 

another matter involved in the question. Suppose that 

the rich girl knew enough of pedagogics to teach music 

and thereby earn money which she does not need; 

would this money not be bread taken from the mouth 

of some poorer person who does need it?” 

Piano teacher: “That is sociology. Let us avoid 

it, for it is bound to lead us into unpleasantly deep 

waters. Let us take rather a higher view. Here, then 

is a girl who has studied music seriously and who be- 

sides being a fine executant, enjoys the cultural, and 

ennobling influence of music, free from tke dreadful 

necessity of listening constantly to false notes and 

other nerve racking mistakes common among pupils. 

She can dwell undisturbedly on a plane of mental and 

emotional elevation which —to speak with the great 

sages of all times—reveals to her heart and soul the 

innermost essences of life; which so develops her 

soul-life that some day, when she will be a mother, 

her children.will unconsciously absorb and grow up un- 

der that same nobler, conception of life and thereby 

form a step—be it ever so small a step—toward the 

higher type of humanity which to produce is our 

supreme cosmic purpose and duty.” 

Business man: “Such high falutin’ talk I might have 

expected from an idealist and dreamer like you. Per- 

haps I cannot, but at any rate I shall not follow you 

there, because I want to stick to common sense.” 

Violinist; “Are you not confounding common sense 

yrith what some people call low brow sense?” 

Lawyer: “Now it is you, my friend, who is getting 

personal. Take it back and recognize the fact that a 

professional and a business man can never understand 

each other unless the business man has learned some- 

thing besides his business, and the professionai in 

his turn has learned to distinguish mere sordidness from 

legitimate business. That is so because the ethics of 
one differ from those of the other. In order to understand 
cach other they must find a basis for compromise and 
this basis must needs lie outside their daily occupction. 
Our friend here has an open store and if I enter it 
to buy an expensive piece of goods he will sell it to me 
without asking whether I can or cannot afford Ha 
whether it be good or not good for me; it is pone 
of his concern. ee i Task our medical friend to 
give me an order for morphir ill — 
giving it—find out whether tt waren errr 
for me, and, if not good or not necessary for my well 
being, he wiil refuse to prescribe it, no matter how 
high a price I may offer him. Business’ men sell us 
anything within the law that we ask for, while pro- 
fessionals sell us what we need for our welfare. Herein 
lies one of the deep, fundamental differences between 
the ethics of commercial and those of professional 
people, and that is why the followers of the two pur- 
suits so seldom understand each other.” 

Music for Self Development 

Business man: “There seems to be something in what 
you say, but I don’t sec how it applies to the git! our 
friend spoke of” and turning to the piano teacher he 
asked “Now, what did you tell the girl?” 

Piano teacher: “I asked her to find a polite way 
of saying to her father and brother — ‘Mind your own 

business, for that seems to: be all you know!’—I 
could not tell her all I had in min 1, but I tole her to 

say at least: ‘I am well equipped to earn money with 
my music and I shall do so when che necessity arises. 
but until then I shall use my time and energy for some- 
thing better than monetary exploitation; I mean to’ 
use them for my self-development, which is something 
to which you never gave a thought. You have gala 

at anything and everything except yourselves. As far 
as your ethics, morals, character, your entire person- 
vality is concerned you are today the same man that you 
were years and years ago; you have not raised any part 
of it to a higher level. I do not propose such soul-stag- 
nation for myself! I work to improve myself, not 
my purse! And in this I am greatly helped by ‘my music. 
Did you learn driving your motor car to make money? 
Have you learned to play golf to make money? Won 
say: “That is sport!” Very well, then, since you 
regard culture with the instinctive hostility of the 
ignorant, you may —if you wish—call music my 
sport. But comparing it with yours I find that mv 

sport has the advantage that it neither vitiates my 
vocabulary nor violates the eighteenth amendment, P i 
that in your cigarette case, please!’ That is aah AG 
told her to say!” y 

“Good for youl” was the hearty comment of fi 
members of the table-round. One of the two busi a 
men alone kept silence, evidently nettled over “re as 
culture with the instinctive hostility of the j paring 

Which one of the two was it? You have t¢ tae 
dear reader. MO/BUESSES, 

ask. Why, my friend, these things are a part 

of her general education. They may help her to 

make money in almost any occupation, but they 

are not intended to produce money directly.” 

Piano teacher: “But music, according to your 

view, should do so—?” 

Business man: “If she finds people willing 

to pay for it, it most certainly should. Don't 

you make money by your lessons 4 

There was a general howl of protest among 

the entire group; a protest in which even the 

other business man joined, and said to his partner : 

“Your last remark was rather personal, but 

it would not have been so pronouncedly disap- 

proved if it had been a good argument—but it 

%1 Our piano teaching friend, who is a 

ger ist and composer to boot, might have 

Mg ee as much money, perhaps much more, 

igiade tg 3 Ae in business; for, the intelligence 

bale pad Fie order of musicians is certainly 

es the a irs the intelligence needed for legiti- 

pay ero" ae But his heart would not have 

ha OE ie ‘did not wish to deal in the se 

dueis of other peoples Wark dpecauise Bey 
that he is a pro¢ ucer himself. Music he lowe; 

for this love he Wa willing to suffer certain 

Privations in his earlier years and to renounce 

even now many things which only exceptional 

Playing Before Folks 
Translated for The Etude from the French 

By Fanny Edgar Thomas 

PuPILs sometimes play with notic abl surety, tonal beauty, clear si gence of expression, 
come quietly to the 
seconds before 
This p: 

; ease, 
_Dhrasing and intellj- During their recitals they © plano and pause for a few : fae ae their hands over the kee. ae a not fi ed by fussing with the pia ; r dress, wiping the hands or ogling ¢} be Ents, but by careful thought. These Pp Reg show the proper training. They ihe oo taught never to commence a Te be boas gone through mentally the first ede oo Measures of it, till they have th ihe vb Structure clearly in’ their mi is Tt hegin with the contents of th a 

hand and their Playing vs hia grasped the correct ties er eae seem unconscious of fies, 4 
and there js an absence of’ 

first 

ight and 
WS they 

Nearly ity 
t ney have 

pictures, They 

hands or audience, 
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of that flurriec haste so 
Dupil’s performance 

—Le Chercheup 

noticeable in the usual 
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TH CENTURY. CON- 
DUCTORS 

How busy the Grim Reaper has been 
this season, mowing down musicians. Ca- 

ruso, Bispham, Humperdinck, Saint-Saéns, 
and—now Arthur Nikisch! Nikisch was 
almost the last of the great conductors who 
sprang into existence when the novelties 
of the Wagnerian scores called for a new 
virtuosity in the orchestral leader. Rich- 
ter, Seidl, Mahler, Thomas, Leopold Dam- 
rosch! Shall we ever look upon their 
like again? Probably not, for though we 
may be sure that their places will be taken 
by other leaders as greatly gifted, it is 
not probable that these leaders will be sur- 
rounded by the same atmosphere of mys- 
tery and magnificence which gave such 
lustre to the older names. The great con- ductors of the nineteenth century came 
when the moment was ripe for them, The romantic movement in music which yield- 
ed such composers as Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner, called for a new idiom; a wider and more subtle comprehension of har- mony, counterpoint and form. At the same time inventive instrument-makers gave 
us immensely improved instruments. of wind and brass, demanding a correspond- 
ing improvement in the technique of the performers. Opera and Symphony Or- 
chestras increased in size from the forty or 
ie Beethoven's day, to the hundred or 

¢ with which we are now so familiar. 
ppnenciors had to do more than conduct; 
ey had to interpret the new musical doc- 

es, and at the same time acquire com- 
mend of their own increased resources. 
tence ot be pecbuonal magnetism and 
aan P could rise to such a magnifi- 

occasion. The modern orchestra has 
about reached the limit of size and techni- 
que, and until a new composer arises who 
Puzzles our ears as Wagner puzzled those of our fathers, the modern conductor 
1s not likely to occupy the same niche in 
Popular estimation which was accorded to Von Biilow, Mottl, Levi, Halle, Wein- gartner and the rest. 
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NINETE: 

nae Hekehe home out of a household, 
Bs © raw material—to wit: a wife, children, a friend oy two, and a house— 
two things are necessary. These are a good fire and good music. And inasmuch 
as we can do without the fire for half the year 

ie i. 

y of ig may Say music is the one essential. —Rozert Louis Stryp SON, 

Ss 
WHAT DEBUSSy THOUGHT OF WAGNER AND Rach 
Drpussy was very 

epinions and did not 
that glittered, even in Wagner's Scintillat ing scores. Speaking of the Nibel oe 
cycle, he says: “It is difficult for an Ge who has not had the same Geiciianes cs picture to themselves the condition of 
man’s mind, even the most normal ; 
attending the Tetralogy for four con- 
secutive evenings sent How insufferable 
these people in helmets | and wild-beast 
skins become by the time the fourth 
evening comes around.” 

On the other hand he fiads something tq 

admire: “There are long moments o¢ 
enmui when one does not really know 
which is most at fault, the musi¢ or the 
drama; then suddenly the most supremely 
lovely music, irresistible as the sea, surges 
into one’s ears and criticism flies to the 

winds.” 
And of ch he says, 

exercises a sovereign influenc 
5 fs e ight and in his goodness and mig GA ai 

ain fresh knowledg* 
and 

alisctiminating in his 
ind everything gold 

after 

finally “Bach 

sic, -e on mt 
he has willed 

that we should ever g 

from the noble lessons he has left Shee d 

thus his disinterested love is gee 

He insists on referring to Bach's - a 

as “Arabesques,” showing, perhaps, whet® 

he got his ideas for his own experimen 

in that form. 

The Musical Scrap Book 
Anything and Everything as Long as it is Instructive 

and Interesting 

Conducted by A, S. GARBETT 

MUSIC AND TH 

In The New Music Review recently, 
Mr. Daniel Phillips contrived to add new 
material to the ancient theme of “The 
Literary Maltreatment of Music,” but his 
examples were mostly taken from old 
authors. Modern authors make fewer 
“breaks.” Perhaps this is the result of 
the modern tendency towards realism 

which demands extreme accuracy in de- 
tails of all kinds. But it is due in part to 
the fact that many modern authors are 
themselves musicians, especially in Eng- 
land. Marie Corelli graduated from one 
of the leading London musical academies, 
and has composed several songs. Robert 
S. Hichens, author of Al/ah, had a musical 
training, wrote song-lyrics and composed 
music in his youth. The omniscient 
George Bernard Shaw was, of course, 
Music Critic for the Saturday Review for 
many years, and apart from his champion- 
ship of Wagner, shows real insight in his 
frequently-expressed admiration for Mo- 

zart. In The Way of All Flesh, Samuel 

Butler reveals an intimate knowledge of 

Handel’s works which redeems occasional 

inanities regarding other composers. 

George Moore.is a penetrating, if preju- 

diced, critic who described Elgar’s Dream 

of Gerontius as “water in a German beer- 
barrel.” Conan Doyle tempted Providence 

by giving Sherlock Holmes a passion for 
Stradivari violins, but managed to avoid 
pitfalls. HH. G. Wells knows nothing of 

i MODERN AUTHORS 

music (which he ignores in his Outlines 
of Histpry), but references to the player- 
piano frequently occur in his novels, and 
his taste apparently runs to the classics, 
One of the most successful novelists in treating musical matters js Arnold Ben- 
nett, who in all things has strict regard 
for fact. In a not-ver -well-known novel 
of his, The Lion’s Share, he has a particu- 
larly well-drawn violinist for his hero, 
and shows an intimate knowledge of the 
violinists’ repertoire. In his earlier are 
he betrays a Wells-like interest in iis player-piano. American novelists so often graduate from the newspaper office, that it isnot surprising that few of them 
exhibit special musical tendencies, Frank 
Norris makes much of a mechanical : played pipe-organ in one of his Hovals (The Pit, 1f memory serves), but on a 
conscious of a certain crudity in his ie 
W. J. Henderson, the veteran music cane 
once wrote a novel; but the outsta; ine American example of 
author is the short-story writer novelist 
and sereen-dramatist, Rupert Tae Be 
who at one time compdsed gongs ane compiled a noteworthy Musical Dictic ae that is still in use. He has recent] easy 
lished serious songs in Seen ae Owen Wister, the famous Dublicist eh 

ou nding 
musician-turned 

author of The Virginian, wrote ond 
music in his youth—one symphonic aan ss oem in manuscript being greatly 
Franz Li admired by 

OPERA FROM THE MOVIES? 

Tue Chicago Opera Company announces 
a deficit of half a million dollars per year, 
showing that opera is not yet a part and 
parcel of average American life. There 

is no such deficit from the movies. While 
in Los Angeles recently, the writer was 

shown a marvelous contrivance—a sort of 
pipe-organ enclosed in a box about six 

feet by eight which could be stowed away 
in a corner and connected by electric wires 
to the console. Music-rolls are provided 
for each “film” and a clever mechanical 

contrivance allows for any “cuts” made by 
local producers. In spite of such devices, 
however, many painstaking musicians pre- 

fer to arrange and improvise much of their 

D MENDE SAINT-SAENS Al! 
«there is a eurious resemblance between Saint-Saéns and Mendelssohn which may have 
heen racial. 

Both blos- 
turity ; 

Mendelssohn shone 
and conductor very ma 

an 

of first rank, Men- 
cist, and so, except for 

he fell ‘under the 
je spell of Liszt and Wag- 

Wagner's penetrating 
hn that he was i 

might have 
fo Saint-Satns, for both 

50) ® exte Inckoa profound gers of things, ee both 
nsight. 

were oxty 
oF muse ee, "arta ok te Ne 
Dinations, With His once concerto, 

Sir Michacl ¢, ew Michacl Costa wag a@ martinel, and particularly strict 9, i 
ie ” having pis orchestra assemble on time, g his orches 

rehearsals, =O both for concerts ant 
: tearsais: On “One Goctetan pis first 
rassoon player annoyed DN Rees vay ei 

hour late to rehearsal, excusing Himself on 

own music. In so doing they nece 
acquire a strong sense of what 2 
what is not “dramatic.” ]£ there are ae embryo composers working in the a oie field they are in a position to get s toate training for the task of composin ee 
And the general public j ig hee 
taught how much music can do # one 
out the emotional qualities of ee 

sarily 

wring 

“unspoken drama.” Are the Movies fe 
cating musicians and the public to Pe 1¢ point where we may expect Beniiae Anes 
ican Opera? It is a crude enough 1 ge 

ning; but the Republic of the eae 
States itself is am evidence of ee nited 

a thing can come from a smal] foe 

~SSOHN 
did almost as much for the ‘eet delssohn did for the violin with g;28 Men- But for Welix the Happy, we i eee 
Camille the Sardonie—this qig@nust rena tween them is obvious when you compres De Midsummer Night's Dream with thee the 
Macabre: where Mendel sohn fled e Danse 
cally to Nature in the eb roman ti 
the Scotch and Ttalian 

great 

des Overture and Ss i eu Saéns went to the literary EnOlles, Saint- Rouet COmphate, and Phar a !es in the 
tone-poems, Both were great travelers « but whit A vhile Mendelssohn. found his ehine f Victorian England, Sainp gotfart in pious, the hot breath of the Sanw meets _ preferred Mendelssohn wrote orat, desert. While the Tead-and St. Panik’ with Elijah in Saint-Saéns wrote operag Stance behind, Delia coming firs Mra Samson and 

distance behind, Botn iy) VIII some 
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ONE WAY TO EARN A MUSICAL 
EDUCATION 

A girl student at one of the large Con- Servatories carns “something on the side” 
by repairing and binding sheet music. 
This conservatory rents music to its students, which js often badly torn in consequence. The repair-work is done 
with manila Paper, cheese-cloth and flour- paste. The music js spread open from 
the centre, and an outer cover made of Tanja Is cut round it leaving an inch mar- sn ie round, Paste two-inch-wide strips Gone cloth round the edges of each Gee aes oe He manila-sheet also with 
a Hie caste a strip of cheese-cloth ee iS centre, also, and sew it to the re orn sheets can be repaired with 
Baas : oth, through which the notes re- he a music bound, and old 
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Little Lessons from a Master’s Workshop 

Overture 

Space need not here be accorded to tracing the genesis 

and growth of the overture, this having been done ex- 

liaustively in’ many dictionaries of music. For the 

present purpose it is enough to point out that Overtures 

are now seldom written to operas, most composers feel- 

ing them to form somewhat of an anti-climax. But the 

Concert Overture is one of the most popular forms of 

instrumental music we have. Essentially this usually 

takes the form of an energetic Allegro movement in 

binary form with or without an Introduction, and thus 

approximates the first movement of a Symphony. There 

are several differences, however. One is in the absence 

of any repeat of the first part; another is the compara- 

tive unimportance of the working-out, for which some- 

times a middle episode is substituted; yet another is 

the great- importance of the Coda, or last climax, which 

must work up the excitement to the highest possible 

pitch. 
Tt is worth noticing that both Beethoven in his 

Leonora Overture and Wagner in his to The lying 

Dutchman were dissatisfied with their first versions and 

rewrote the ending working it up to a much more ex- 

alted climax. A comparison of the two versions is a 

very instructive lesson to the student. 

While these two Qvertures, with that of Wagner to 

Tannhauscr and Tschaikowsky’s “1812” stand as the 

mightiest efforts in this department of music, there are 

many others, not less well known or individual, such as 

Smetana’s Lustspicl, Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night's 

Dream, The Hebrides and Ruy Blas and Mackenzie's 

Britannia which, if less dramatic, paint vivid mental 

pictures. 
Poetic and descriptive orchestral pieces, whether en- 

titled “Poems” or “Mood-Pictures” or what not, usually 

conform to the scheme of the Concert Overture, for the 

simple reason that if they do not, they tend to become 

vague and unintelligible. Of course there are some who 

consider this an object worth striving for; but the ad- 

miration of unintelligibility is never sincere. 

Pause 

The sudden cessation of the music just before a 
climax, at a half close, or in some other important situa- 

tion, is one of the most effective of devices, The effect 

is strong in proportion to its unexpectedness, and it is 
therefore more admirable in a quick than in a slow piece. 
It is to Beethoven, the master of the unexpected, that 
we must look for the finest examples. From the /‘inale 
of his first symphony to that of his ninth, he uses the 
pause with unerring skill. 
Ext Beethoven; Sy mauony if 

Beethoven; Symphony IX : ae J d 
Ex.2 oq, 

The tendency in modern music is to make the Pause 
almost a part of the rhythm—a mere rest—instead of an 
jnterruption of it. Indeed, Raff often writes it out at 
lenath, as 214 measures of sound or silence. 

Tt is especially weak to write the Pause over a 
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Part VII 

dominant seventh, or other discord, merely to divide off 

one section from another. Wagner, whose rhythmical 

sense was not his strongest point, employs it thus only 
too frequently; and instances of really thrilling pauses, 

like the following, are rare. 

Ex. 3 ‘ Wa; ; “Die Valkyrie” onan gner; “Die Valkyrie’ 

Ex.4 Wagner; “Tristan” 
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There are no pauses at all in Tristan save in the above 

quotation, Liszt uses the Pause more frequently and 

uninterestingly than any other composer, betraying 
thereby his lack of continuity of thought. 

In conducting, the young musician should know that 
a Pause is usually twofold: a resting on the note (where 

there is a note) and then a momentary cessation, like 

the taking of one’s breath, before re-commencing. The 
Baton is held still for the duration of the note, then 

given a’ slight, but not too sudden, jerk, to make all 

leave off together, after which the normal beat is 

resumed. 

2 cy & 

Part-Writing 

The art of Part-writing may be defined as the prac- 
tical application.of the principles of Strict Counterpoint. 
In Strict Counterpoint we study to divide up the melodic 
outline among the various parts, or to give simultaneous 
melodic interest to these, where the harmonic skeleton 

consists of concords. In actual music, where disson- 
ances so largely prevail, we are controlled by the neces- 
sary resolution of those dissonances. 

It is not necessary, as some think, to study what they 

call Free Counterpoint as a distinct thing, but simply to 

add what they have learned of Counterpoint to what 

they have learned of Harmony. For example, in writ- 

ing a String Quartet or a choral piece the composer is 

at one moment harmonizing melody, at another melodiz- 

ing harmony; but it is the latter process which most 

controls the course of his music. Now if his sequence 

of harmony is as follows: 

Ex.5 

the difference between his procedure in the first three 

measures and the fourth is that, while he has concords 

in the harmony his parts may move almost anywhere; 

while, with the.diminished seventh chord, whoever has 
F-sharp must proceed to G and whoever has E-flat must 

go to D, and so forth. It is only the progression of 
concord to concord, therefore, which needs practice. 

Moreover, since no note needi resolution may be 

doubled, there are small possib for multiple part- 
writing when we are using discords. Even the intro- 
duction of the dominant-seventh at once introduces 
limitations. 

mare the root, third or fifth of one Common Chord 
riad, can move (barring consecutive fifths and or 
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octaves) so as to become the third, fifth or root of any 
other, or may remain stationary, we have 3x 3=9 as 
the actual limit for the number of parts. For those 
standing still there is no limit; and it is evident that in 
such pieces as Tallis’s 40-part Motet the parts can only 
attain anything like their full number if they arpeggio 
upon one chord. Space does not permit quoting a 
passage from the last chorus of Bach’s great Magnificat 
which is in thirteen very bold parts. i : 

The mention of Bach and his unrivalled powers in 
this connection leads to the question, “What is the best 
number of parts with which to work?” Bach evidently 
preferred three, where all were florid. The student of 

Counterpoint will find that two parts are too thin to 
convey a satisfactory harmonic effect, except for short 
periods, while three are quite sufficient, and with four 
or more it is always a struggle to preserve the melodic 
interest. In choral work the limit of effect is reached 
at five parts. With a greater number it is necessary 
to double major thirds and to use far more notes than 
you actually require. Besides, the human ear is in- 
capable of following the actual progression of more than 
two or three parts at a time, so that such complexities 
address themselves only to the eye after all. It is far 
better to employ an occasional divisi than to try to 
write in an unnatural number of parts. 

In practicing either Strict Counterpoint or free part- 
writing the student should remember that it is easier 
and more effective to write an important phrase for 
each part in turn and then fill up this sketch than to 
make one complete and good’ part and then add others 
to it. We read that Mendelssohn used to teach Counter- 
point at the Leipsic Conservatorium by writing a Canto 
Fermo on a blackboard and requiring his pupils to supply 
successive parts till no more could be added. This 
stems scarcely credible, for Mendelssohn was far too 
capable a musician not to have known better ways of ” 
teaching than this. 

Passage 

A term for a phrase or pattern in music, generally 

applied to those patterns of quick notes which are not 
interesting enough to be called melodies. It is diff- 

cult, however, to distinguish between the two; for many 

mere passages could be converted into melodies by more 

aborate harmonizing, and all melodies can be con- 

verted into passages. 

Beethoven: “Pastoral Symphony” The Storm 
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Wieniawski and Max Bruch for the violin, and Bach 
for voices and instruments in general. Most others have 
been too often content to use stereotyped and worn-out 

formulas. It is the unmistakable sign of the tyro to be 
unable to invent a passage. 

Analysis of Chopin’s passages for piano shows a 
constant use of the following resources: 

1. Cross Rhythm. 
2. Combination of scale and arpeggio, or introduc- 

tion of passing notes into arpeggios. 
3. Irregularity of outline, taking advantage of the 

fact that a common chord has its notes at the distance 
of a third, a third and a fourth. 

A never failing source of elegance and charm is the 
building of a passage upon a pattern of four notes when 
the time is triple or a pattern of three notes when the 
times is duple or quadruple. f 

Chopin: Ballade in G minor 
Ex.8 9 veeeen 

measure phrases of melody. This should be born in 
mind when it is desired cither to remove an idea from 
the commonplace or to endow it with a simple and 
homely character. 

; Polka 
A Bohemian dance, apparentiy of no very remote 

origin. It first became popular in the Paris an London 
ball-rooms about 1845; and newspaper references to it 
are frequent about that date. The original manner of 
dancing it being unsuitable to the high-class ball-room, 
it quickly became modified to the three staggering steps 
and a turn which have ever since been retained, 

The original rhythm of the music is a very simple one, 
the Witch’s dance in Humperdinck’s Hansel und Gretel 
being a typical example, 

“Hansel und Gretel” 
Ex.12 

2 
In Chopin’s Etude XXIV is a good example of the 

last form cited. The cross accents obtained in the next 
illustration prevent any suspicion of cheapness attaching 
to the passage. Few people think of this. 

Chopin: “Berceuse” 
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Ordinarily arpeggios, especially in the left hand, are 
tawdry and commonplace; but the introduction of a- 
single passing note here and there does much to im- 
prove them. Patient labor bestowed upon the shaping of 
individual passages is amply rewarded by improved 
effect, but care has to be taken to avoid undue difficulty 
of execution, 

B. T. Dale: “Sonata” 
Ex.10 te ete ead abe i @ te 

¥ 

Such passages as Liszt loves to use are. very agreeable, 

though balking to the fingers on account of the irregu- 
larity of accent. 

Phrase 

If we take the eight-measure sentence as the normal 
type of melody it will generally be divisible into two 
half-sentences of four measures each and these into two 
two-measure portions called Phrases. Or we might de- 
fine a Phrase as the natural musical setting of half a line 
of verse. A Phrase is the smallest portion of music which 
presents musical sense or completeness and is generally 

regarded as the unit out of which compositions are 

built. A more accurate definition than the foregoing 

can hardly be attempted, as, owing to our uncertain 

notation, we can never be sure of what a measure is. 

Thus a simple phrase, such as the following, 

Ex. ii 
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Remedies for Nervousness in Public Perfo: 

THE ETUDE 
but it has been improved by the addition of alternate measures of even accents, : 

The Polka has been turned to good artistic account by Smetana and Dvorak; but they generally adopt the 
feature of commencing with the last eighth-note (or two sixteenth-notes) of a measure. 

From a set of Bohemian Dances by Smetana we find that a polka tune very familiar to English ears is really a Slepicko, a dance with the quaint feature of only three eighth-notes to the last measure, ‘ 

A man makes i no no Passes on to anoth ise Over a good deed, but 
€r as a vine to bear grapes again in season, bs 

Marcus Aurelius. 

rmances 
By Walter Howe Jones 

Every successful musical artist, whether a singer or 
player must have at least a modicum of the temperament- 
al or emotional element in his make-up. It goes without 
saying that he must first possess mental qualities in a 
more than average degree. The task of a performer in 
whom intellect is the predominating force will be to 
keep his interpretations from being dry and uninter- 
esting; he may have the comfort of knowing that he 
will never “slop over.’ 

The artist in whom the mental and emotional qualities 
are well balanced, with the mind always in control, is 
to be envied, since he has little in his make-up that is 
to be overcome. He who has the emotional element in over-powering quantity is most deserving of sympath: 
for he has the hardest task on hand, to bring his emotions 
under control. Once he is able to do this he will go 
farther than any of the others in artistic accomplishment. 
and the rewards will be richer in consequence. [ my. self belonged to this last class, and so long as I appeared 
in public it was a constant fight to keep my emotions 
in line. When I was a youngster just to catch sight 
of the word “music” in print was enough to make me 
“see red.” 

I well remember my first recital experience, T had 
never had.a good teacher and most of what I had learned 
had been in spite of rather than with teaching. I had 
never been given any pointers as to what might happen 
in a public performance and was therefore totally unpre- 
pared. Just'as I was ready to walk out to the Piano 
I became quite blind, and I forced myself to find my 
seat as best I could by feeling my way. The blindness 
disappeared gradually, but not for several minutes after 
I had begun to play; and I doubt if the audience that 
night could have suffered any more torture than IT did, 

After it was over and I had regained my normal Poise, 
I set myself to analyze the experience in order to avoid 
its repetition; “for, ” said I to myself, “if I expect to 
be a pianist and play in public, I cannot afford to waste 
so much vitality over such foolishness.” 
My fitst’and greatest discovery was that T had not 

been sufficiently prepared for my task; and by that I 

in was T knew my numbers, 
fingers had anythi concerned, but not alee my 
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Choking the Muse 
By Bartley V. Edmunds 

Tue time of artists and composers is often wantonly invaded by curious admirers of celebrities who bring nothing. to them, but who have an insatiable desire to gratify their appetites for meeting famous people. Recently in) reading the autobiography of Cha ‘1 Gouttod’ T Game across a passage which should i fine lesson to many who think nothing of “buttir a 3 upon the privacy of the creative worker or ¢{ oe pretative artist. Gounod says: nS atin 
“Think then of the 

curious loungers, who assail your Privacy till dark! Somebody ‘That is all you —you can say you are not at home, 
deed! But how about those lette 
frequently requesting some service ONO aan you cannot well refuse? You make eure Which 
do your duty, and the visitor is shown in ee “Excuse me; I fear 1 disturb you!’ : 
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Common Musical Matters in a New Guise 
1, Presentation of Dominant 13th 

2. Pedal Suggestion from Overtones 

By BLANCHE DINGLEY-MATHEWS 

Thousands of readers of THE ETUDE who profited from the very interesting and able pedagogical articles written by the late 
W. S. B. Mathews will be pleased to read the following article from Mrs. Mathews who for many years was associated with 
Mr. Mathews in his unusual educational work. The article will be found very informative. 

One of the most serious problems of the piano teacher 

is the question of “drill.” Realizing that our best tool 

is repetition and fully aware as we are of the American 

child’s aversion to “grind,” we are, as teachers, con- 

fronted with problems that appear at times unsurmount- 

able. How to. present common things in a new dress; 

how to illumine the, beaten path; how to stimulate the 

curiosity of the pupil; how to uncover beauty in unexpect- 

ed places; how to start rather than stop thinking,—all 

of these questions are vital in the life of every modern 

teacher. 
One of the secret springs of success is to see common 

things more clearly. We know that the Ideal is uunchang- 

ing but that our appreciation and understanding of it 

must be constantly undergoing transformations if we 

are to be of real service to the individual and through 

the individual, to the community. 

Along with other changes that have taken’ place, one 

of the most important is, perhaps, the feeling that is 

deep-seated among teachers, that we must foster a bet- 

ter understanding of the musical vocabulary and after 

that understanding, we must use the knowledge so gained 

constructively. That is, instead of using theory as 

a matter of analysis, we must use it to show the nature 

of music material. We must dovetail the work with 

other languages or other modes of expression, whether 

it be architecture, painting or the more homely arts of 

Domestic Science, to the end that the daily life of the 

music student is constantly enriched. f 

The apostles of this new gospel are heing asked by 

earnest teachers, just what do you mean by “dovetailing” 

the music work with other activities! “I wish I knew 

better how to present this to my following.” So do we 

all want to know better the co-relation of music to daily 

life and to have our tools tempered with reason and 

experience to make our work more. fruitful and more 

enduring. 
Ear Training Universal 

Twenty years ago only a very few teachers taught ear- 
training. Now it is almost universal. But all of us are 

becoming more and more anxious to see more results 
from this work in the preparation of lessons. We find 
that often there is no cobrdination between the ear-train- 

ing, the theory and the piano lessons. That goes to show 
that, after all, ear-training may be merely a matter of 
sense perception. That is, we may present chords aurally 
and secure the quick writing of chords and find as soon 
as we turn to other things that these faculties, that we 
thought we were strengthening, do not function as they 
should. We have merely presented something that has 
only a skin-deep reaction. This information has not 
become a matter of knowledge, it has not even in many 
instances, become a matter of memory. 

© we have come to learn through trial and error that 
it is not enough to teach the pupil to hear and to write, 
but we must in some way create an insatiable appetite 
for things musical. We must wse the knowledge attained 
and we musf present old friends in new guises approach- 
ing the Ideal from a different standpoint. And fan 
the spark of wonder afresh at each lesson, 

An Invaluable Tool 
It is difficult to illustrate what is meant by relating 

music to other modes of expression without taking some 
concrete example. So, for the sake of being definite, 
let us take a composition like—7 he Sirens of Rogers 
which is one of the best teaching pieces of the third 
grade. Teachers realize that this piece is a very good 

ecital piece as the main subject illustrates the melody 
meee Je and the second subject is good for the fingers principle ba some slight rhythmic complications that and Dre Aractives But few appreciate how much can 
are yery a rough this piece and what an invaluable tool 
ee Teor who is anxious to make the study of 
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ne this composition a little and apply this 

awakening interest, Our student has 
many times to the dominant seventh 

built on the fifth step of every 

key—knows that it is a dissonance and requires an answer 
and the several conventional answers. In this review 
we present the chord again, relating it to a tall building, 
a presentation something like the following :- 
When you go to a large city, one of the first things 

you will want to see will be some sky-scraper building. 
If it is New York it will be the Woolworth building. 
If it is Chicago, it may be the Wrigley building. You will 
marvel that it is possible to erect a building with so 
many stories and you will realize as never before what 
a foundation such a tall building must have. To support 
such weight and to have so many people all interested in 
so many different businesses, what labor must have ex- 
pended on the beginnings! It was erected on a founda- 
tion that took months to prepare and it was many, many 
months before it even showed on the street level. Finally 

it was visible to every passer-by, and after months of 
effort the completed structure was ready for use. 

We began our music foundation for one of our most 
expressive chords months ago. We laid our foundation 
for what we call the chord of the dominant 13th. It 
is built story upon story on a dominant foundation. Each 
story is added by a skip of the third. Working from 
the key of F, our dominant 13th-is built on C. Our 
old friend the dominant reads C-E-G-B flat, then we 
add one story getting the 9th, which is D—another story 
getting the 11th, which is F—another story getting the 
13th, which is A. So if you will examine this “sky- 
scraper” chord you will see how many stories have been 
added to make this chord of the 13th, 

Pedaling and Overtones 
Like all good builders it is not merely a matter of 

constructive material put together in a certain way, 
but just think of how the builder must feel when he 
realizes that he is making a business home for many 
people. Of course he is wondering and imagining of 
all that is to go on inside those walls that he is crea- 
ting. So our chord of the 13th carries with it a lot 
of listening at each story for all that could happen 
on that level. 

After some such presentation as this of the chord 
of the dominant 13th, every student enjoys looking 
and re-examining the fourth measure in The Sirens 
which we have under consideration. He is interested 

ain 

Mrs. BuancHe Dinorey-MatHEws 

to note that of the three dissonant tones contained 
therein only one tone, D—the ninth, is immediately 
resolved and that is carried up to E. The whole 
measure is really answered in the following measure 
but the arresting quality of the dominant 13th is 
preserved because the high A in the fourth measure 
is not resolved but left in the air in‘ true “fairy 
fashion.” 

Pedaling of Overtones 

There are many other interesting music lessons 
that can be brought out in this measure. Perhaps the 
most important is working out the pedaling from the 
standpoint of the overtones. The pedal should con- 
tinue through the measure even though it may sound 
discordant to some ears. The reason for this is be- 
cause the D is one of the overtones of the low C and 
therefore the dissonant effect is justified and in time 
gets over to the listener as well as to the player, as 
a dash of cayenne or spice improve the piece de re- 
sistance of a dinner. 

After such an example every boy will work out the 
overtones all over again from many fundamentals 
and will find much in doing it that will stimulate his 
imagination and deepen his curiosity and interest jn 
the compound nature of tone. 

Ex.2 * a 

== dé 
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Many teachers and in fact all the “high-brow” musi- 

cians are loath to use analogies like the above in speaking 

of art effects. But after all what we want is to create 

an appetite for things musical and the art hunger takes a 

varied diet to satisfy itself. Is it not a question of see- 

ing common things more clearly and fitting our music 

into the experience of the individual rather than giving 

him a lot of un-related facts that will be to him merely 

a matter of memory? Let us get our roots in the soil, 

for after all “a touch of nature makes the world akin” 

and all and only that which draws us oon together in 

harmony with the Divine is worth teaching in a true 

democracy. 

The Right Treatment of Crescendos 

By Amina Goodwin 
a 

“crescendo” will often tempt the 

student to play forte, or else Be oe out ie cent” 

too soon and without pee a ma nee ly prevent. 

ing him from leading up wo eae oi Beh the neces. 

sary tone is required for oF 8 ne sas not the re. 

quisite degree of strength wherewith i Produce it; thus 

the zenith of the passage eRe eaianed and the effect s 

imperceptible. The greatest fry should be exer. 

cised in the working out of a crescendo; the increase Le 

tone should be approached by degrees and the ‘his 

should be graduated according to the length of ‘the 

Tue marks of a 

Bs A : Cres. 
cendo, For the same reason, attention should he give 
to the working out of diminuendos, Here, there is pai 

inclination upon seeing the mark > an to play suddenly pj : ee ay s ily. pig 
before making the necessary gradual decrease in ine ve requires as much strength of finger to execute ae 
diminuendo as a good crescendo, soul 
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Maelzel and the Metronome 

By Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc. 

Every student of practical music is, or should be, 

sufficiently familiar with the metronome to need no 

description of its form, constru@tion, or general use. 
But what do we know about its reputed inventor? Who 
was he, and why should he be of special interest to 
American students? Taking first the former of our 
two last questions, we note that the metronome is named 
after Johann Nepomuk Maelzel, who was born, in 1772, 
at Ratisbon, where his father was an organ builder. 
When twenty years of age Maelzel settled in Vienna, 
where, in addition to teaching the pianoforte and other 
branches of niusic, he developed to the full his penchant 
for the purchase, construction, and exhibition of all 
sorts of automatons and automatic machines. Amongst 
the former was Kempelon’s Chessplayer, which he 
purchased, improved, sold, and afterwards purchased 
again. This was, professedly, a machine which played 
chess automatically but as Edgar Allen Poe, the 
celebrated American author, has shown, the machine 
was doubtless actuated by a person concealed within 
the mechanism. About 1808 Maelzel constructed an 
ear trumpet for the alleviation of Beethoven’s deafness ; 
and in 1812 he secured the approval of ‘the great master 
on behalf of a musical chronometer, the forerunner of 
the modern metronome. Thus commenced an intimacy 
which increased to such an extent that these acquaint- 
ances arranged to visit London together, and actually 
gave concerts to raise the necessary funds. For one of 
these concerts, and for one of Maclzel’s mechanical 
players, Beethoven wrote a piece of program music 
known as The Battle of Vittoria. This Maelzel 
claimed as his property, whereupon Beethoven broke 
off his friendship with the pseudo-inventor, abandoned 
the idea of his English tour, and actually entered an 
action against Maelzel, in the Viennese courts, for 
the recovery of his copyright. Meanwhile, in 1814, 
Maelzel obtained from Winkel, an Amsterdam mechan- 
ician, the idea of a machine for beating time by means 
of a swinging pendulum weighted above and below. 
This invention he surreptitiously copied, took it to 
Paris in 1816, and patented it there under his own name. 
Later on Winkle brought an action against Maelzel in 
the Dutch courts. He won his case, but posterity has 
not confirmed the verdict, as Maelzel and not Winkel 
is now universally regarded as the inventor of 
the metronome, 

Eventually the breach between Beethoven and Maelzel 
was healed. After 1817 the latter travelled extensively, 
in order to display his various inventions and automatic 
machines. Finally he made his home in the States. 
Several journeys were made to the West Indies; and 
on one of these he was found dead in his berth, on 
board the American ship Otis, July 21, 1838, leaving 
behind him the memory of a clever but decidedly 
unscrupulous mechanician. Students in this country 
using his reputed invention should at least be aware 
that Maelzel spent his last days in an American environ- 
ment, a circumstance which, if it does not atone for 
his faults, will, at least, create a local interest in 
his memory 

Teuton and Latin in Music 
Armost since the beginning of modern musical history 

the strife between composers of German nations and 

those of the Latin nations has been unceasing. The 

first famous example was that of Handel and Bononcini, 
in 1725. Handel was not any too particular about pur- 
oining melodies, but Bononcini was caught in a flagrant 

case of plagiarism and forced to leave England more 
r less in disgrace, 

fs ae same century, the Gluck and Piceinni 
in Paris (1776) was hardly less intense in its ar . i i His srness than that going on at the same time in 

on site Piccinni was really a very able musician America. very big spirit. After Gluck’s E showed withal a 

mee busied himself giving memorial concerts for 
death s 

F ep | 5s former rival. . = aicted Gn Tenet i ae fie (aoe musical war existed in England in 

isi z ry. THis Latin an- 4 tie [aydn visited that country. J t 

791, yeica 1 won't know this German 
“He plays the fiddle like 

tagonist was Giardini. “T 

: shouted Giardini. 

Li exclaimed Haydn. Enough said. 
anog csv 

i human- . ver accepts anything ‘where 

“Beethoven ne was the master’s reply when they 
ity is fener money for conducting a concert in aid 
offered hi 

of wounded 
soldiers. 

Department of 
A Practical Review Giving the Latest Ideas 

THE ETUDE 

Recorded Music 
for these in Search of the Best New Records and Instruments 

Conducted by HORACE JOHNSON 

The New Musical History 
Berore the invention of musical notation which occurred about the beginning of the eleventh century, music was: largely traditional, C 

tically nothing of any very 
about the actual musie of the ancients, despite the somewhat voluminous writings of the contemporary philosophers who gave great attention to the value of music. The invention of notation, however, was not dissimilar to the discovery of the art of writing 
itself. Tt preserved a record, and a very valuable 
record, but there was little that was accurate as to 
the manner of rendition, 
An accurate record is alwa 

invention of the Daguerreotype 
indefinite that only a composite could give the desired result. For this reason, we have never known ac- curately just what Mozart or Bach’ r sally looked like. In the case of Wagner and Liszt 
portraits on record giving 
their interesting personalities. 
With the coming of the music recording apparatus it 

may he said that we entered upon a higher phase of musical history that bears about the same relation to no- tation and print that the hieroglyphics of the days of 
Rameses bear to the motion pictures of to-day. “Both 
the stone carvings on the obelisks of the Nile and the latest movie of Griffith or of De Mille are forms of pic- ture writing, both are significant of their times, and both are wholly different in their spirit. One is dead as 
a mummy while the other is alive with action, 

With the great advance in recent years of means of 
recording, practically all instruments and all voices are 
heard “on the records.” More than this—great com- 
posers, whose personality means much in the perfor, 
ance of their works, have been induced to conduct 
orchestras and bands so that the very life of their ideas 
may be preserved. Sir Edward Elgar, Dr, Richard 
Strauss, Perey Grainger, to say nothing of our own 
John Philip Sousa, have authorized the publication of 
records of organizations playing under their batons, 
which are as much history as any: records made in the 
past. It is only by comparing such records with in- 
ferior ‘interpretations of the same compositions, made 
on other records, that the value of these disc documents 
may be realized. Often it is revealed that the composer 
is sometimes (but rarely) surpassed in his interpreta- 
tions by some very individual conductor. 

It is with the voice, however, that the greatest meaning 
comes into the life of the people through the talking 
machines. Imagine what a wonderful thing it would be 
today, if we could hear as though coming from another 
world, the voice of Napoleon, Washington, Franklin, 
Dickens, Emerson, Lincoln, Jenny Lind, or Mario, as 
today we can hear\the great singers of the world! 
The educationaf significance of the phonograph is little 

short of tremendous. At first, the teachers of musical 
instruments had,an idea that it might interfere with 
their liylihood: Quite the contrary scems to be true 
since the mantifacture of sheet music js increasing 
by leaps and bounds all the time. The teacher who 
employs a fine instrument with the best records has a 
kind of interpretative assistant continually on tap which 
cannot fail to be of value. There can he no question 
that with the piano recordings, for instance, there are 
certain losses in tone value in some records, but what of that, if the nuance, the rhythm, the accent, the tempo, and 
the spirit of the: performer is there! Some of the piano records show an immense advance, even during the last five years. The teacher of the future will possibly have a library of records, like the library of the lawyer, and when the time comes he will consult different authorities of interpretation of the same piece and give his pupil the advantage of this information. Tn the case of certain of the percussion instruments, the tone value actually Seems to be improved, This true 
of certain xylophone instruments, Some of the violin recordings are singularly beautiful and seem to gain in charm. Thé writer knows of one violin teacher who sed seven recordings of one composition and 

For this reason prac- 
definite character remains 

valuable. Before the 
all portraiture was so 

there are scores of 
us indisputable ideas of 

m- 

Music and astronomy are peculiarly connected in many ways, The first great English contrapuntalist of record, Dunstable, is said to have also been an astronomer, Gallilei, the astronomer had a distin- guished composer as a father, Herschel, the astron- 

he repeatedly had his pupils hear that work in his studio, giving his own ideas and telling them that the real artist is the one who makes his own conception based upon the attentive listening to as many different renderings as possible. 
: 

New Records 
ssued its first record of the tenor 
_Tino Pattiera, singing the aria 

A “ielo e mar” (The Heavens and 
This dise is a splendid reproduction 

able ability and introduces an artist of unquestion= 
Raitt “uly to record enthusiasts, Mr. Pattiera sings 
ist : athe enunciation, and his tones have reg- Stered with an evenness 4 Bc =) rti 8s of vibration worthy of a record artist of much experience 1 worthy of a 
A re rtist of ce ecord artist of many years’ Sperience hastens one of his finest re i 
eee est reproductions for the May list of the 

The Brunswick has 
of the Chicago Opera 
from La Gioconda— 
the Sea) (15019), 
for a first effort, 

The -aruer =. ; , is the Kashmiri Sie bre Graveure and the selection 3 SONG (CA3562) £4 ; ee Tinden’s Indian = 2) from Amy Woodforde Love 1. Ne es: “ries. Thi§ song is the most 
hee wee = ee Love Lyrics and justly so. Sa ne Gea Se Graveure has clody which is unforgetable. Mr. ; | interpreted skill—etching carefully hj with a clarity of diction a 

the song with his inimitable 
S tonal effects, and singing 

this dise a record yw, nd volume of tone that makes lover. It has Is Worthy of the library of every music- section to aid the ea rae, Slements for vocal dig Paul Réiiners hae 2. on the art Of Singin Victor oe he scased making mauchde for the creations. His cee his attention to Edison re- Touse of Moy atest reproduction is a record of The When T Was fie ey, a ballad of quaint charm. . ‘ © Servi i frequented, Rae eae the Y, M.C. A. hut, which among the Fees Aiea with a Phonograph an! duction of this ¢,\V USh Were also given was a repro- revert ae same little ballad sung by Reginald Was one of the most popular discs of 
the Collectio; Mani Werrenrath’s a played Constantly until Mr. voice Sais song made Cole’ became indist i 
Reimers has 
Creation and it is Fevive 

have pic’ ick. * 
i reproduct - © IS also o are ‘i by Elliott Shaw of Darling Nellie Crop aa a bras is g 7ray y su shows the aie SA has ; Re ee 
complish Mani cfforts the hee fine record and 
song is well knows ut Phonographic . iy making tose ballads of | ma to you al] and is of eee: us ere Ticd : s r achieved a dis, {fan song literat ne best of early 
With th v. of exceptional ttierit, Mr, Shaw “Has © Voe; it, solo for neties a however Tehay 1 ; 3 » Tehave . Dlayed by Dam It is the familiar 45° ected a ‘cello 

musical, even in eet interpretatj, hgel’s Serenade, record has mMuel aust and Der fect in nytt is fully "cello student no itterest in i far ™ Phrasing. This 
cadenzas and ae melody js sim sy mination hy a pleasure to the aes little double ue Dlayed with no istener. ; StOppins. 4a utmost satisfaction, it compels Seto Tor pure 

; 

Ntion and gives 
On a recent list of the Victo, 

; 
or record of Enrico Caruso, 7 from Crucifirns ‘esleci, duction in my 1 

know of jt, 
the world’s greate: 

: Was ee APPeared a new neglected wt Se Solemnelle, x Mention the repro- 

at you may 
last made by 
S beautifully 
has een the 

aS 

1 quality Possession of no ot} 
Brunswick—Vo turne 

fen clurng 

: Columt !—Cansouella—D? Violin Solo (49680), 
Pathé— 417] That 7 

Sharp ~ Chopin py, 
Ambrosio— Toscha Seidel ; i Need 4 . 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,”’ ‘‘What to Teach,” etc., and not technical 

problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered 

department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 

Ensemble Pieces 

“Will you please give me the names of some 

good ensemble music, something of the cal 
Grder and brilliant, to. be used in spring recitals, 
about two numbers for each of the following: 

One piano, six hands; two pianos, four, eight and 

twelve hands. M. R. J. 

For one piano, six hands:—Mozart, Minuet from 

Symphony in E Flat Overture to Marriage of Figaro 

Schubert, Tzvo Marches, Op. 27, No. 1 in B minor, and 

No 3 in D. The most usual shortcoming in playing 

pieces like the Mozart overture is the slowness of tempo. 
It should be played with the greatest speed with two 
counts to the measure. 

Two pianos, four hands :—Saint-Saéns, Danse Macabre : 

Beethoven, Overture to Egmont; Brahms, Hungarian 

Dances, No. 5 in F sharp minor, and No. 6 in D flat 

major. These two dances are often played in a group. 
Two pianos, eight hands:—Schubert, Overture to 

Rosamunde; Moszkowski, Spanish Dances, Nos. 1 and 

2, published together, and 3 and 4 published together. 

Beethoven, Military March in D. For two pianos, 

twelve hands;—Pagnoncelli, Ballata e Bissaria. 

An Outline 

ould like to have an outline of work from 
the fi to fifth grade, i usive that T could lean 
on as a “course of study.” L would like to know 
just what a pupil ready for the sixth grade ought 
to know, to memorize, and what he should know 
in Harmony and History.”—R. G. 

I 

One of the first things you should constantly consider 
and study in your work is the value of the selective and 

eliminative processes in your teaching. That means that 
you must study your pupils, both as to their aims and 

talent, in order to determine what may be best for them. 
This is why in the first grade it is a good plan to place 
in the hands of your pupil both the Beginners Book, and 
the first book of the Standard Graded Course. While 
at the very beginning of making your experience it may 
be better to confine yourself to the printed page, yet 

later you will find yourself developing judgment and dis- 

cernment as to your pupils, and select back and forth 
between the two books, as the selections seem more suit- 

able to immediate conditions. Then there is The First 
Steps which is excellent, especially in the case of adult 
pupils. 

In the second grade there is the Student’s Book, the 

second book of the Standard Course, and first book of 

Czerny-Liebling, as a basis upon which to build. Some 

of the first studies in Czerny-Liebling could be done in 

the first grade. 
In the third grade Presser’s Player’s Book may he 

used as a guide for instructive purposes. The third hook 

of Standard Course, and second book of Czerny-Liebling 

may be begun. There should he also selections from 

Hleller’s Op. 47 in this grade. 

In the fourth grade Vol. IV of the Standard Course 
and book IT of Czerny-Liebling completed. Selections 

from Heller’s Op. 46 and 45, and with those of suffi- 
cient talent, some of Bach’s Litile Preludes. 

In the fifth grade the fifth hook of the Standard Grad- 

ed Course, and the easier Cramer ctudes, and some of 

Bach's Lighter Compositions. ; 

You will have to exercise your judgment in regard to 

Bach for certain pupils whose taste and natural aptitude 

is of so low an order that an insistence on things of a 

y high order will only result in their giving up their 
"Young people who have been brought up in re- 

te districts and heard nothing throughout their lives 

ee . most inconceivably trashy music, Gospel Hymns 
but the weir severest classics, can be only led out of this 

seinning with music that approximates what 

slough by a Be gradually leading up. Thisis a 
they are pene some of the well-favored teachers in the 

Repeat : never seem to he able to comprehend, or 

larger aoe jstence of; probably hecause they have 

realize the contact with it. A child that has been 

ae Sea symphony concerts and recitals by Har- 

Gece end other yirtuosi is an entirely different prop- 

osition. 

To take up 
from Gibbon’s Catee 

lessons. 

heing 

ahout one question at a lesson, orally, 
hism is a good plari, in order to make 

sure the pupil understands elementary theoretical details. 
What if it does take two or three years to go through 
the catechism at this rate? The amount you can regu- 
late by the length of the lessons. cept in the case 
of bright pupils, Harmony Book for Beginners and The 
Standard History of Music should be taken up about 
the third or fourth grade, and then exceedingly short 
lessons should be given. Lead them to feel that this 
may be increased when they have more time for study 

and lessons. 
Furthermore you should yourself diligently study 

Tue Erupe for hints. The magazine is full of them 

every month. Furthermore you will need a blank book 

with a number of pages allotted to each grade. In order 
not to forget, keep a record of what you do, and what 

music you use. Especially of such music as makes a 
hit with very dull or ignorant pupils. Keep track of 

everything in making up your outline of instruction. 

Helping Nature 

“T have a yery ‘bright’ pupil whose fingers are 
unusually large, and in playing chords and rapidly 
moving passages he often strikes two keys in- 
stead of the one intended, Ts there any successful 
means of reducing the blunt ends of fingers? 

“I also have a girl of seven years whose fingers 
are not long enough to reach octaves. She is very 

* bright and in advancing rapidly constantly en- 
counters octaves, 
her?’"—@G. W. 

What would you suggest for 

T have heard of fleshy people attempting to “reduce,” 
but as yet have not known of anyone trying to lessen 
the blunt ends of over-large fingers. To constrain them 
by wearing a set of thimbles over nights might help, but 
Tam afraid the impact against the keys on the following 
day might spread them again. Any treatment of this 
sort would have to be done in the fashion formerly used 
by the Chinese in binding their girls’ feet so they could 

not grow. It might not mean years, but it would require 
months before definite results could be reached. This 
suggestion, however, is not based upon experiment. I 
am of the opinion that the pupil will have to worry 
along with fingers just as Nature has made them, using 
every recaution in practice for accurate aim. I would 
mention hy the way, that it is not alone broad fingers 
that strike two keys, for I have known some with 
narrow points to acquire the annoying habit of striking 
falsely in this manner, 
There is nothing you can do with a child of seven but 

to wait for her to grow up. Nature will gradually give 
her the requisite length of finger, and if she is playiny 
the piano meanwhile, a convenient expansion will also 
develop naturally. So far as possible select music in 
which there are few octaves. When she does encounter 
them she will have to omit one of the notes until she 

rows older. Chords you will have to re-adjust for her. 

Scale Contest 

“T have from time to time various pupils in 
About the same grade whom I would like to form 
into muty cale contests in order to stimulate 

thelr practice, Please tell me how to go about Th 
Select the judges, their number, ete.”—A. X- 

Determine, from what you know of your pupils, how 

many scales you wish them to perform at the contest, 

and assign their keys. Then the approximate speed, per 

haps four notes to a group, metronome set at 132 for 

a beat. This, as other details you must determine tuieus 

experience. There should perhaps, be other groupies, 

three, six 
in Mastering 
of Mason's 

motion, 

or nine to a measure as set forth 

the Scales and . Irpegagios, or the second book 

Touch and Technic. Then there is contrary rsible) 
staccato in one hand and legato in the other, (rever 4 “2 

crescendo ascending and dimuendo descending ae bab 
versd, pianissimo or for mo throughout. cares 4, 
thirds, sixths and tenths may or may 10t be included, fab 

probably at slower tempos. ‘Double thirds and sixths they 

probably will not be ready for unless jn advanced grade 

The judges you will prefer to select _from musica! 
amateurs who haye a knowledge of music and what ¥ 

required, There are usually three 10 most contests, an 

they should have no children among tt 
- ie al 

course professional musicians would mal 

re contestants. OF 

ke hetter judges, 

but in smaller towns you are so apt to run up against 
competing teachers who are jealous of your work. It is 
always a good plan to have the contestants play behind 
a screen, a portiere or sheet before the piano will do, so 
that the judges will have no knowledge of who is 
playing, therefore securing an impartial marking. 

Perseverance Accomplishes Much 

The Round Table exists for the purpose of helping 
those who, in their piano study, have comeupagainst diffi- 
culties that hinder them in their work, or teachers who 
find trouble in emergency experiences. If we had space 
to print the complimentary letters received, which show a 
spirit of gratitude for help received, it would make a very 
voluminous showing. Meanwhile our readers are always 
glad to read the experiences of their associates when they 
have something to offer along practical lines. We are 
constantly receiving letters from those who ‘are strug- 
gling for accomplishment after the age of twenty, show- 
ing that there is an unlimited number who are trying to 
take up music after youth has been passed over. We are 
glad to print, therefore, the following letter from E. D., 
who has something very practical to say growing out of 
her own experiences, 

“To an adult beginner, the letters from other such stu- 
dents are very interesting. I began-piano study at the age 

of twenty-one, and have continued eleyen years, It was 
my dream to teach very elementary things to little child- 

ren, and the Italian Settlement here seemed an oppor- 

tunity for service to the community. After college I 
went to a well known Conservatory, hoping eventually 
to take the Normal Course in Primary Work. But the 

best laid plans o’ mice and men gang aft agley” My 

conservatory career was brief and inglorious, It appeals 
to me to recollect that so elementary a student as T was 
then should have attempted it. After a year my teacher 
spoke substantially as follows: ‘You have worked faith- 
fully, but because of your late beginning you have no 
muscular control, and can never acquire any technic. It 
is not worth while for you to study and I cannot con- 
scientiously teach you.’ 

“Needless to say, I abandoned all thought of teaching | 
But I loved music and resolved to work harder than ever 
if only for recreation. My father, who is a dentist, en- 

couraged me thus: ‘No one has more delicate manual 

skill than a great surgeon, but neither -the surgeon nor 

the dentist acquire their skill in early youth. And while 
surgeons are not necessarily musical, they have learned as 

adults to use their hands in a new way, 
“The first year was spent in corrective work to develop 

muscular co-ordination. The hand gymnastics in Fyojy 
Brain to Keyboard, by MacDonald Smith, proved useful in 

this, I practiced them at my lesson, and twice daily away 

from the piano. These concern not only the fingers, but 
arms, shoulders and bac T also practiced spacing exer- 
cises for all the inter within the octave in order to 
learn their feeling. These gymnastic exercises [ have 
supplemented to my practice ever since. Simple exercises 
practiced under a screen also helped in acquiring a sense 

of finger spans. The first four measures of Heller's Op. 
45, No. 15, and other similar passages were practiced 
from memory with closed eyes. Fifteen minutes d. 
practice of these exercises has proved very beneficial 
My teacher led me from elementary harmony, with which 
T was familiar, through adyanced harmony to count e 
point and original composition, which has proved a en 
inspiration, and when he left I continued the work ne 
mail. My present teacher, with whom I have studied § 2 
years has helped me greatly. Last season 1 studied r be 
tine technic, keyboard modulation, Heller's Op, 45, sey ous 
of Bach’s Two Part Inventions, and many pieces a 
March 1920 1 began teaching small children at the Set 1 
ment with excellent suece Tue Erupe provides ae 
with a constant supply of new and helpful ideas, a 

: From my experience I have learned that the adult he. 
ginner has an obstacle that does not exist for the ct 28 
namely, extreme difficulty in acquiring muscular ae ‘ld, 

and freedom in.playing. With a child this be as 
without conscious effort, but in the adult it must ‘es 
quired by special exercises. Undoubtedly most of the 
adult beginners expect to advance too rapidly, and Ss 
teachers hecome discouraged beeause they do mee 
progress similar to that of children,” ake 

aily 
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EDGAR STILLMAN KELLEY 

AS A YOUTH 

Dousttess the perception of the emotional quality of 

music is manifest before a talent for the art can be ex- 
pected to show itself. At least so it was with me, for, 
before I could speak, friends were amused by noting 
the different effects produced upon me by melancholy, 

and again, by vivacious melodies. I remember how I 

enjoyed somewhat later, the selections from Mozart, 
Beethoven, Rossini and Auber as played by my mother, 

who was my first teacher,—but I also recall my pro- 
nounced antipathy to the commonplace songs, dances 
and hymn tunes of that day. , j 

I was born in the little town of Sparta, Wis.,—virtu- 
ally a New England colony, where although there was 
little interest in good music, one found unusual literary 
taste and culture considering the size of the community. 
Good books were therefore available. Among my earliest 
discoveries was Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress which so 
powerfully affected me that the characters delineated 
therein accompanied me through life. Shakespeare’s 
plays next attracted my attention and I experienced 
great pleasure in imagining fantastic settings for the- 
various scenes, particularly of Macbeth and Midsummer 
Night's Dream. : 

Shortly after, continuing my piano study with Mr, 
Farwell Merriam, I was introduced to the Sonatas of 
Beethoven and the Polonaises of Chopin, which im- 

pressed me more and more with the emotional and 
déscriptive power of the art of tones and made me feel 

the possibilities of increasing the effectiveness of the 
drama by means of appropriate music. | 
A performance of Liszt’s transcription of Mendel- 

ssohn’s Music for Midsummer Night’s Dream fascinated 
me and ultimately suggested the composition of my 
Macbeth music, one of the first of my dreams to be re- 

alized, although years of study transpired between the 

initial conception and the public performance. . Indeed 
the major portion of my more extensive works have 

been the musical elaborations of favorite literary sub- 

jects—the themes for which I have jotted down in note 
books, some of them dating back to my boyhood days. 
The more youthful photograph given above was taken 

about this time in Chicago when I was fifteen years old 
on an ever memorable occasion, namely, a journey of 
two hundred and fifty miles to hear the great Rubin- 
stein, whose highly dramatic interpretation of Beethoven, 
Schumann, Chopin, etc., were inspiring to a degree. On 
his tour he was accompanied by the famous Wieniawski, 
who revealed to me the possibilities of violin virtuosity. 
On this occasion I also enjoyed the rare privilege of 
hearing these artists in ensemble. Even at this moment 
I can distinctly recall the powerful impression pro- 
duced by the virile themes of Beethoven's Kreutser 
Sonata, as rendered by these gigantic personalities. 

Another event, less immediately remarkable but of 
ultimately far greater significance im my development, 
occurred during this period of artistic awakening. My 
teacher, Mr. Merriam, had just returned from a course 
of study in Leipsic and was full of enthusiasm concern- 

ing all that he had seen and heard. I eagerly listened 
to his graphic recountals of operatic and orchestral pro- 

ductions, but what particularly appealed to. me were his 
accounts of a much persecuted man by the name of 

Then and Now 
By EDGAR STILLMAN KELLEY 

Part of a Series of genial retro- 

spects by well known musicians. 

Several others will appear 

later from time 

to time 

EDGAR STILLMAN KELLEY 
TO-DAY 

Wagner whose operas, he said, “were perfectly stunning, 
with a strange and beautiful music, brilliant orchestra- 
tion and gorgeous scenery.” His experience at the 
premiere of Die Meistersinger was wildly exciting, half 
the crowd hissing, the other half violently applauding. 
No wonder it was difficult to determine which side to 
take. Thousands have been in this dilemma and I 
resolved, when I had the opportunity to hear and Properly 
study the work of Wagner, to weigh all Pros and cons, 
(for there are both) and my conclusions in regard to 
this matter have affected my entire activity, 
When I first visited California, I was fascinated by 

the baffling music of the Chinese residing there. My 
explorations in their world of tones led to my Oriental 
setting of the Arabian Nights’ tale Aladdin—and this 
paved the way to the Gulliver Symphony in which are 
incorporated the peculiarities of the Lilliputian tone 
systems, 
My opera Puritania which contains allusion to old 

colonial airs, was first given in Boston and was the 
means of my meeting Edward MacDowell who from 
then on proved a helpful and a valued friend. Owing 
to this operatic venture and the Alladin suite, Mac. 
Dowell recommended me as the composer for the pro- 
jected stage production of Ben Hur, which has enjoyed 
thousands of performances in English speaking countries, 

Alice in Wonderland attracted me, as she does all 
lovers of the fanciful, so I put her into alittle orchestral 
suite. A few years ago I was fortunate in obtaining By 

worthy text in the form of a musical Miracle Play by 
Elizabeth Hodgkinson based upon Pilgrim’s Progress 
and so, at last, I was able to realize my early dream of 
writing choral work on this theme. One hears much 

concerning the neglect of the American composer, but 
when TI recount the fine productions of this work by the 

Cincinnati May Festival Association, Nev ae Oratorio 
Society, the Chicago Apollo Club and Gra Worcester, 
Mass., Festival chortis,—and eRe e Lepeisiay 
ances scheduled for the future, it 1s Pavey that I am 
hopeful regarding the appreciation of the American for 

American compositions. 

I have also had a s 
England Symphony. 
performances by the lea 

imilar_ experience with my New 
Tt has been given twenty-five 

ding orchestras in its home 
country since its first performance ace pools pan, 

Festival, This symphony was San, Why De a 
very beautiful New England eS d ji it ea Mourn Departed Friends, which 2 jhe ay reid a a child on acount of its association wi ne er ePE one 

in my mother’s family, I early Dae be tha come 
orchestral composition. It forms “Nee England ‘Syn tions on the slow movement a sp. SRLS the ata 
phony in which I have sought : hers) aslicét, fart} A 
and aspirations of the Pilgrim aa by Gov Bradford, 
the “History of Plymouth ea 
my earliest New England anc my sétting of Hermann 
A pendant to this symphony ' tt butt AL pend : AG. Chorus one 0 the contributions 

Hagedorn’s Aes composer's for the Plymouth, 
by eee Pageant, being given at Plymouth, 

ntenary 
wen in Tidy and August, 1921. 

aaa ithout Fee When Cherubini Played iyithow the cry of “A Royalist! A Royalist!” 
Currunest, whom Beethoven regarded as the greatest 

Operatic composer of the time, was always insistent 

upon hig fees. Once, however, he was forced to give 
his services for a day or run the chance of losing his 
life. The story runs that during the stormy days of 
the revolution he was seized by a band of sans culottes 
and when he failed to lead them in their songs they 

The June ETUDE wilt contain splendid 
Elly Ney, 

tional articles givin: 

Seacezaint and others- 

immediately ig an overture £0 the guillotine, A quick This was ustal ae violin in Cherubini’s hands and the witted oe ee leading the crowds through the musician as, “they placed the famous composer upon ee ae forced him to play while they danced a ba 
and feasted to their hearts’ content. 

¢ valuable information from 
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How to Write a Good Advertisement _ 

By Rose Frim 

_ Tue experienced advertising writer takes into con- sideration certain Principles which every teacher who has a penny to, spend upon any kind of advertising should learn. There are thousands of dollars spent in circulars, posters, and in newspaper and magazine ad- vertising of music, which could be made to earn much more if just a little thought were given to these prin- ciples, 

- be able to present those points 

st his possible patrons most in such 
Mey pet sheir desirability will be instantly obvious. ty te Advertising must be Directed, That is the baie Must realize just who are the people he wishes a wae and must talk to them. Many otherwise ex- en musical advertisements are weakened by being 
Ss to appeal to too big an audience, 
the aed contact. ‘The advertiser must discover lege between what he has to sell and what the customer knows 

5 : Lusi vertise- ments often fail Musical adverti 
terms above the | 
advertisements ar 

Your Adzverti vertisement Hubbard 

heads of his audience, Singing Teacher 
ade ridiculous in this way. 

must be Interesting, Elbert 
thine of advertising copy 

You simply had to ¥ thing he wrote had “hooks in it 
read it, : B m a way to command et your advertisement talk 5 2 interest What = MeStes, 

Writing cadena jhe first writing was picture 
Pictures, 2 he most direct appeal is still ‘ou i 

i 
ie ilustrate your advertisement rightly it ae * attractiveness, To do this is a very which the teacher must decide for 

will add muct 
individual 1m, 
himself, 

Your Adverti. vertiseme, 5 4 your patron comes Wo be Good Looking. Until 

are probably not at all ave on appearances, You 

are Leas Tf your services to the it must be Persistent, T. and your advertising is right, 
and ‘ae Pe foolish to start advertising 

IC teachir ea WY: keep on advertis- ng field when every moment of 

i vance wH The reason is that the 

ings ne the teacher has is 

Don't gs 
Accumulating @ R 

y of 
a higher fee sae 
The law of 
Sistent advert: 
Services there 
be Placed in 
time, 

® ou must be yw. f Te you ¢ : St be worthy o 
upply and denn feel maintain one.) ising you; such that j rs Hl ae mecrease the demand oa yore 

ion to ask ne You will naturally 
W Pupils mor D e for your ao citetling resus, While it ; i 9; It is often ver: 3 It is 

advertisin, ay) desirable to p 
which will nae el compel resulta tae line in your : usin = 1s. i appointment to start lesson tesPondence ia 

Again, remember et teen less unless you can “deliy, 

not always possible to 

ertiseny er the goods» “Mt is worth- 
ee 

Strengthening the Ring Finger 

By Sidney Vantyn 
TH i ERE 1s grave danger the muscles are Te x a them right again. A gentl careful, exercising are th ' finger so that it may Jy able way to 5 

cing this finger One Be take Years to ae Assistance of nature and ae 
developin y thi trengthen th “ e é Ne only re: ‘s with the other Land, Phe 78 finger is by ‘Mere 3 

Side ) 2 a 
o either le of é tip of the finger ds ie thumb and the j : a © index ? Sently b : finger is then thet ger of the ois a held there and then i Sharply to its maxi a an 

ment, the thuml Tought dow ey mum height, 1 umb ang tha OWN with a Tapid moye- grip, ex finger 
This should be § & constant 

dail 
1 nly by the 

retainin 
re Deated 

i Sever 1 times in Succession, 
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SONG OF THE FOUNTAIN 
A gracefuldrawing-room piece. To be played in light and rippling style. Grade 3. : hs L.RENK 

Allegretto grazioso MLM, d= 84 

Meno mosso 

ee ae 

( ae a ene 

le Hea Sere se Eee eerh : = m1 ye — 

eS i ee 

DANCE OF THE GRASSHOPPERS 
A jolly little caprice, in the style of a Hornpipe. Play with strong accentuation. Grade 24 H.D.HEWITT 

tt Allegreti 0, 
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FRANZ von BLON 

THE ETUDE 

VAL 
A neat little waltz hy a master hand. The first theme partakes somewhat of the mazurka rhythm. Grade 3. 

ROSEBUDS 
SETTE 
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poco rit. 4243 a a tempo 

OF FOREIGN LANDS AND PEOPLE 
ROBERT SCHUMANN, Op.15, No.1 

Composed 1838 

like melody in the right hand, the detached bass and the middle 

accompaniment in triplets divided between the hands. All this must 

be accomplished smoothly. Grade 3. 

Schumann's Scenes from Childhood are intended to be played to child- 
ren rather than to be played by them. In a sense, they are reminiscent. 

No.1 presents the problem of playing three voices. There is the song- 

Andantino M.M.¢=8 
BB 
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| cae er Sere Se 
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CHERRY BLOSSOMS 

ance, Anaesthetic or interpretative d 
SE DANCE JAPANE NN, Op. 733. GELMA N H.E 

mp 

in characteristic vein. Very popular in solo form. 
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H. ENGELMANN, Op. 733. 

CHERRY BLOSSOMS 
JAPANESE DANCE 

PRIMO Moderato, tempo rubato M.M.d=116 

THE ETUDE 
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BERT R. ANTHONY, Op.165 
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ate the effect of a military band in full swing, 
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| ; POLONAISE 
IN Bb MINOR 

or concert number, very imposing; the chords affording practice in“fullarm touch}’and the octaves in“wrist work’? Grade 5. 

FRANCESCO B. DE LEONE, Op.7 A splendid teaching 
u 
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VALSE. AUGUST NOELCK Op. 227 
A lively “running: waltz” which may be taken at a good speed. Clear and crisp finger action is demanded. Grade 4. 

Lightly and gracefully M.M.2-=72 

Ped, simile 
a tempo 

International Co 
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OLD FOLK DANCE ].E.ROBERTS 

In the rhythm of an old style gavorte. For practice this number may be played with rapidity, when it will have the effect of a hornpipe. Grade 8. 
nthe rhythm of ar ) 

Moderato M.M. a= 108-144) 

4 5 

aS 
"rit_e dim. 
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INTERMEZZO 

In modern popular style, with an oriental atmosphere. Grade 3. 
; 

HANS SCHICK 

Allegro non troppo M.M. ‘- 108 
54 

{st time onl wr "last time only ' 
A - 1 

oO 
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SER SCHIRMER’S EDUCATIONAL BeseHesentas| 

Brambach Baby Grand 
HE, Brambach Baby Grand is an artistic instrument Containing Over 1400 Volumes 

a t important for the musician. It is beautiful in tone, with a 

Including the comp Peper Olas p \ clear, sparkling treble and a deep sonorous bass. Its 

rks of the following action is remarkably responsive and answers perfectly 
WO: the most delicate touch. Remarkably moderate in price. 

MASTER-COMPOSERS of the WORLD | False AR etarie, Seaton. 
Violin Violoncello, etc. ' BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY 

For Voice, Piano, ’ MARK P. CAMPBELL, President 
Liszt - REINECKE - 640 West 49th Street New York City 

Nes EGGELING LAMPERTI RIMSKY- ——— 
ARMAND ENCKHAUSF! LOEWE 5 SOE SON) Kindly send me a Brambach Catalog, together with a Paper 

ACCOLAY ERNST LUTZEN ROSSIND Pattern showing the exact floor space the Brambach requires. 
ABT LECOUPPEY RODE } ‘ 
ARENSKY FIELD LEMOINE { lame. 

ALARD FIELITZ LOESCHHORN SCHUMANN Address....+eese+reeeres 
FRANZ LOW. . SCHUBERT 

BACH : FLOTOW LALO SPOHR 
BEETHOVEN FRANCK LEPEBURE-WELY SEITZ 
BERIOT FOSTER LEMAIGRE SCHRADIECK 
BEHNKE & PEARCE LESCH™TIZKY SAINT-SAENS. 

BIZET GRIEG LOCATELLI SIEBER 
BONOLDI GODARD LANGE SCARLATTI 
BORDOGNI CouUNOD SCHARWENKA : ; 
BRAHMS GADE MOZART SCHMITT : 
BALFE GERMER \! -MARCHEST SCHMOLL ° ° 
BARGIEL LUCK MASSENET SPINDLER A S t BELLINI GLUE ag eee ScHY ETE uggestion to Music leachers 
BATISTE GURLITT MENDELSSOIN SINDING f lei 
BENDEL AUER MACFARREN STAMATY 0 our leisure 
BENNETT GRUTZMACHER MASCAGNI STRIBELT’ Why not pp. Cais y ducti 
BERENS LTERMAN MEYERBEER STRAUSS j r to conducting a 
BERTINI ce MOSCHELES . SCHON hours this unm e ‘ > 

BIEHL MOSZKOWSKI SEVCIK r communi if 

BRAUER He MAZAS STREABBOG Theory Class in you ‘ y 

a een HABERO on carastee Many progressive teachers organize these classes 
: oO ; A . BLUMENSTENGEL MANDET Nava STAMITZ as a relaxation from the regular teaching routine and 

BRUCH SLLER NEUPERT | itable venture, because HELLER T find them a pro 
ENSEL 'HOMAS 5 : 

CHORIN, ADE ORZ OESTEN TSCHAIKOWSKY Financially, the remuneration from class work is greater than 
CONCONE HOFMANN OFFENBACH TARTINI from private teaching, 

CLEMENTI HUMMEL CESTERUE PAUBIG ‘The Study of Harmony engenders an interest in the pupil and 
GRAMER Eee PAGANINI SES makes the regular course of study more attractive, 
CZERNY HI p 
CORELLI HERMANN PANOFKA VACCAL A Class in Theory is an excellent advertisement and increases 
CROISEZ HOHMeON PANSERON VIARDOT the teacher’s prestige. 

BRIM PACHER VERDI 
DANCLA HANON PISCHNA * VOGT The rh that has proved most Successful 
DANNHAUSE! PLAIDY VIOTTI or use in teachi i i 
DELIBES JENSEN PONCHIELLI ng this study is 
DVORAK PLEYEL WAGNER H ARMO Y 
DIABELLI KOHLER PERGOLESL WIDOR B O O K 
DORING KREUTZER PORPORA WEBER 
DREYSCHOCK KAYSER WIECK FOR BEC “INN 
BUSSEE a KUNZ RUBINSTEIN WOLFF RS 
DONIZ) KULL EINBERGER WOHLFAHRT 
DONT KOHNER. Age WEISS By PRESTON WARE OREM 
DAVID KJERUET ACHMANINOFF — WIENIAWSKI 
DOEZAVES KRAUSE eae WICHTL CLOTH BOUND—PRICE, $1.25 
pUBO) KUHL. RNOY This work is not a re-ha 4 : 
a “§CHIRMER’S LIBRARY sound! treatment. along modern, ness “Te Sateen cared harmonies ut a fresh, new Si ‘ by giving the main essentials of the subject $a simple, Understandable ead asiclanship r * manner, ; anaes interesting 

Is Regularly Carried in Stock by Your Dealer for NefOst convenient feature, is the introduction of Hank spaces right in the 1 “A Pi bs or Writing the exercis thus e vila = ‘ pore a ¥ © book 

Ask for the Latest Catalog (85 pages) record of the work done. Rules, fostnates: aut croeepeherece nt ceadily consulted 
everything being inserted in its logical place in the body of the text. -- Pensed with, 

° ° ° 

° 
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World-Great Artists 
now on 

Double-Faced Records! 
OF Supreme importance to every family wit a phonograph, is the recent decision os Brunswick to offer’ Standard Artists’ numbe on double-faced records, 
It marks the fir 
wide movement 
greatest music wi 
can home, 

st step of Brunswick's nan 
to place greatest ‘artists at e 
thin the reach of every Amer 

Brunswick Gold Label 
Records! 

the music as before! Two selec- tions in place of one! An inexpensive wey . i acquire a distinguished musica ibrary, Sta ini 

sky, Richard Strauss, Elly Ney, Danise, Mario Chamlee, Max Rosen, ronislaw Huberman, Florence Easton, Tino attiera, Claire Dux, and Other internationally 
acclaimed artists of the New Hall of Fame will exclusively, to the 
new Brunswick Gold Labe] ance *Play BD 

—_ 



ULAING 
them, Mother, _ 

10 an intimacy with the . OF CONCERT AND OPERATIC STARS _ || 

great artists of Today? iinaccaea 
—with Godowsky, Strauss, Chamlee, Easton, . 

Rae RN | 

Danise, Huberman and the others upon whom 

the eyes of the musical world now are turned? | 
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7 selecting phonographic music ees 

home,” recently said a world - oe 

cator, “parents should remember ther 

new Hall of Fame of concert and oe 

stars —great artists of today, succeeding 

those of yesterday. 
“Chamlee, Danise, Easton, Dux, Pattiera, 

Huberman, Ney, Rosen, ming most 
ard Strauss—those are names mds critics 
frequently from the pens of wok : 
both in Europe and America. ie 

eee ts 0 
“To Know them is to live 1n Ge fnliac 
musical art as it 1s toy tees, one 

‘with current musical topics. indisputably 
must view their recordings 4S l education.” 
essential to the modern musica 

Play On Any Phonograp
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in your own 
OU can now hear oie ports of 
home, regardless © 

phonograph oon have.
 For all be bon 

eS and pie: ial Reco
rds 

petuate their art. And abet 

can be played on any phon i 

. 2 d= 

Thus the world’s ae ux recordings, inclu 

CHICAGO 

Godowsky, Rich- 

ing those of the great Richard Strauss him- Ii 
self, are available to every home. 

Note, too, that they come on double-faced 
records—a radical Brunswick departure, ex- 
plained elsewhere on these pages. 

Why Brunswick Was Chosen 

BY means of exclusive methods of Re- 
cording and of Reproduction, Brunswick 

achieves perfect rendition of the so-called 
“difficult tones,” reproducing even Soprano 
High C without “metallic” suggestion, 
discord or vibration ! 

For that reason, foremost living artists are 
now recording exclusively for Brunswick. 

_ And for the same reason, you will find 
Brunswick in the homes of greatest musi- 
cians, both in this country and abroad. 

Where To Hear Them 

For a demonstration, at which you will not 
be urged to buy, call at your nearest Bruns- 
wick dealer’s. The Brunswick plays all 
makes of records, and Brunswick records 
can be played on any phonograph. Hear, 
compare—then judge for yourself. 

SWwICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Manufacturers—Established 1845 

NEW YORK CINCINNATI 

@©B.B.C.Co, 1992 

RICHARD STRAUSS 
Composer-Conductor 

One of the triumvirate of greatest living com- 
posers, and the best known music writer in the 
world today. It remained for him to place the 
crowning emphasis of world’s musical accep- 
tance upon Brunswick, by choosing it as the mo 
fitting means to perpetuate his own art, His 
recent recordings repay, in living tone inspira- 
tions, available to this and coming generations, 
the high honor and praise bestowed upon him 
by the music loving peoples of the world. 
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THEME 
from“SYMPHONIE PATHETIQUE” 

An excerpt from the first movement of one of the most colorful and impressive symphonies ever written. Grade 4. 

THE ETUDE 
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NIGHTMARE 
DANSE GROTESQUE MANTON BENNETT 

A clever bit of real musical humor, introducing atheme from Gounod’s March of the Marionettes and the refrain of Poy Goes the Weasel. a, 

exaggerated expression. Grade3z 
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ROBIN GOODFELLOW wk 
A pleasant little atr de ballet, As a study piece it will afford practice in s¢aceaéoand in the play ing of a degato melody in the middle voice.Grade 3. 
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THE ETUDE MINUET 
from Divertimento in D 

WAY 1922 Puge 33 

W. A. MOZART — 
»isa most genial work, fullof youthful vivacity. Grade 3 

1 
2° 

100 Molto moderato M.M. d 
The Serénade or Divertimento for string orchestra, composed in 1797, 
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the ornamental Play with a gentle swing, 
Passages lightly and delicately. Grade 4- 
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DOWN THE TRAIL O’ DREAMS TO YOU 
Marian Phelps 

A choice ballad for all singers. A haunting melody. . 

Andante espressivo np 
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When twi- light folds her man- tle Bray. 
Throughall the caresthatcrcwd the day. 
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Dearone,as day is dawn - in = -—-— + 
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LINNIE C. BENOIT 

WILL 

A song for every one,every day, every where. 

IAM BAINES 
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CANTO FILIPINO 
een sung in the islands for many years: Mr. Santiago is a talented student of the musical 
His transcription is most effective. A combination of Spanish and oriental coloring 
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LOVE’S SWEET LONGING 

Ped. 16’ & 8° mf coup. to Sw. & Ch. 

Arr. by ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD 
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How Mendelssohn 
Lucky is the who has learned 

that wher things go wrong, a line of song 

orso may put himon his feet again. Some 
troubles are too serious to be sung away 

in a few minutes, but there is deep psy- 

chological truth in the fact that the man 

who can whistle in the face of disaster 
or danger is often far better able to meet 
the situation. There seems to be some- 
thing instinctive in this, for when a boy 

is afraid he naturally resorts to whistling 

to “buck up” his courage. 
Once, when ‘a young man, the ever 

cheerful Mendelssohn whilst in Switzer- 

man 

Recovered Himself 
land was overtaken by a_ terrific. storm 
which drenched him to the skin, ruined 
his notes and manuscripts and left him in 
a very depressed and irritated condition. 

In writing to his sister he said: 

“Neither the dreadful storms nor the 

various discomforts I had endured an- 

noyed me half so much as not being able 

to remain at Interlaken, consequently, for 

the first time since I left Vevay I was out 

of humor for half an hour, and obliged 

to sing Beethoven's “Adagio” in A flat 

major three or four times over before I 

could recover my equanimity.” 

Eatser 

A Grorrous Idea, Community Service 
(incorporated) has been advocating the 

the plan of making Easter another occa- 

Sion for group singing in the open. We 
can never have too much of this. Stories 

of the Easter Carols, by Professor Peter 

W. Dykema, issued in bulletin form by 

Community Service, have been used by 
mote the thousands of newspapers to promo" 

idea of getting together groups of singers 

to herald the dawn of Easter, by gone 

through the streets singing some of the 
beautiful Easter Hymns. In a great many 
Communities, the plan worked out splen- 

Carols 

didly. Next year, arrange to take part in 

such a movement, The immense expansion 

of musical interest in America is due to 

the fact that musicians, who in former 

years thought that their work was done 

when they closed the doors of their 

studios, are now learning that their greater 

mission is to preach the gospel of good 

music in every way, through every means 

adaptable to a>given purpose. Imagine 

the joy of being awakened of a glorious 

Easter morning by voices singing How 

Firm @ Foundation, ye Saints of the 

Lord. 
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By And 
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ew Ross 
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It poured 
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Much as the violin. 
Plano is ten times as large 
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heir becoming actors or eve? 
OU teach Hee because Sirakespeare 

an essential part of their mental reso 
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Stil] a uc! great deal too ™ ¢ 

vontither dry rules of grammar an 
‘position, We have not nearly enoug! 

ten times as long as the keyboard 

instruments? 
: 

Is it because the piano makers do not 

regard their product as an art work but 

rather a factory product ? 

America which has produced several 

of the great pianos of the world is con- 

stantly tending” toward better and better 

jnstruments. Judging from past exper- 

jences the piano will be made more and 

more durable, but since the instrument 

js operated by a machine and a machine 

must necessarily wear out with time, we 

cannot hope for a “Stradivari of . the 

piano whose instruments made now will 

be used one hundred years from now 

and command 
a higher price. 

You Do Shakes
peare 

penetrated to the center and core and 

heart of the whole thing. Music 45 

something which belongs to ordinary hee 

man life and intercourse, from which net h- 

jing human is alien, and until we real ise 

that and frame our music and history 

and life and civilization oa ES ene 

we shall not deserve to br ing ih aaah @
 

its proper place in the ordinary life o 

our country. 

“What would 
had no 

you know of Shakespeare, 

means of making his 

ance except at the theatre? How 

do you suppose you are going ie er 

anything of Bach and Bectiare - e
e 

ing the B Minor Mass and the Eroica 

ice ear? We make the acquaintance 

ae 5 aie by 
taking them with us into 

Bae ari-chait and reading them over and 

over again. Wins don’t we do the same 

ar you can’t read music. 

Nena. I believe we can do more 

to make music familiar to us by reading 

it as we read the plays of Shakespeare 

and the novels of Dickens than by any 

other means SO practicable at the present 

moment, No one really understands. mu- 

sic who appreciates it only through the ear. 

Sir Henry Hadow in an address at the 

Royal College of Music. 
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is (ei fine Grand shown: above, our newest and 

smallest, represents the utmost quality that 

can be condensed into a length of but five 

Small enough for the tiniest home, it has the 

charming tone and delightfully responsive action- 
touch distinctive of the Ivers & Pond. 
detail of design and material shows the touch of 

Ivers & Pond Pianos 

are now used in over 500 leading Educational Insti- 
tutions and 65,000 discriminating homes. Whether 
your need calls for upright, grand or player piano 
there is an Ivers &F Pond to fit it. i 
one quality—the best”—and the purchaser can 
invest in full confidence of obtaining maximum 
value in any Ivers & Pond. - 

Leading dealers through the United States displ 
sell our product. If none is convenient to you we ean arp: 
to ship from the factory, on easy payment terms oe 
and valuable information to buyers, write us ‘olay 
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In addressing the readers of THE 
Erupe I realize that I have before me the 
largest audience of voice teachers and stu- 
dents of singing that it is possible to 
reach through any single medium. 

Doubtless the majority of those who 
scan these pages live and work in cities 
and villages somewhat removed from the 

principal musical centers. What I shali 

say here will, of course, have general 

application to the problems of teacher 

and student wherever they may ; be 

located; but I shall have in mind particu- 

larly those who have not the advantages 

of direct contact with the music life of 

the great cities where the opportunities 

of listening constantly to acknowledged 

artists and, perhaps, of studying under 

famous masters, minimize the importance 

of the printed page in solving vocal pro- 

blems. 
Right here I wish to emphasize my be- 

lief that the task of developing a genera- 
tion of better singers and of creating a 

more discriminating public in vocal mat- 

ters rests even more upon the average 
teacher in the small town or city than 
upon the metropolitan masters. If this 
is not apparent at first thought, just con- 
sider that the classes of the metropolitan 
masters are made up, for the most part, 
“from the exceptionally gifted pupils of 
these “average” teachers—young singers 
of such unusual endowment that pro- 
fessional aspirations awaken within them 
as a natural reflex from the preferment 
shown them in their home environment, 
and who gravitate to the big musical cen- 

ters where wider opportunities await 
them. Thus, while the teacher of the in- 

terior city, gathering his class from his 

own immediate locality, may consider 

himself lucky to have in his list a very 
few pupils of such natural endowment as 
to make possible their development into 

singers of more than mediocre ability— 

and doubly lucky if the choicest of these 
elect do not fly to the big city before he 

has an opportunity to definitely shape 

their vocal habits—the metropolitan 
teacher is blessed with pupils of far 
greater ability and must he deficient in- 

deed if from among them he cannot oc- 

casionally develop an artist who will bring 
him fame. 

The Average Need 

But here is the point: While the 
standard of American singing will be set 

to a great extent by the work of these 
conspicuously gifted artists emerging 
from metropolitan studios, it rests with 

the average teacher in the average Amer- 
ican city to maintain and promulgate that 

standard among the average students of 

singing. 

Say, for example, that one out of every 

thousand students has the supreme gift 

to make possible a notable public career. 

eventually become a conspicu- 

well-schooled, intelli- 

gent performance, helps to ae venice the 

natural standard of singing. Vine! 3ut— 

If the nine hundred and ninety-nine 
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d neither appreciate the 
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How to Remedy Common Vocal Faults 
others who may be listening: “We have a 
work to do of great importance and dig- 
nity, in inculeating among the great mass 
ef. average students those high standards 
cf singing exemplified by the chosen few 
of supreme gifts; for unless the many 
have ears to hear, and minds trained to 
comprehend, and faculties developed to 
approximate in their own singing the artis- 
tic standards exemplified in the perform- 

ance of the gifted few, how shall those 
standards prevail?” 

The Really Important Thing 

The vainglorious pride of Mr. Average 
Teacher often leads him to complain he- 
cause his most gifted pupils leave him, just 
as they are beginning to be a source of 

satisfaction, to finish their education with 
some already famous metropolitan master 

who will, when they have stepped into pub- 

lic life, get all the credit for their train- 
ing. This is a cross that any teacher work. 

ing in a field outside the gree 
may be called upon to bear. To de 
credit for good work accomplished is 

human, and the ingratitude of pupils who 

forget to mention the foundational work 

done by the first patient teacher hecause 

more prestige attaches to the name of 
the “finishing” teacher deserves sharp re- 

buke. Yet this is a matter of relatively 

small importance. The really important 

thing is that the first teacher shall do his 
work so well—shall establish such a good 

foundational vocal habit in the pupil—that 

when the transition is made to the finishing 

teacher there will be no necessity of wn- 

doing what has already been done. Then 

will gratitude flow from the hearts of both 
pupil and master toward that teacher who 
Jaid a good and true foundation, and hon- 

est satisfaction will be his for work well 
done 

I believe it is safe to say that approxi- 

mately ninety per cent. of the students 

entering the studios of famous metropoli- 

tan masters have first spent from one to 
five or more years of study under other 

teachers. Sometimes this means that com- 

paratively little work with a pupil will 

bring to the lucky master a great deal of 

credit, most of which would more fittingly 
accrue to the former teacher or teachers, 

Many times it means a great deal of pa- 

Mr. John Wilcox, for many years one 
teachers in the West, was born at Seb 
Michigan, in 1870. His vocal training 
of the leading voice teachers of the large 
and later his own gifts were so pronounced that he 
ciated with these same teachers in their s 
teacher and editor he has had wide 
In 1908, he settled in Denver Colorado 
city the center of his principal work, 
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ductor of the Denver Municipal Chorus (300 voices) ; Rehan con- 
duced many leading oratorios. The success of his work has pro- 

such that he has been invited to many other large citie has been 

duct special courses for voice teachers and singers. 
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Editor’s Note 

THE BTUDE 

Any vocal “method” fit to meet the va 
ried and complex problems presented it 
the studio of, a busy teacher must be ex- 
tremely plastic. The only fixed elements - 
in a system of voice teaching should be 
the ba: principles. The devices through 

which a student is trained into conformity 
with these principles must be adapted to. 
the peculiar vocal habits of the individual 
pupil, The method must always 
tailored to fit the student. A real teacher 
never tries to “fit the student from 2 
“ready-made” stock of method devices. 

The true teacher has ever in his mental 
ear his ideal (normal) tone, which is the 
Master Tone to which he wishes every 
bupil’s tone to conform, One pupils 
vocal habit will show a divergence from 
this normal tone in one direction, A™ 
other’s will diverge in an opposite direc 
tion. It is absurd to suppose that the 
same treatment will bring both of thes® 
divergent vocal habits to a common 
center. The essential thing is that thes 
teacher shall (Ist) correctly diagnose the 
Pupil’s case and (2nd) prescribe suet 
treatment as will counteract the faulty: 

habit and in its place establish a correct 
habit. K 

Common Faults and Their Remedies 
One cannot hope through the printed 

Page, to indicate all the faults to whic’ 
embryo Vocalists are subject and jndicat® 
the method by which those faults may Be cradicated. Tt may be possible, howev® . S 

z he a few of the most common faults 
ne’ to suggest logical means of correct" them, | will try: 
(1) Throat-musele 
(2) Nasal twang. 
ae Unsteady, tremulous tone. : © onstrained vowel formation. d 
(5) Scooping” approach to pitch. (6) “Breathiness” in tone. 7) “Breaks.” 
fore attempting to indicate treater the cor i the i rec y o common El oe be Fa Jet me 

Say that non DN i f i _ One of them jis likely to ee ie solation as to permit of indepet 

predoonsideration, One of them © ke 
: rentate toa degree that will roa 
Babee but in most cases the ini ral - will bea composite one, ine the 
one or Tess degree several 1 © ; . Tere catalogued, 
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and here again have the sound repeated 
many times, Proceed along this line until 
the range in which the pupil may, at this 
time, be trusted to retain the condition of 
muscle non-interference is indicated. Then 

go over that range with any definite vowel 

forms that may be secured under like con- 

ditions of non-interference. The tone re- 
sultant from this process of exaggerated 

release may very probably be somewhat 

“flabby” if judged by standards of a com- 

pletely satisfactory singing tone; but— 

under the very honorable and wise rule 

of “one thing at a time’—do not attempt 

to concentrate the tone until the pernicious 

throat-muscle interference habit is elim- 

inated. Eliminate the interference of 

voluntary muscles before attempting to 

develop the strength of involuntary 

muscles. When the student is able to 

make the basic vowel sounds throughout 

a reasonable range without obvious inter- 

ference from the constricting muscles of 

the throat the exaggerated release of 

the “idiot stage’ may be dropped and 
attention turned to more constructive 

work, 

The Nasal Twang 

(2) Nasal Twang. Unless there he 
Some malformation or obstruction— such as bone or polypus tissue growth—in the 
Tesonance cavities, the “nasal twang 
usually due to nothing more serious ae 

a bad habit of speech. In other words, ‘i 
is usually a fault of pronunciation, ee 
may be readily cured merely by ear 
the habit of pronunciation. The Ci twang” never bothers the resource re 
teacher very much. It is far ¢ Safer correct than the habit of muscle iN” 
ference, which has had. prior const “_ tion in this article. Induce the PuPl” Me 
expand the vowel form and the objectiol 

is i jately neutral- 
able nasal element is immediately 0 oi 

imi i you ;— tized. (Not eliminated, mind you, Rae 

Walised.) Never try to eliminate né i 

sounds nasa 

1s 

: a] 

because through incorrect vowel forma- 
tion the tone is localised, and so lacks 
resonance balance. Release the sound 
from its localized contraction and the 
objectionable nasal sound will be auto- 
matically neutralized and agreeable reson- 

ance balance established. There is never 
too much nasal resonance in a tone, save 
in proportion to other resonance elements. 
I repeat, the corrective process is not one 
of elimination but of neutralization. 

tremulous tone. Held 
in the throat or in the 

breathing tract—usually — both—are re- 

sponsible for this common fault. Steadi- 

ness of tone is not to be secured through 

the voluntary control of the muscles about 

the diaphragm, as many singers, and a 

few teachers, assume. Such voluntary 

control may reduce the undulating tone 

line to a rigid line of less undulation ; but 

a rigid tone is most undesirable and there 

js little virtue in a remedy which merely 

substitutes for one undesirable tone 

another hardly more desirable. Flowing 

steadiness of tone—poised tone, if you 

please—comes only from proper coGrdina- 

tion of muscles throughout the whole 

vocal tract, from the diaphragm to the 

resonance cavities, and _ this cordination 

comes automatically and nnvoluntarty 

through development of these muscles by 

systematically using them under conditions 

of non-interference. How may iI tite 

jnate the tremulo, the ‘wobble from my 

Let go of the interfering muscles 

hroat and your breath organism 

and under this condition of release prac- 

tice making vocal sounds until all the 

muscles involved are developed ie oe 

érdinated strength. Hold your ney ie 

firmly in your mind ; hold peti os 

your body ; forget the ‘wobble , and one 

day it will no longer exist. 

, d vowel formations. Cor- 

tion is not only the neces- 

aging diction in any 

* (3) Unsteady, 
muscles either 

tone?” 
of your t 

(4) Constraine: 

rect vowel forma’ : 
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The MASTER SCHOOL OF MODE 
by Alberto Jonas embraces all the tech 

excerpts from all the best 

language, but also a prime requisite in 
the production of vocal sounds which will 
meet the esthetic demands of cultured 
listeners. The singer must eliminate all 

colloquial speech habits and base his utter- 

ances upon classical vowel forms—the 
Latin forms. Of modern song languages, 

the Italian offers the purest example of 
vowel forms, and for that reason is the 
ideal medium for the vocal student striving 

to master the classical vowel sounds. The 
five basic vowel sounds are the Itailian, i, ¢, 
a, o, and « (phonetically e, eh, ah, o and 
oo.) It is impossible to press in the 
English alohabet the exact sounds of the 
Italian e and o. Both completely avoid 

the diphthong endings of the equivalent 
(phonetic) English vowels a and 0. The 
Italian a (printed ¢)is achieved by sustain- 
ing the first sound of our English a 
throughout the entire time of prolongation, 
releasing it finally with no tapering toward 
the sound of c. The Italian 0 is sustained 
in the same manner with no tapering to- 
ward the sound of oo. Often in Italian 
the o has a still broader sound, approaching 
our aw but that is a matter of understand- 
ing the Italian language itself, and need not 

concern us in the consideration of the 
basic vowels as mediums of vocalization. 

In considering language sounds as a 
basic of vocal training it may be stated 
that the objection to English vowels is 
found in their diphthong characteristics; 
to French in their too constrained or 
“close” formations ; to German in the many 
guttural diphthong sounds of the language. 
None of these handicaps to free emission 
exist, in the Italian language, and it is 
therefore an ideal medium for vocali- 
zation during the formative period of 
vocal training. 

Let no reader jump to the conclusion 
that I am placing the Italian language 
above English as a medium for singing. 
On the contrary, I believe English the most 
expressive of all song languages. But I 
also believe that the singer who has mas- 

For the past three 

For the First Time in the History of Music 

MASTER SCHOOL 
MODERN PIANO PLAYING and VIRTUOSITY 

By ALBERTO JONAS 
years we have been preparing for publication the greatest, most 

comprehensive and thorough work on piano pedagopics ever presented to the musical world. 
RN PIANO PLAYING AND VIRTUOSITY 
nical and esthetic elements required for the highest pianistic virtuosity. It contains many new, as yet unpublished effective features. It also gives 

pedagogical works ‘extant and approximately one thousand ex- 

ee 
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tered the Italian vowel forms and who 
utilizes them as the basis of his vocaliza- 
tion will be able to maintain a singing 
tone of greater freedom and more com- 
plete resonance balance in all song lan- 
guages because of this basic preparation, 

Speech Habits 

In eliminating colloquial speech habits 
and establishing the classic vowel forms 
as the basis of the student’s vocal habit, 
there is no fixed formula which may be 
followed. Possible divergences from the 
correct forms are many, and patient, per- 
sistent reiteration of the correct sounds 
under the guid of a teacher who holds 
inflexibly to the ctandard, until the stu- 
dent's habit of pronunciation is indelibly 
recorded, is the only process. Both teacher 
and student should remember that mastery 
of the classic vowel forms is an ab- 
solutely necessary step in the making of a 
singer, and that without this mastery 
there can be neither thoroughly good tone 
nor thoroughly good diction in any 
language. 

(5) “Scooping” approach to pitch. This 
common fault is due more to mental than 
to physical causes. Ear training—sensi- 
tizing of pitch thought—is the logical 
procedure for correcting this distress- 

ing habit. There is not infrequently a, 
physical phase, when habits of throat- 
muscle interference cause the singer to 
approach tones of high pitch with excessive 
tension and “scoop” to pitch because of 
the physical pull. The practice of a 

light tone, free from any physical 
, together with mental concentration 

upon the pitch, will correct this habit if 
persisted in, Short, almost staccato, tones 
are better for this corrective process, 

(6) “Breathiness” in tone. Unless there 
be diseased vocal bands, with resultant 
interference in their normal approximation, 

breathiness is merely diffusion of reso- 

nance waves, due either to faulty formation 

amples, instiuctively annotated, taken from the entire classic and modern piano literature. 

But what places the MASTER SCHOOL OF MODERN PIANO 
PLAYING AND VIRTUOSITY without precedent in the history 
of music is that practically ali the great piano virtuosos haye 
collaborated. All have contributed numerous original exercises, 
expressly written for this work. 
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of the sound or to forced breath exhalation 
—or both. Practice upon the close vowel 
form e (Italian i) avoiding any undue 
breath pressure and emphasizing the nasal 
humming element of resonance should 
afford a starting point for the entire 
vowel series with a tone free from “breath- 
ines.” Then follow with the other vowel sounds, retaining a close formation and constantly thinking the compact humming element of nasal resonance, until there is no longer diffusion of resonance waves, or “breathiness.” 

(7) “Breaks.” 7 Whether’ one affirms or denies the existen ce of the vocal “regis- ters,” the fact remains that in many voices which have been incorrectly used, there occur “breaks” between the low and med- ium sections, and the medium and. high sections of the-singer’s vocal range. While not a few authors of Vocal treatises have stated that these “breaks” occur at prac- tically the same Ditch in all voices (between E and G of the scale) my own experience is that while in most high voices the “breaks” occur here, in most low voices the point is between A and D-fiat—usually at B-flat or B. E 
The “break” is caused by forcing the tone upward with such constriction of the extrinsic muscles of the throat 

vent the natural adjustment 
involuntary vocal muscle for 
pitches. I believe it well estat 
the vibrating part of the y 
under normal conditions, 
lightened in weight as it j 
increased tension for each upward pitch progression. When the extrinsic muscles 
of the throat are so tensed as to prevent 
the involuntary adjustment of the vocal 
bands, they are forced to vibrate under this 
increasing tension demanded by the higher 
pitches without the lessening of weight 
that takes place under normal conditions, 
As a result, there is a point in the*scale 
above which the bands cannot be forced 
to vibrate under this unnatural weight of 
tissue, and so, in place of the very grad- 
ual readjustment of muscle balance 
intended in the natural scheme, there 
must be an abrupt readjustment ; and when 
the upward scale is continued with the 
inevitable new adjustment, a different 

quality of tone prevails. 

as to pre- 

of the 
the higher 
blished that 

ocal bands is, 
automatically 

is brought to 

Breaks 

The relative ease or difficulty in eclim- 

jnating a “break” depends upon how pee 
it has been persisted in—how deeply ie 
reflex muscle habits are rat meet 
upon whether or not the vocal musc es 

have been so strained as to cause chronic 
relaxation. If there be this chronic re- 
laxation, the “break” is practicably incur- 
‘bl in any complete sense, although it 

oe nearly always be greatly helped by 
e: ent. 

ee Maric ee Begin at a point 

fee tele just above the change, with 

i ry soft humming tone, released from 

a fering tension, and carry the 

eu) ye vard by chromatic intervals 

hu ee of difficulty. When the 
ore the FG may be hummed easily and 

ba e eh descending and ascending with 

naplly au resonance line, use the close 
he Dia (quate i) in the same manner. 

volver fifficulty is experienced in singing 
Gigs jae prefix each chromatic step 

i Mo ” niaking the syllable “me.”) 

wit fie close vowel transition is accom- 
Guee ae on to the other vowels. When 
phish ward transition is accomplished, 
ie ae eating scale passage; also direct 

eae ah to individual pitches in the vi- 
3 7 of the “break,” always releasing 

a. i roat muscles so that the vocal bands 

s SF orntieally adjust with the lightest 
peek ble tension, Do not be discouraged 
se you have to work many months before 
the transition over this “bre 
be accomplished  sati 

the 

ak” area may 
rT have 

worked fully two years with a pupil to 
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climinate a bad “break,” and finally 
succeeded. wal ; 

“Breaks ppear more frequently in the 
voices of contraltos than in any other 
division of vocalists—due, in my opinion, 
to the morbid fondness of almost all un 
cultured listeners for the heavy, masculine, 
“freak” tones that are so casy for con- 
traltos to produce in the lower range— 
commonly called “chest tones.” Praise 
and applause—ignorant though its source 
unquestionably be—encourages the young 
contralto to sing these heavy tones as 
high as possible in her range, with the 
result that she soon has a “break” that 
hurts every sensitive listener and_ will 
cause her plodding, tiresome work to over- 
come, The fact that so many contraltos 
whose vocalization is marred by pro- 
nounced “breaks” have nevertheless worl 
public fame attests the lack of discrim- 
ination among the concert going laity, and 
greatly increases the difficulty of the con- 
Scientious vocal teacher who is trying to 
convince his contralto that the masculine 
Sounding “chest tone” is both inartistic 
and a sure voice wrecker, 

Breathing 
Would one dare write even a brief trea- tise upon the subject of vocal training without some reference to breathing, of breath control? For fear that some of my readers might otherwise feel cheated, I will state, very briefly, my ideas, on this subject : 
I believe it the business of the yocal teacl 

Just why 
must be laboriously taught to gain in the exact way that he 

he first came into the 
ng that I will not attempt 
tost every adult must be 
Vv from experience. And 
the pupil to. “pant” the 
without voluntary push- ing or pulling of the muscles—just as he did in babyhood; just as every other baby in the world does; just as his pet dog does. Then I induce him to make short vocal sounds on the outgoing “pant- ing” breath. Then these sounds are some- what Prolonged, always taking and expell- ing the breath on the same unforced “pant- ing” impulse. Persisted in until this habit of breathing is established as a subcon- scious Process, one has the correct breath habit for singing. 

Do T not beliey 
indeed, but not in 

world, is somethi 
explain. That al 

€ in breath control? Yes 
voluntary breath control, Voluntary breath control means tensed muscles—and_ that means tone rigidity. Consistent, persistent, reiterated use of the breath in vocal practice as T have indicated will give strength to the breathing muscles and that codrdinated balance of energy which is control—as surely as persistent rational use of any muscle of the body will develop that muscle into controlled strength. 

—— 
Every “stop” 

skilful enunciati 
with free vowel} 
consonant in the 
“mixed” with th 
happy results, 
with v; 
Use just 
sonant to 
but not enov 
to the 

Consonant, which in un- on may Seriously interfere emission, has an “affinity” free Sroup that may be tl = Stop consonant with ae Hix k with hard ga if with d; p With b; ch with 7. fnough of the “affinity” con- Neutralize the stop consonant Ugh to make the process obvious auditor —y, Cc. Ww, 

a* Not such a divergence in meth- 
coi ey Successful teachers as would 

SRDS from the Several spoken and printed 
SPOSitions of these methods. The lack 
of Standardized vocal terminology is re- 
SPonsible {op much of the apparent con- 
Wadiction hetween vocal masters. Reduce 
their ideas to standard idiom and you would 
find them Dretty well agreed upon fund- amental vocal truths—J. C. W. 
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Bneico Caruso 

THT Py RY ANS 

As a means of contributing to the 

Cooke, 

gratuitously, program notes for 
Metropolitan Opera Comp 
extensively in programs an 
our readers may have a de: 

aspects of the popular grand ope 

on several of them will be reprod 

have been written by Edward Bllstwo 

sire to be 

many years Mr. James Francis 

ite the productions given in Philadelphia by The 

any of New York. 

d periodicals at home an 

vas, these 
uced in “The Etude.” 

rth Hipsher, assistant editor. 

development of interest in opera, for 

editor of “The Etude,” has prepared, 

These have been reprinted 
d abroad. Believing that * 

refreshed or informed upon certain 

historical and interpretative notes 
The opera storica 

“¢‘Andrea Chenier’’ 

The character of Andrea Chenier is 
x or seven modern Of the group of si 

whose works 
Italian composers of opera, 

have attained popularity outside of Italy, 

iordano has a very loyal following. Of 

all his works, however, Andrea Chenier 

i is generally accepted as his. masterpiece 

thus far. 
. 

Umberto Giordano was born at Fossa, 

August 26, 1867. teacher was 

oS Olas & paolo 
ae well known in Italy for h 

ind his sacred works. 

the famous prize contest offered by the 

; Traian publisher Sonzogno, with the opera 

Marina, Untuckily for Giordano Mas- 

: cagni won the prize with his Cavalleria 

: usticana, ‘This little work, however; 

rought him other commissions ; but it 

was not until the production of Asdees 

henier, at La Scala, Milan, arch #4 

896, that he achieved a real triumph. 

ince then he has written several other 
: . HW it ni 

ec including Fedora, Ee ie _ 
“me. Sans-Ge 1 of these 

ns-Gene. Al erica. Mme. 

lave been produced in Am 
Sans-Gene had its premiere in 

\ anuary 25, 1915. 
f Andrea Chenier was first P jere 
__-€w York in 1896, the year of its prem 

f Mm Italy. The impresario wa 
Olonel Mapleson, and it is $ 

Season caused the ruin of tha 
ing operatic director. Mr. O8¢2? 
Merstein revived it for one perio 
a in the season of 1908. tp 

'¢ Boston Opera Company DEC? it 

qth success, and since that Hine 
\ teadily increased in favor: 

New York, 

The story of 
“Andrea Chenier”’ 

Chenier, the poet, 

historical. Saint Beuve ranks him with 

Racine as a writer of French verse. The 

book of the opera is, however, not his- 

torically exact, as the poet and patriot 

was charged with heading a conspiracy 

together with twenty-three others, 

was beheaded in prison for political 

reasons.. Illica, however, in his very in- 

genious libretto, introduces Gerard as a 

rival of Chenier for the love of Made- 

Madeleine, to save Chenier, offers 

d, who is so affected by 

her lover that he 

and, 

Ieine. 
herself to Gerar 

the girl’s devotion to 3 

joins in the plan to save the poet’s life, 

put yvithout avail. Chenier, with his 

sweetheart, goes to his tragic end to the 

music of the Marseillaise. Giordano’s 

score is richly colored and the opera offers 

opportunities which are greatly prized by 

singers. 
! 

When the opera was revived by Ham- 

in, i i ting circum- 
erstein, in 1908, one interes 

a as that the wife of the conductor, 
ce was t 

eiesionts Campanini, was the Maddalena 

de Coigny. Mme. Campanini is Eva, a 

sister of Luisa Tetrazzini, and the public 

curiosity to hear the sister of the already 

famous Luisa sing was very great; but 

Hammerstein did not consider it sufficient 

performance. 

the records of numbers from 

ave been very popular. Among 

be counted Son sessant’ anni, 

English as My Aged Father; 

Un di all assurro spasio, 

sh as Once o’er the Agure 

rite number of Caruso) ; 

for another
 

Some of 

the opera h 
these may 

known in 

Improviso; U1! 

known in Engli 

Fields (a favo 

whose destiny becomes involved 

- ny a : 
The hero ra 18 Andr Jution. 5 , 

i of the opera 5 Revolution eine, the countess 

__ ‘M the shifting impulses of the Ae at a ball in a Chace ee of the wrongs 

a Act I. Andrea Chenier 18 ise a poem of love; bu! il vearied of a life 

“aughter, asks Chenier to WMPFOY tionary tendencies. vest, Gerard, a servant, also 

of He POOF, and disclose ite feelings o co appears with a ragged, mixed crowd, 

5 ashion, and Chenier disc? ith Madeleme, 3 with 

ioe 
s offended the Lr sees 

“evolutionist and secretly 7 d. 
tess 

ni + commat 
© are expelled at the coun r 

ears later: 

ee fits " even to the limit of © 
eye, hat he 

yom Gi 
lo W. 

inh Gerard agrees to C tis 
MNicr to he false; hut the mob ae : 

aes IV. The Prison f 
“ 5 

i llier’s cell. She has brib 
fi cu. ie has CR ee 

pooner. If she cannot live for him she 

® the scaffold. 

The Cafe Hottot. 

i. 

‘ia 

call 

Chenier ha: 
pass a note to 

sfeine’s nurse A 
‘o her aid. sees Made 

Act IT, Pari ly 
rN ‘i . aris, severa pierre 3 that he come te 

spolutionists by denouncing Robe Sot loves him aie Be Met Chenier and they 

Mea Tt is from Madeleutt cng him. Madeley | with swords ensues, in which 

are mere passes, a mob follows terposes: Bou heni 
Mout to flee when Geraré den “Carmagnole.” Chenier 

rar j eg escap ange 1 in the “Carmag 

"ard is wounded, The lovers ese itionists- aie el Madeleine pleads for her 

is Henct TT, A tribunal of the _ i jictment He a if he i ared. Moved by her 

lov fenced and Gerard ee ke nese : ‘eee trial he declares the charge against 

el t Z 
lL , poet's deat 

ie Madeleine and Gerard enter 
midnight. 

allow her to st 
0 

at least die with her lover. 
bstitute for another woman 

Together they 
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Is your skin pale 

and sallow? 
' —How you can rouse it 

LEEP, exercise, the right food — all these contri ; es ntribut 
healthy condition of your skin. eps 

But your skin itself must have special i ish i pecial care, if you wish 
to show all the beauty and charm of which it He Repable, 
Your skin is.a separate organ of your body. Neglect of its 
special needs may result in an unattractive complexion, even 
though your general health is good. 

If your skin is pale and sallow, use the following treatment 
to give it color and life: 

NCE or twice a week, just before retiring, fill your 
basin full of hot water—almost boiling hot. Bend 

over the top of the basin and cover your head and the 
bowl with a heavy bath towel, so that no steam can 
escape. Steam your face for thirty seconds. Now 
lather a hot cloth with Woodbury’s Facial Soap. With 
this wash your face thoroughly, rubbing the lather well 
into the skin with an upward and outward motion. Then 
tinse the skin well, first with warm water, then with 
cold, and finish by rubbing it for thirty seconds with a 
piece of ice. 

The other nights of the week cleanse your skin thoroughly 
in the usual way with Woodbury’s Facial Soap and warm 
water, ending with a dash of cold. 

Special treatments for each different skin need are gi 
in the booklet of famous treatments wrapped around Ey 
cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap. 4 

Get a cake of Woodbury’s today — begi pe y y gin your treatment 

A 25 cent cake lasts a month or’six weeks, 

A complete miniature set of the Woodbury 
skin preparations 

For 25 cents we will send you a complete miniature 
set of the Woodbury skin preparations, containing 
samples of Woodbury’s Facial Soap, Facial Cream 
Cold Cream, and Facial Powder; together with the 
treatment booklet, “A Skin You Love to Touch.” i 

Send for this set toda y. Address The Andre 
Jergens Co., 5603 Spring Grove Ave., Givcinee, 

Ohio. If you live in Canada, address 
The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited, 5603 
Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario. English 
agents: H. C. Quelch © Co., 4 Ludgate 
Square, London, E. C. 4, 

Copyright, ro22, b 

Pe od 

Ploase montion THE ETUDE whon addressing ouy aayortisors. 
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Tue responsibility for the care of. the 

biowing ‘plant is not always definitely 

placed. A water motor should be left 

alone and protected from the average 

sexton. When the stroke has been ad- 

justed and the automatic rigging properly 

installed, the only attention required is 

the occasional emptying of the air chamber. 

“The packings should not wear out in less 

than ten or twelve years, — unless the 

water is sardy. A water motor 1s, after 

all, the most long-suffering and automatic 

machine ever made. 

All electric blowing mechanism needs 

periodic inspection and oiling. ° An elec- 

trician should do this, though many sex- 

tons take excellent care of electric motors. 

Where there are belts, cither for the 

blower or the generator, the method of 

keeping them tight should be well under- 

stood. It is obvious that the organ tuner 

should inspect this apparatus at cach reg- 

ular visit, and notify the church when 

any electrical repairs are necessary. The 

organist and séxton should know how the 

wind supply is regulated, —if near the 

blower, or at the organ by means of cur- 

tain or other valves in the regulators 

So often an annoying accident is due 

solely to the breaking of a cord or its 

coming off a pulley, or the sticking of 

the valve, which can be fixed in a few 

minutes. awe : p 

What kind of air is driven into the 

organ? Its temperature, degree of hu- 

midity and cleanliness are of vital im- 

portance. The air should be taken into 

the blower room some distance above the 

floor, —not, as some have supposed, by a 

cold air box from the outside! The 

air should be of the same character as 

that in the organ chamber, and wherever 

possible it is wise to draw it directly 

from the chamber itself. The air should 

also be of the same humidity as that in 

the organ chamber. The dryness of the 

winter steam heat must be overcome. 

Screen the Air 

The air should certainly be screened. 

The only way to keep reeds from dust 

is to prevent its ever reaching them. 

On one organ which had a Sh.p. blower 

a piece of cheese-cloth had been tied 

over the intake while it was being tuned, 

After awhile it was found that there 

was not enough wind for the full organ. 

Tt was discovered that this was due en- 

tirely to the amount of dust caught in 

the cheese-cloth. What a good thing 

jt was to have prevented so much dirt 

from entering the instrument! 

The circulation of air in the organ 

js worth studying. The front case-work 

is often quite high and behind it is an 

air tank which never gets its proper cir- 

culation. It is much colder in winter 

and is generally more damp in summer 

than the upper part of the chamber. In 

old organs the only opening near the 

floor was where the Swell pedal was set 

in the knee panel and many of us cy 

remember the cold draft which struc 

the foot at that point. To remedy 

several gratings should be cut ie ye 

case close to the floor. The effect o 

large windows on the temp 

serious. . 

a. universal rule that “er: 

swell pedals should he left apen. = pion
 

swell actions eran 
ai me 

s ver is shu’ A 

ee rs Poabot axore than forty tuning 

eee” three-quarters stated that 

reports about y ee ceil) Ve 

» tuners had found : 

- I Tt is needless to say that not 
closed. § 

much tuning was possible. 

Practical Care 

should be mastered by all 

who are more prac- 

them- 
These points 

organists, ut 

tical can attend 

some 
to minor troubles 

erature is of-- 

Organ Department 
Edited by Noted Specialists 

What Every Organist Should Know About the Organ 

By Reginald McCall 

This article is a continuation of avery unusual addr 

Reginald McCall at a convention of the National . 

in addition to being an Organist, was for some y 

The first part appeared in Tue Evuve for December, faclurer. 

selves when the need arises. Among the 
simple things they can handle are fix- 
ing a rattle in the front pipes, and often 
in panels or inside pipes taking out a 
pipe that cyphers, greasing a_ swell 
connection, easing a key that sticks at 
the pin, etc. In emergency they can tune 

a reed, or touch up single pipes that 
have gone off pitch, though it is some- 

times hard to locate these pipes. A few 
organists are really good mechanics. I 

knew two who had regular repair shops 

in their organs and took entire charge 
of them. Several more do all the tuning. 
As a general thing this is not wise. It 

takes up time which should be of greater 

value to the organist, and it spoils the 
Church. The next organist may not be 

able to continue the practice, and it will 

be harder for him to secure the usual 

attention from the builder. 

Cleaning 

In addition to the regular care of the 
organ, the pipes should be removed and 
the entire organ cleaned every few years, 
Some organs require this much sooner 

than others, depending upon the amount 
of dust that settles on the instrument. If 
the church is cleaned by a vacuum cleaner 

the organ will not need cleaning so 

frequently. 

Rebuilding 

The organist’s special opportunities are, 

however, not limited to the purchase and 

care of his organ, but may occur if there 

is a chance to rebuild or improve an 

old organ. It is a fact that a really 
fine organ fifteen or twenty years old is 

often worth adapting to modern con- 

ditions. 
tant European organs. They are nearly 

always rebuilt, and very seldom * brand 

new. This plan can only be carried out 

if the original organ was of the finest 

quality. Otherwise the results will not 

justify the use of expensive labor and 

material. I do not refer to so-called re- 

building in which a few old pipes are 
incorporated in an entirely new organ. 

Many churches however, could spend from 
$500 to $2,000 on judicious changes and 

exchanges onthe old chests, thus securing 

perhaps a larger Diapason, better strings, 

and other useful foundation work. The 
organist will find the task requires all 
his ingenuity, and it will thoroughly test 

the practical knowledge he has acquired. 

How can he decide whether the organ 

is worth rebuilding? A good test is to 

see whats parts must be replaced. Tine 

organs generally show wear only in small 

moving parts, or the bushings of the 

action, or the bellows. They do not re- 

veal fundamental defects in the chests. 

Tf well cared for, the pipes are not mu- 

tilated at the tuners, Such an organ may 

deserve to be rebuilt. 

Read the history of the impor- 

daress prepared and delivered by 
ociation of Organists. Mr, McCall 

irs employed by @ large organ manu- 

; Care and Repair 
Passing on, we would emphasize th value of the organist’s Practical knowled se when he is keeping his ineetamnent fe Proper repair. People are now reali; ing that the only fair way to treat ane eae 1s to arrange for frequent and. evi Sie visits from the tuners, It is the 7 a Fs Chinese pay their doctors, In Ct ine doctor's fees are paid only as lon uae patient is well, and thus it oe a oe cee to keep him well ee is just the same wi : the builders to en hoes, si Renae the organ groans and iets ra 8ive it attention, The Sale see oe the most durable acne pkg ae Us ast so long without adjust- 

anil pees fe ey set horribly out of tune: People willingly suffer that st; au a hcal wea almost say gee 4 enjoy it. Such must be 4 ee, perience of the writer of ¢ the! ex. 
eer 

the following 
_ “In 1903 we place 
in our Church pci pas es it since. What i 

ing and tuning ?” 
It is a serious mista’ 

organ to get badly Be § Y out 
condition is most isis oe: to say nothing of its Star fs e : ec Dlay ing. To prevent it, the organi fe urge a yearly contract for tl oe his organ as soon aS possib] geet 08 then master its peculiar . He mst give the tuners the i 

Sy A nformat; 
Organists are of two kit re only learn to diagnose a bles that may occur, oth 

ke to allow 

» Some can 

minor adjustments Or even ¢ 
be trusted not to break or “ue, and can parts they handle, damage any 

. Analyzing Conditions 
“very organist should at 1 

how to make such an analysis Cast know 
is a relentless animated bundt Y organ and effects, and no © Causes . one , 
logical faculty can meas lac 
me that the artistic temper, 
develop logic. But the org: 
Powers are taxed in the 
performance of any 
sition, and he surely 

ament 
nist’ 
appre 

great or 
s } needs 4} 
ing his registration ona 
Tf therefore, ae 
reason closely 

reasoning 
ation and 

“an compo. Nem jn Study. 

it is necessar 
in building re 

g effects, the same power 
finding out the cause of 
trouble. 

him to 
UD: Tits. ¢ 

B 
onal will help him in 

any Mechanica] 
A note was received this 

reads as follows: 
“When the second Open 

used on the Great, either 
the stop, or using a piston, 
of the Crescendo 

Spri : 
Pring Which 

Diapason 
by draw 
or by 

Pedal, it cay 
released, thereby making it 
use the Flutes and Gamba 

is 
ing 

on the Same 
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manuel. Occasionally it can be released 
by drawing and withdrawing’ the first 
Open Diapason on the same manuel, but 
this is seldom effective and can never 
be relied upon.” ‘ 
: This was written by a lady who had 
Just accepted an important organ position 
near New York. As a piece of analysis 
it is perfect, and indicates complete fa- 
miliarity with the organ from the key- 
desk, as well as a refreshing power of 
deduction. 

Such clear information is most helpful 
to the tuner. It should be as exact as 
possible. Sometimes, due to various 
reasons, the trouble has disappeared whet 

he arrives, and unless he has an accurate 
description of the facts he cannot locate 
or correct the cause. For example, it 
1s not very helpful to write that the orga 
Squeaks, or that the power gives out, of 
that the Choir organ sounds all the time 
or that the Swell is out of tune. The 
organist will be amply repaid for the 
care with which he states conditions 
as he finds them. The letter quoted above saved a great deal of time. 

It is interesting to notice that its writet 
sg Possessed the quality of courtesy, for 
the very next week she wrote: — 

The defect in the organ, concerning 
which I wrote you, was repaired very 
satisfactorily on “Saturday.” 
ee boos to give such organists our pig’) 
for thai: and with it goos a respect 

ro accurate reasoning. 
The deterioration of an organ directly 

oo to hard use and wear is far smaller 

a 'S supposed. TI do not believe that 

out oaee in a hundred is really wor 
Fike sue hard use will reveal any wt a ee fact time without hard 1 

mg out the defects. 

So. ws Meeting the Problem 4 chee ie see then that the fate of “4 etetine Dends on the brains and amaterl# Au ae its design, the conditions °° ale ation, and the intelligent cg 
eae of those who care for it. ities OF tae defines the responsibil: oh oe organist and_ indicates “a 

task. of his fitting himself for 
How is | the questions he to do so? Many of a oe can easily be solved ie als ‘ he organist must approach ae eo & practical point of — ak sibs read the general literature ° 

Produ eat and of the physics of tom tory Ot He should visit an organ £2 Ys and perha ; oe €recting room, SSSist in the ere, © can 
reach, 
Ical f, 

organ men can answel 

tone production, cultivatiné 
Nall these and many otf 

ist be thoroughly alive !® tl 

teil first hand investigatio” 
ay stimula” T hope that these rene 

Ul stay, late us all to be more fa! ot 
heing ¢& ards of our noble calling, M 

Ntent with smatterings oF confey 

strive tance and even indifferen®? 
Practical to lay as much stress 
artistic + knowledge as we 

ideals, 

he 
All chang’ : but art, unknown to be: 

, i Ant see, Irection, which thou 
disc 7 

Need for 
Tn cone 

m . 

onl 

; 

ae Partin harmony not understood 
Nd spite CV, universal goods 1, 

osbite “Of pride in erring reas°" 
Ne ty is q eo, HE 
Tighe» 18 clear,—whatever 15 * 

Pope (Essay on Man) 
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"Happy, restful 
days— _ - 

Cant accompaniment, as an art, stands 
in a class by itself. 
Assuming that choir singers are safely 

solid in their work of chanting, they can, 

once started, be left to themselves, the or- 

gan, while keeping somewhat in the back- 

ground, yet furnishing adequate support 

and occasional suggestion. Both support 

and suggestion are, however, to be kept 

within certain limits, the resultant effect 

being that of a sensible undercurrent of 

color and variety. 

The nature of a psalm will necessarily 

indicate the pervading type of accompani- 

ment desirable. In the cases of the Canti- 

cles and Psalms of Praise, a general, 

though not a monotonous, accompaniment 

ADDON HALL 
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 

Combined in ownership and 
management. Hospitable, quiet 

homelike. Broad deck porches 
overlooking the sea. Beautiful 
pavilions and sun parlors. Pleasant 

rooms Golfand yachtclub priv: cS. 

OnBeach and Boardwalk. American 
Plan. Write for folder and rates. 

LEEDSand Lippincott COMPANY 

The new Boardwalk Wang of 

Haddon Hall will enable 

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall to 
welcome 1,200 guests. 

will suffice. iar 

On the other hand, the penitential and 

historical psalms offer more scope. Here, 

the background of support may be re- 

duced, while variety in registrative color 

and harmonic distribution are needed in 

order to relieve monotony. At the same 

time, care must be taken that such variety 

does not degenerate into sensational tone- 

painting. Such, even when effected with 

i is unecclesiastical—to conspicuous ability, 

2 least. 

eS ee enunciation being important, it 

should not be obscured by a thickened ac- 

companiment. Consequently, doubling of 

the inner harmony 1s undesirable. Also, 

as previously hinted, the organ should fol- 

Jow the singers lead. 

For the announcement of a chant, the 

A_ penitential 

Chant Accompaniment ) 

By William Reed 

MAY 1982 
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Style F Gran 
r= 2 2 i 

SS The quality of its tone 
(5) A or T as a solo in its own regis- ne enraptures the heart 
(6) S. A. on different manuals, well 

as its beauty of con- 

struction delights the 

eye. 

balanced and with assimilating tone-color, 
The combinations are endless. 

In varying the registration, changes 
should melt, as it were, one into another, 

the reeds being used with judicious re- 
serve. 
A certain effect of continuity between 

verses is frequently desirable, being indi- 
cated mainly by the cohesion of the text. 
This continuity may be produced by slight 
crescs or dims; overlapping of the manuals 
by finger-extension and thumb notes; or 
by means of the pedal only. But the pedal 
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Organ Recitals and Their Musical Value 

By Rev. F. Joseph Kelly 

Tue ignorance of the general American 

public on the subject of the organ and its 

music is a fact that cannot be gainsaid. 

The policy of treating the organ merely 

as an instrument for church service, as an 

accompanying instrument, has had much to 

do with this condition. How many of our 

large concert halls have well-equipped 

pipe-organs? And of these that have the 

modern concert pipe-organ, how seldom is 

that organ heard in recital? It is time to 

consider this subject somewhat seriously ; 

for none may doubt that the present is 

a period of comparative neglect of the 

noblest of all instruments. Any desire to 

question the correctness of this view can, 

unfortunately, only proceed from a re- 

luctance to admit it; but however natural 

and lovable this feeling may be, we shall 

do more good by casting it off and looking 

realities in the face, than by nursing any 

fond delusions. In the last few years, 

our people have become acquainted with 

pipe organ music, outside of church ser- 

vices in a way which bodes no good for 

the future of that noble instrument. I 

refer to its use in our moving picture 

theaters. Are our people to become an 

organ loving folk by listening to the ren- 

ditions of this instrument when attending 

the “movies”? The present degraded use 

which the king of instruments is made to 

serve should arouse all who realize its 

high mission to efforts that will counteract 

its misuse. With conditions as they now 

exist, how can we expect our people to 

have an intimate knowledge of, and an 

appreciation for good organ music. 

Real organ music has also to contend 

with transcriptions of popular orchestral 

items, There was ample justification for 

a liberal dose of arrangements in days 

when orchestral concerts were few, and 

when there was little good organ music 

outside the works of a handful of old 

writers. But these reasons no longer ex- 

ist, as the last twenty-five years have seen 

an enormous output of fine music for the 

instrument, and orchestral concerts are 

now cheap and plentiful. We must per- 

haps have the “Transcription,” and also 

jt must be admitted that some pieces “come 

off” better on the organ than through the 

medium intended by the composer. But 

this will not justify the neglect of the 

really great repertoire which is the birth- 

right of the organ. It may possibly be 

urged that the modern organ, when of 

large size, possesses stops of varying char- 

acter which would never be used except 

jn transcriptions. The fancy stops are in- 

deed nothing but different varieties of the 

foundation stops. It is only necessary to 

point out that the works of Bach, Men- 

delssohn, Rheinberger, etc., are possible on 

great or small, to convince all 

but the confirmed charlatan that the in- 

strument is pki of the eee be- 

on it by those masters. ; 

eee all means have organ recitals, 

and let the program consist, for the most 

f music written for the instrument, 

ae nly the most worthy), but 

(Cs eo should be confined. to those 

arranger ly to rob the organ of 
that are least likely tc oe OES 

° «tice dignity. Organists can 

its character ty of holding the dig- 
find no better way of upholding ig 

any organ, 

er how many readers of THE 

that Bach wrote a cantata in 

The merits of this hever- 

IT wond 

ferupe know 

i ee? 
raise of coffee ¢ 

; sil 

3 hly praised by a se
lf- willed young 

“satg—with success, as is to be 

father's efforts to persuade 

. . Piocander 

ive I The text, by Piecander, 

er to give it up. 
: ‘ae 

; s the dialogue of father and daughter 

rives the dle p : a 4 

in a quictly whimsical way and is set 1 

age are hig 

lady who res! 

expected her 

nity of their noble instrument and of up- 

lifting the standard of public taste. The 
one thing that is needed is a consistent 

bringing forward in recital of the best or- 

gan music, ancient and modern. In this 

way alone, will be created a public taste 

for pure organ music, and, moreover, an 
acquaintance will be cultivated with works 

as artistic as any ever written. 

Awakening Public Interest 

In choosing the items of his recital 

program, an organist might quite natural- 

ly desire to please his audience, without 

pausing to think that in so doing, he may 

be, if not actually degrading his art, at 
least losing, an! opportunity of raising the 
ideals of some of his hearers. That he 
may have to bear criticism is quite prob- 
able, but let him be assured that he must 
ir. the end be successful and that he will 
make a name, not necessarily om account 
of his brilliant execution, but for the en- 
nobling influence commanded by his  in- 
sistence on high ideals. He must remem- 
ber, that his audience will include some 
at least, whose conception of music is low 
indeed, but also, that there will generally 
be found those to whom his message will 
appeal. So long as unworthy music is 
offered to the multitude, so long will they 

be content with a low standard, 

One of the most useful things an organ 

player can do in the educational line then, 
is to train the public in the appreciation of 
real organ music. I know the objection 

that will be raised at once, the bulk of 
such music is fitted rather for the church 
than for the concert hall. I maintain that 
there is a great mass of fine organ music 
fit for both church and concert purposes, 
with a still further supply for concert use 
only, and I am sure that most organists 

have so far done little more than touch the 
fringe of it. The organist’s educational 
opportunities lie rather in the direction 
of bringing to the ears of his audience 
the less familiar works with which the 
literature of the organ has been enor- 
mously enrichened by composers of 

the highest standing, than in extracts, 
which are well-known through frequent 
orchestral performances. Since orches- 
tral concerts are fairly frequent, there is 
less reason to include arrangements and 
transcriptions. 

If, therefore, the interest of the public 
is to be awakened, and the “organ recital” 
is to become an institution in our midst, it 
can only be by the recognition of facts 
guiding us to the selection of works to be 
performed, In other words, let the great 

classics form the staple repertoire, and 
next in order, compositions of the highest 

class expressly written for the instrument, 
although there is no artistic ground for 
objection to good transcriptions. There is 

absolutely no composition of beauty, 
which zesthetically the organ is incapable 

of reproducing; a graceful translation of 

the ideas of the latter into its own idiom. 
Let the work, however, be worthy; for as 

Schumann, says: “There is no instrument 

that so quickly revenges itself on anything 
unclean and impure in composition.” 

an elaborate manner, with rather full in- 

strumentation. Now, in these days 

subject were a recently banished beverage, 

we might more easily understand the en- 

thusiasm for it. Be that as‘it may, to 

learn that Bach devoted his contrapuntal 

powers on an elaborate setting of a praise 

of so mundane a thing as coffee is inter- 

esting, to say the least. A. L. M. 
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poser of opera, of which he wrote fifty-six, 
in addition to five oratorios. 

Q. What is meant by “equal temper- 
ament” ?—Epwin Day, Atlantic, Mass. 

A. Equal temperament designates the 
scale to which the piano is tuned, whereby 
the octave is divided into twelve equal parts, 
or half-steps. ‘These half-steps are equal only 
in relative sounds, not in vibrations, for the 
latter vary according to pitch. 

. Will you please tell me the chromatic 
names, both sharps and flats, ascending and 
descending the scale? I never know when to 
say li (pronounced lee)or le (pronounced 
lay). —Germatnp §8., Broad St., Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

A. For sharps: keep the consonant of the 
note and change the vowel to—i_ pro- 
nounce ee), as do—di. For flats: keep the 
consonant of the note and change the vowel 
to—e (pronounce ay), as sol—se. Following 
is the scale, ascending by sharps and descend- 
ing by flats, the notes in capitals being the 
unaltered notes of the diatonic seale : DO-di, 
RE-ri, MI. FA-fi, SOL-si, LA-li, TI, DO, TI-te, 
LA-le, SOL-se, FA, MI-me, RE-ra ‘(pronounce 
rah), DO. 

I understand that there are two kinds 
of arpeggi, one for which the hands roll right 
ap from the bass to the highest note, that is 
the left-hand plays the bass chord arpeggio 
and the right-hand follows on with the treble 
chord, thus making a wavy, harp-like + 
from lowest to highest not The oth 
is when the left and right-hands play thei 
arpeggio chord togethor, at the same time, 

ow am o know when to use one or . 

other?—A. M., Boston, N ge 
_ A When, the wavy, crinkley line, which 
is used to indicate the arpeggio or broken 
chord, goes right up from the lowest note of 
the bass chord to the highest note of the 
treble chord, without any break, then the 
two chords are played in succession as you 
term it: “making a wavy, harp-like run’ up 
from the lowest to the highest notes,” But 
when there is one wavy line indi ing that 
the bass is to be played as a broken chord, 
and there is another detached y y line for 
the treble chord on the same beat then the 
two broken chords are played together, on 
the beat, 

. Who was William I. Dayaz or Dayas? 
IT have heard it said by some that he was 

ish and by others that he was South 
an, Will you please give authentic 

formation about him?—Prrcy B., Troy, 

A. Ameri- 
ean, born in 
which city he held a position as organist at 
the age of fourteen. After a period of study 
in Berlin (Germany), he suceeeded Busoni 
as professor of piano at the Conser ory 
of Helsingfors, Finland (then part of Russia). 
In 1893 and 1894 he lived in Dusseldorf and 
Wiesbaden, He then came back for a while 
to America; went to England where he 

taught in the Musical College at Manchester, 
in which city he died in 1903 at the age of 
39. He was a_ talented composer and has 

jeft several works of merit, for piano, organ 
and chamber music. 

Q. Who was the inventor of the Har- 
monium as it is known to-day, and awhat 
the predominant difference between this in- 

strument and the Organ used in this country 

(not the pipc-organ) —ORGANIST. 

(a) The name of harmonium was 
given, by Alexandre Francois Debain, of 

is, Fran to the instrument he patented 
in 1840, which consisted of an assemblage of 
different The chief and 
most radical between the har 
monium and the Am n organ is that in 
the former the wind is forced thro metal 
tongues or registers, while in the latter the 
air is drawn through them, 

Q.. What kind of instrument : p is the “Poe 
cilee? which we find mentioned so often a 
pld books about dancing.-rxesy Kiya 
burgh, Pa. . 

A. ‘The Pochette, better known in Bnei 
as “kit” was a small, thy ~etringed eae 

Which (le old dancing masters made Welt, 
in their lessons. It 
and D. 

Was tuned to CL G 

QO. Would you kindly infoy r i 
Carl Zerraha—St. yer me able wae Lonis, 

A, Karl Zerrabn, born in 182 
lenbarg, Was t musical conductor 

He was educated in Germany and 
rector of the Mandel and Tlaydn 

of Boston, from 1854 to 1895, He 
director of the Harvard Association 

concerts, and teacher of singing, 
New Bn 
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Practical Advice on Mastering the ’Cello 
By the Most Famous Living ’Cellist 

PABLO CASALS 
Secured Expressly for The Etude Music Magazine 

By ROBERT BRAINE 

. Tue steps by which a great artist has 

achieved fame and fortune are always of 

the highest interest to the music student, 

as well as the general musical reader, This 

is the story of a man, who, from a humble 

beginning in a provincial city in Spain, be- 

came the greatest cellist of his generation, 

because, as he says, he studies the art of 

music thoroughly, as well as the technic 

of his instrument. 
Of actual ’cello lessons under a teacher, 

he enjoyed but four years, from the age 

of twelve to sixteen years. These four 

years instruction gave him a thorough com- 

mand of the technic and resources of his 
instrument—all the rest he worked out 
himself. How well he did this work is 
evident from the esteem in which he is 
held by his eminent confreres in the world 
of music. Of him Ysaye has said: “He is 
the greatest intrepretative artist I have 

ever heard,” Fritz Kreisler, the violinist, 
says: “He is the greatest musician who 
has ever drawn a bow.” Josef Hofmann, 

eminent pianist, says: “When the Russians 
speak of Casals, they speak of him as a 
God.” 

Pablo Casals enjoyed from his babyhood 
the “many-sided musical intercourse” 
which Robert Schumann recommends as 
so necessary to the growing artist, in his 
Rules for Young Musicians. His boyhood 
added one more to the list of eminent mu- 
sicians who sang as choir boys in their 
early youth. At the age of five he sang 
in the local church at his native city of 
Vendrell, in Spain, where his father was 
organist and choir-master. The mystic 
swell of the organ, and the melodious chant 
of the voices, rising to the fretted arches 
of the roof of the church, and the stately 
ceremonials of the mass, filled his boyish 
soul with an undying love for music which 
bore golden fruit later on. 

At five, he commenced the study of the 
violin, and piano, and gradually added 
theory, harmony, counterpoint, and com- 
position as he grew older. By the time he 
was twelve, he was already a good violinist, 
pianist, and had added a wind: instrument 
—the flute to his studies. At this age his 
theoretical and composition studies were 
also well advanced. 

A Fine Beginning 

In an interview for Tre Erune, obtained 

by the editor of the violin department, Mr. 

Casals said of his career: “T was born in 

Vendrell, in Spain. My father was or- 

ganist and choir-master of the local church, 

1 took to music almost as soon as u could 

walk, and at five, began to sing in the choir 

and studied the piano, violin and flute, be
- 

sides beginning theoretical studies in music. 

[ was considered something of a prodigy 

and by the time I was twelve, 

T had acquired enough technic a per 

several concertos. T suppose I a yal 

been a violinist, but the fates decid fe oa 

wise, for when T was eleven, an ry a 

pened which made me forsake the ne a 

for the ‘cello. That event Ww ee a 

heard José Garcia, a very a re ad 

3arcelona, play several solos. was oe 

It was a revelation to me. 

love at first sight. r 
re 

fell violently in love with the ‘cello. It 

French call a coup de fon- 
astrument 

on the violin, 

whelmed. 
was like a case of 

s what the 
d 

be T felt that here was a ir 

; i ideals. ‘ch realized all my id . 

ast twelve, I moved to Ee 

1 the ‘cello with Garcia. J staited 

| alf sized ‘cello, my previous prac 

ig 4 the 
piano, flute and my 

tice 0 
ies 

at stead 
theoretical studi 

a 
es stcod me in gre 

I was already a musician, although a 
young one, and I consequently made very 
rapid progress. I studied in Barcelona 
tour years in all, and during that time I 
suppose my actual practice on the ‘cello 
would amount to four hours daily. 
“Most artists have had many masters 

on their chosen instrument, but I had 
only the one 'cello teacher, José Garcia, 
and four years lessons in all. At the age 
of sixteen, I had conquered the fundamen- 
tal technic of the ’cello, and after that 
age depended on myself entirely. 

“About this time my playing attracted 
the attention of Queen Christina of Spain, 
and she conferred a decoration on me and. 
also granted me a pension, so that I 
could go to Madrid for further develop- 
ment in my profession. The age of seven- 
teen found me in Madrid where I remained 
for two years, but took no ’cello lessons, 
I played the ’cello parts in the chamber 
music organization of which the eminent 
violinist and musician, Monasterio, was 
the head. This did much to broaden me 
and perfect my style. 
“The Secretary to the Queen, who 

looked after my pension then suggested that 
I go to Brussels to see Gavaerts, a fa- 

mous and influential musical authority 
there. In Barcelona and Madrid I had 
devoted much time to composition and 
theoretical studies, and I took many of my 
compositions along to show to Gavaerts, 
After inspecting them he said: ‘Young 
man, you seem to have studied theory, har- 
mony, counterpoint, composition and all 
branches of the musical art thoroughly. 
You know the technic of your art, and 

, Paris, and_ settled down to 

your work shows great talent for composi- tion. I should advise you to go to Paris hear all the 
: triously and introduce your compositions peyever possible. I think you will suc- ceed. 

“I followed this advice, set out for 
composition. 
‘d the formal 

‘tary for leaving Brus- 
to Paris, and when he 

Unfortunately T had not gaine consent of the Secre 
sels and going 
heard of it, 
rebellion against his authority and induced the Queen to withdraw my pension. ‘ left me stranded in Paris with my moth and two brothers, who had come to the French capital to be with me. As I as not yet known in Paris, we decided He there was nothing to do but return 7 Spain, and after many hardships s 2 ceeded in returning to Barcelona Tread reaching that city a meeting with ‘the secretary followed, and after I had < plained matters to him, a complet: eres ciliation followed and I was reel royal favor. For the next three ees T 

» Practising my pro- 

“At twenty-two, I f A 
and here fallowed euadato Paris, the first really great T had an introduction 

x, the director of @ concerts, 

the orchestra at the uext concert, | played, and ituproveds, 
ce} 

Panto Casars 

music you can, write indus- ° 

he considéred it a case of” 

This - 

be a sensational début. I awoke the next 
morning to find myself famous. Engage 
ments poured in, and since that day, I 
have never known what it was to be with- 
cut a choice of many engagements, if not 
in one country, in another. Since that 
time I have been on the go, visiting am 
playing in every civilized country in the 
world. My life has been a succession © 
concert tours.” 

Is the Cello More Difficult than the Violin 

“How would you compare the violin 
and the ’cello in point of difficulty ? 
Mr. Casals was asked. 5 

“If one would play pieces of any diffi- 
culty in an artistic manner, the ’cello 5 
much more difficult than the violin,” was 
his reply. “Cello playing has all the dif 
culties of violin playing, and many iff- 
culties which are peculiarly its own. e 
‘cello calls for much greater strength and 
more vitality on the part of the playef #% the Strings offer more resistance. d 
eft hand technic presents many iffi- 
culties not found. in violin playing. The 
strings are larger, and require much pre 
sure to press them to the finger-board ba 

ensure a perfect tone. Then. in the lower Positions it is required to skip a finget in 
making whole tone intervals in many 
Passages, instead of using consecutive fil” 
8ers as would be done on the violin. TH 
Stretches are much greater on the ‘cello Which adds to the labor of playing it. 

he distance for the intervals are grea!” 
rane Perfect intonation more difficl” 
ie ae in the “thumb” positions 08 a ello, the left thumb must be withdra’ entirely from the neck of the instrume 

t 
eee directly on the string redult the ie it acts as a moveable nut. T is 
Very mb exactly in the right place | 
the difficult. Tn the case of the vill € thumb js hever entirely withdraw! Tom contact wi % of 

3 ‘ With nou are side the violin, the neck or the 

“hal eaat re . rr 4 0 difficult Gans ol of the bow is much ™ 
* 5 lo 

is held in 9 CU°, Plaving, since the am 
the ca m @ vertical position, This be! ‘ i a se the Strings offer no support to of 
S i ee must be supported and eae 

thumb ; aves in Playing position by A 
a hori and fingers. ‘The violin is held! 
a etosee ui Position, and the strings 

i or the bow a great deal © 
offet 
f the time. is ij 

re his ‘8 an important help in a 
ae of difficult bowing.” hat advice y i. 

au 
vould you offer to Student who Wishe i 

te Cellist 2” al 

tr destined for the 2 

and { Casals, “should a and he : 
ength ¢ lealthy, since it redtt! e 

Ve a poe Play the ‘cello. U4 
Found musical tajii°t ear and goo 

es Possibly alent, Otherwise he © ment. Fy ae success on this inst: 

o shay far! 
mak e a hand ; ing, eats Stretches required it 

“ople with very smth 

i e pees With the icello- 

dured, since exter, UGS again are nob Sam 
are Only in the way. tinarily long finge® 
ingers ay, 
wee tong FOUR normal hand, ae an & Normally Sized | Make the strettl@ 
Cquired. The Md "cello, is all that 

Start on the ‘cell? should not } 8 
Pe Made ay t 

age—10 or 7 at an extremely eat ld i 
S soon enol” 

However, i Year, 

the 

il 

should = : § future cellist: to commectely advise music as early as five eh his studies 
ei , * OV 'SIX: Veare Often (Continued in the Violin 1 Years of 

ope. on page 398) 
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Let him take up the study of the piano 

and the violin, and theoretical studies, 
1 con-ider it absolutely necessary that 
every musical student should study the 

piano, since that instrument is complete 

in itself, string and wind instruments are 

not. The piano player gets the musical 

picture complete, and net simply part of 

it, as is the case with other instruments. 
The study of the violin is also valuable 

because the problems of violin playing 

are very similar to those of 'cello playing. 

Theory, harmony, counterpoint, ete. can 

be added as fast as the young pupil is 
able to comprehend them. 

“The average pupil of ten, usually re- 

quires a half-size ‘cello, and the change 

to a large instrument can be made as the 

pupil grows. 
“T consider the largest sized ’cellos too 

large for even an adult player. The 

length of the body of the largest sized 

‘cello is from 75 to 76 centimeters. The 

body of the Bergonzi ‘cello I use in my 

own playing is only 734 centimeters. I 

find that I can play it much more effec- 

tively than the largest sized instruments. 

Strange to say, my playing seems to have 

as much volume and_ brilliance on the 

smaller instrument as on the larger. ; 

“What are the finest toned ‘cellos in 

<istence ?” 

ea of Stradivarius and the other 

Cremona makers. These great men made 

violins for the most part, but most of 

them also made some cellos. The ’cello 

I use in my concerts was made by Serle 

Bergonzi, at Cremona. Bergonzi was ie 

reatest pupil of Stradivarius, and his 

ating and ‘cellos are of. the highest 

quality, and are ers oe a 

yalue. This Bergonzi cello 1s 

$20,000.” 

“Which dos oH col 

st ’cello?” 
P ; 

Pee Mendelssohn Stradivarius. ane 

‘cello is one of the masterpieces 0 

eee Stradivarius. It is owned by 

An oy delssolins the famous bankers of 

uN The family are descendents of 

oon Jelssohn family of which the fa- 

ata poser. Felix Mendelssohn Bar- 

ee eee a member. One of the 

ome kt sohns is @ ‘cello pupil of mine, 

aie Jessons when T am in Ue 

i Ee near Berlin. I have thus ha 

any wre portunities of studying this ob 

angle OF This ‘cello originally belonged 

instrument. Piatti, the famous London 

‘2 Siero, at his death, some years nate 

seal a ate bought
 from his widow by 

the ¢& 
: highest 

Tt is one of the : 
the Mendelssohn’. truments in the world, if 

nsider the world’s 

m 

i ringed ins ne occa- 
eet Het ‘valuable of all. a ae 

not the fered 150,000 marks 10 He ae 

nt “ine when
 the pERveS ie ain

 

at the This wou d be in 

at full ie 7,900 American money. y 

of $37; 

oles yefused however 

offer we ww ’cellos 

makers, which 

J however pre- 

he makers of 
men 

ion which en- 

one in their 

jnstruments 

yen ap- 

spirati 
e ideal t 

their 

been ¢d' 

3 shown iB 

i js article, 

panies oe hum 
Hick opposite t

he i a 

ag violin playing o 

+ tor's Violin Technic.
 

‘outwards though, 

mb nail touches 

as is the 

be held a 

So Po), Me pt ata.” 

“In bowing, the edge of the hair (with 
the stick of the bow inclined away from 
the bridge) is used at times, and at others 
the entire surface of the hair is kept on 
the string. It takes great strength and the 
full surface of the hair to produce a full 

and resonant tone on the C and G strings, 
but on the D and A strings and when pro- 
ducing lighter tones, the stick can be in- 
clined away from the fingerboard and the 
cdge of the hair used.” 
“What of the position of the left hand?” 

“In regard to the position of the left 
hand there is some difference of opinion. 

The Brussels schcol has a position of the 

left hand very similar to that used by a 

violin player, that is, the neck of the ‘cello 
is grasped between the finger and thumb. 
1 do not approve of this position as the 
stretching capacity is less and as it throws 
the second finger too far forward on the 
fingerboard in making semi-tones. The 
position which T use, and which I think 
is the best, is where the ball of the thumb 
is held against the neck on the under side, 
as shown in the picture. The hand is held 
well out from the neck, with fingers at 
almost right angles to the neck and resting 

with their tips on the strings. This is the 
position which the best teachers and the 
leading ‘cellists use. In Paris some of the 
teachers use a position which is somewhat 
of a compromise between these two 
positions.” 

“How about the use of stretching ma- 
chines and devices for stretching the fin- 
gers, which have come into use during the 
past few years?” 

“Positively not. I am strongly against 
the use of any mechanical stretching ma- 
chines. The use of these machines has be- 
come quite a fad in Europe within the past 
few years, but I think they are quite un- 
necessary and do more harm than good. 
The ’cello student can get all the stretch- 
jng necessary in playing good technical 

exercises on the ’cello directly, without the 
manipulation of his hand by machinery. I 
do not approve of these stretching devices 
for the hand of the violinist either.” 
“What are the best ’cello bows?” 
“Those made by Tourte, who also made 

the best violin bows. Tourte, you know, 

was a genius. He is called the Stradi- 
varius of the bow. His ’cello bows have 
the same supreme qualities as his violin 

bows, for balance, elasticity, correct weight 
and all other points of excellence. They 
command the highest price of any ’cello 
bows.” 
“What of great teachers?” 
“There are a number of great teachers 

of ’cello. Two of the greatest are Julius 
Klengel, of Leipzig, Germany, and Diran 
Alexanian, of Paris. Alexanian has just 

completed a ’Cello School for students 
which will soon be available, and which I 
consider the greatest of all educational 
works for the ’cello. It is not yet on the 
American market.” 

“How about practice?” 

“At first two hours daily will be enough 

for the young student, but as the pupil pro- 
gresses he can increase this to four hours, 
but as it is very fatiguing to practice the 
‘cello, the practice should be divided into 
short’ periods of an hour or less. Four 
hours practice should be enough for any 

one.” 
“How about strings?” 

“T do not adhere to any particular brand 

of strings. T buy good strings wherever 
T can find them. T do not actually insist 
on the C and G being wound with pure 
silver wire, copper wire will do if the 
winding is done evenly. The workman- 
ship of the strings is the main thing. 
They must he perfectly true and produce a 

fine tone. Really first rate strings are 
sometimes diffeult to procure, Any good 
violin rosin will do for the ‘cello, Patent 
pegs of any kind are an abomination, Or- 
dinary pegs which have been fitted by a 

se ’ 
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satisfied with your out- 

ere the profession—don't 

you feel that you could estab- 

lish yourself in a position of greater 

responsibility and incidentally enjoy 

a better fina 
a little. time 
knowledge? 

An ounce 
of promise. 
“making 
merit. 

good” 
Many readers of Tne Ervpr 

neial future if you spent 
on brushing up your own 

of proof is worth a pound 
Making claims is easy— 

is the real test of 

—teachers and students, have been 
benefited by our courses— : et cn 

Seen tiers seen our announcement in this publication for years, but 

as yet have no direct personal knowledge of the 

Paderewski and Other Great 
Artists Endorse Our Lessons 

Sherwood Piano Lessons 
for Students 

tain complete, explicit instruction on every phase 
No Hee has een left_ unturned to make this absolutely perfect. 

of piano playing. 
: t would 

surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to 
earn at least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this 

i i hat it cost. ‘The lessons fime and energy for almost nothing, compared to w x SS 
ae illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They 
are given with weekly examination papers. 
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for Piano Teachers 
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tone production, interp 
exercises for dev: 

i <pression— set of physical retation and expression—a complete se y 
loping, strengthening and training the muscles of the 

fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made 

clear by photographs, diagrams and drawings. 

teacher. 

Harmony 
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and 

You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially 

i il becker, former Soloist and Conductor, pup 

papers Fe pee Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Con- 

ductor and T eacher. 

study the subject thoroughly. 
You need Harmony and this is your chance to 
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skilled instrument maker are the best. 
The best case for the ‘cello is one like I 
use—imade of papier maché. It is light, 
strong, and offers good protection. I carry 
my own instrument with me everywhere, 
as I would not care to trust it to be sent 
by express. I do not know what it is to 
have an accident with it. Cloth bags 
which are so much in use, are of little 
protection to the ‘cello, either against acci- 
dents, or against atmospheric changes 
A strong light case of papier maché 
the best.” 

is 

ae B. S.—I do not know of any deseend- ants of the violinist, Anton chindler, who died in’ Vienna’ in 186-4, ‘The correet wording of Joseph ¢ arnerius Tabel is Joseph Guarnerius fecit © The label also has the 
Violins vary in Weight, 

as follows : 
onae 17—TIL 
of the cros 

An ‘ above a note is used to xnate that it should ‘be pls Fed aha string, or if placed above a note other thaw of the open strings, that the note uld be played as a harmonic. Thus the : above the B in the example you send means t the note B should be played as 

A. S—If your 
name really well, 
has made’ remarkable Possess great talent, 
well she plays 
concertos in 

pupil plays the wo and with oh ind technic, she Progress, and must Tt all depends on how them. I do not notice any t st you name, Tf she c utzer, and Fiori is ing on Rode, she ought to pee concertos. You might commence with” the 23rd Concerto of Viotti, followed by the 7th 
gf Rode and the 7th ana oe and § ft De-Beriot She ought also toh ne ie Seale Studies “and "Novels og, Sehtadiek's Faciles (for 4 ariations 

Seve 
bowing) Op. thing you will have. té Above every. 

3 ‘ a vorstr fake QupiL Very talented’ pupie ee aining take five or yen ay course you sa - 
Sto complete th Y your il has 

in 

Wane oy ay NORE pupil hag completed in 

M. J. B—the inser ; inti : genuine) that ption me . Seat ans (if it Z your yi = 18 Jacobus Stainer, at Apeene in types by ever there are hundreds ’ 0, We imitation u Stainer viol ticketed with a label, + one Which reads ike el one you send. the 

F. N—There is n v height of the end of tne tule as to the the belly of they mgerhoard above height of the bridge, and gi¢hends on the THRs require bridges ‘Senthe models. of others. In my violin the ny, higher the fingerboard at. the nea fers of an Ineh above “the oy same is true of the heie Y mee strings above the finwesnt Of the A 

jolin. This 

finger » A and D ers prefer to have the aes apome Dlay- fingerboard than other Soiners cs, 20. the a quarter of an inch the fingerboard should 
the nut there 

near the upper end of p about correct. 0 
. 

: shonld ae At strings and fingerboard, sumac’ betwoen a playing card” het 3 TG to pass such person as the olinist ie Re 
7 re he 
for In regard hae? one ynte fal one art, and another violinist in fetch ot the Wor self instruction. in qa? another, 4" you might get Dance, 
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School, Vol. 1, You 
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c ne, 
vosin and dirt, you onto with ’ 1 ge paste in tubes at the music its, Prepared ially adopted for cleaning “iit viene espeo- 

e in. 
P. P. R.—yYour chances violin thoroughly woul ae the thoroughness of Your. your studies from the 

mas pend tiNe the 
teen, and, second, on yore ton i 
hearing you play ‘it wi WI tient, Wi ine. 
ine to anwae WOUTA je thong 
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ol note, 
Is another 
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moet Sn ing the serious study vag Minter. 
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THE BPUDE 

“Can you give a message to the violin 

and ‘cello students of America?” ‘ 
“Tell them to become really good musi- 

cians, to study, not their own instrument 
alone, but the piano as well. Also une 

theoretical part of music, theory, harmony, 

counterpoint, fugue, composition. Listen 
io as much good music as possible, and 
gain a broad and thorough knowledge of 
‘the art of music. The student who con- 
fines himself solely to the study of his own 
strument has a one-sided education at 

best, and will never get very far.” 

Mr. Braine’s Replies to Violin Inquiries 
* ju course to the needs of the pupil. eas 

have completed the first book of, nt take 
which you are now studying, you bt com- 
up the other two books of the sams raza, 
poser, then the Special Studies Ofttons in then “the studies in the seven positions rf the Herman Violin School, Vol. IL tis. time Brilliant Studies of Mazas. By thi Sp. you would be well prepared to, tase aig. Kreutzer, followed by the Caprices arrange rillo. Other violin teachers might KayseT 
this course in a_ different order. ra- composed his studies Op, 20, as a prep 
tion for Kreutzer, and_many te sty 
from the third book of Kayser direc! 
Kreutzer, 

go teachers, 0 

tamped on 

en sup: R. BE. T.—The information has be diges 
plied by an Ercpe reader, that the Dt ing about “whieh you inquired, consistiné 5 three pieces of wood eiued fogether, 10° oan Per one pine, and the outer ones MAP oq be obtained from Messrs. Rushwor™jand- Draper, 11-17 Islington, Liverpool, 

pro- A.—Whether you have made 000 ne 

you name, 2, ; well a Conservatory Method" might do as “t con anything else for self-instruction, aah 
tains a good deal of explanatory text 

soqin to EB. K.—tt you ship your violin (ha dealer for examination of for sale, yor Salve Send it by express, insured for the fu ere 38 of the violin. Tf’ carefully packed, jg man not mueh ¢ in shipping violins in. this or ver. Tam afraid it would be diffict yall Able (2 find a purehaser direct, for 8° Yoni, able a violin, unless you lived in New “you Chicago, or ‘one of the rge citles. | sour Would run much more risk in shipping trive pret around over the country. £0 prospee! Of Durchasers, than you would tO dealerer ® cour Would have to pay the ae he goain Son. but the chances are ie ev! 
after Sell the violin for a better DY ee youl dedueting the ission, tha could yourself, © commiss 

in M. E. W.—tn z Fi cour viol PXELCISES And e to your | ¢ne habe ses and Bleces ane mere to se a abit of Sounting to yourself, mentally, it 
Do out loud Tn arlier Sti yott 

i 7 he earlier Sf oul Might assist vou to anne notes with ee Ing, but when 
a 

Muse, "this would? 
o. 

Would’ be highty 
poss 

ap ORB j,phrass before vou play it. 3. Tt 18 Po MM without a teachel to developing into 2 fetio! several years ins 
is necessary: 

when it 
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a Lood de 
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+ SC ® S000 teacher 

, aquit® 
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There is a complete Wo! Oper” 
sang WM its: Artistic Uses,” by tire, 

i “rn ® good chapter on how to ocd 
YY Wonest® Violin ana How to Mas ar 
Pehen gf Ya There is algo a very C7, 
Violin ‘ussion of the subject is 

by Gruenberg. As the Gill 
your town, possibly you Vat 

Nlunities of watching some tras it 
» derform it. You will learn 

it’ YMtching a good performer it. 
sth from yeading books abou 
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CARL. Violin instruction from rudiments 
to highest artistic perfection. Advanced 
pupils prepared for concerts and recitals. 

‘YP Clty. Telephone 0311 Schuyler. ALBERT 

BEECHWOOD 
COM BS Brond St. Conservatory, of Muste 

Conservatory Dept. Strong 
faculty of ten teachers. Jenk- 
intown, Pa., suburb of Phila. 

Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Director 

1827-31 8. Brond St. Philadelphia, Pa. 

Improved Music Study for 
SYSTEM. 

r 

D 
beginners. Normal Training Classe! 

UNN ING Gate Louise Dunning, 8 W. 
20th, N.¥- 

= 
her's Training ADDA C. Normal Teacher, Teac! aining 

EDD Classes in Dunning System of Improved Mer” 

Study. Leschetizky Technic. 
Bellefontaine, Ohio 

OPERA SCHOOL. Voice training for Chareh 

| Concert and Opera. 1626 Arch Sty ig’ 

654 W.160th St.,N.¥. City. Circulars 

a 
pees 

-D7 : ion for 
RUSSELL S. Practical instruct 

GILBERT Rustervaeats in Piano and the Hor 
monic foundation. The Seymour fst" 
of Musical Re-Education, 57 W.48 St. 

Sew York, City. 
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How to Arrange for a Small Orchestra 

By Edwin Hall Pierce 

Part XI 

Editor’s Note.—Thousands of music’ 

about the orchestra, particularly 

given to orchestras in public schools and 

the following article, the first 

Pierce, former Assistant 

in this subject and has conducted many small _ orchestras. 

ae hat anyone with application should be able to understand 
in such a simple manner tl 

his suggestions without difficulty. 

correspondence in any study, 

will be answered when possible. 

“The 

Clerical Details 

One important element of success. in 

this work is absolute accuracy copying, 

‘ally where transposition 1s involved. 

i xperienced writers make 

and it is well to 

especi 

Even the most ¢ 

mistakes occasionally, 
t 

have some system for detecting common 

mistakes before letting the work pass 

out of your hands. Play over every part 

rite, on the piano, or any convenient 

Count the number of meas- 

1 section of the original copy 

count agrees in the part 

for each separate instrument. It is the 

asiest thingein the world to find you have 

a slipped out a measure or two, 

her hand, put in the same thing 

Correct all mis kes carefully 

In cases where your “cued- 

to interfere so with the 

o make it illegible, use 

two separate staves. (This set often 

ens in the First violin part.) In case 

pee ae ars are few and far between sup- 

Ue ance letters” (A, B, C, ete.) at 

ly ee and then count the 
i ints 

ivenient 
po n 

: y 

res between them to be sure they, 

you W! 
jnstrument. 

ures in cact 

and see if the 

somewhere 

or, on the ot 

twice over. 

and neatly. 

jn” part is likely 

regular part as t 

me: 
ee: 

: bale : 

se writing on music-paper use a good, 

cA black jnk, never a pluish writing 

rae s the latter is apt to run, the paper 

aor 
Do not use a “ily sized. 

ing heavily sized. 

“A he hat Jet the 
page dry naturally. You 

a ork on another part while waiting 

can V 
oad age to dry. ; : 

a ee roe having the point eee 

ne instead of two, are to be hee ‘ si 

threes H “for beautiful large round-hea 

are fit 
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i < inary stub 

put for rapid work 
an ordinary stu 

notes, 

, is as good or petter. 
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 for Further S
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mphony orches- 

» of Scores indispen- 

ost instructive are 

Mozart, Bee- 

the Over- 

Berlioz, and, above 

may be obs 

the so-calle 

ined. at ne Edition. and we strongly 

i 
‘jjoent perusal. For 

f learning how to 

however, 
2 r y : 

for small sostantly mind that 

ng with a full orches- 

sable. 
Among 

ne symphoni
es OF 

hs veh Tschaiko
w sky, 
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the small orchestra. 

of a series which will run for several months. 

Editor of ‘“‘The Etude” has had long practical experience 

jans and music lovers want to know mure 
J The vast attention being 

high schools has prompted us to publish 
Mr. 

He explains everything 

Etude’’ does not attempt to conduct a 
but short inquiries of readers interested in this series 

tra is quite different, owing to the large 
masses of tone and the fact that each 
group of instruments exists in sufficient 
numbers to be treated independently on 
occasion, whereas with small combinations 

one has to consider the difficulty of ob- 
taining not only variety but fullness of 
tone from rather inadequate numbers. The 
point where one will notice the most radi- 

cal differences is in the treatment of the 

trumpets (or cornets), horns and trom- 

bone; also the clarinet. (The trumpets 

and horns, by the way, in Beethoven’s day 

and earlier, had no valves, and conse- 

quently lacked the complete scale ; instead, 
they were made to stand in a great vari- 

ety of possible keys, by the use of shanks 

and crooks.) It would be of the greatest 

help, for our present purpose, if we could 
obtain scores of the best modern arrange- 
ments for the so-called “theater or hotel 
orchestra.” Unfortunately, no such thing 

exists in print, as only the separate in- 
strumental parts are published; but the 
ambitious student, who is willing to un- 
dertake a little rather tedious labor, may 

make them for himself by copying out 
the separate “parts” into a regular score 
cn one page. It is not absolutely neces- 
sary to copy out the whole of any piece. 
One may select a few measures each of 
such portions as seem specially effective, 
or of which it is desired to study the de- 
tails of arrangement. 
We would also recommend the student 

to provide himself with one or more of 
the larger works on orchestration; as he 
will find therein much valuable informa- 
tion which lack:of space has forbidden 
us to deal with in the present article. 
Berlioz is the old standard authority, but 
portions of his book are already obsolete, 
owing to the great changes which have 

taken place in several of the wind instru- 

ments, The same drawback is found in 

Jadassohn’s Jnstrumentation, though in a 

less degree, yet this work is remarkably 
full and practical—well worth having in 
one’s library. The most modern works on 
the subject will be the best, all things con- 

sidered, and any large music-publishing 
house can recommend and supply the most 
desirable. We purposely refrain from 
mentioning any by name, because new and 
excellent ones by various authors are still 
appearing from time to time. 

(The End) 

New Musical Books The English Madrigal Composers. By Ba- 
mund Horace Fellows, Oxford. University 

ross, 364 pages. Bound in cloth. y 
00 net. § 
‘A splendidly done record of the remark- 

nbie school of chora Se ailoh 2 

tdory of carly. Englis : the 

" iters on Rhythm and. Bar in 

id that) on Madrigal Lyries 
fine, What charm, what 

there in such lines as these ; 
Cold Winter's ice is fled and gone 

‘And Summer blooms on every. tree 
‘phe Rodbreast peeps amid the throne 

Of warbling birds that merry he. 
Come let us danes upon the ‘ 

And crown fair Daphne Summer's Queen, 

1 Musical Pilgrin’ 

M. Rorke, Oxford Uni 

sound in cloth. — Pri¢ 
A book of personal 

the author, tells how 

Wagner, Tehaikovsky 
mately Beethoven af 

net sound particularly 

ther hand the work cing, te gn te 

fe tauch and so many interesting side 

comments that it makes dotightful reading. 

impressions in whieh 
the muste of Chopin. 

Debu and ulti- 
This doe 

bit on the 
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An Eight Months’ Trial 

Subscription to the 

BOYS’ MAGAZINE 
For Only 

50 cents 

(This is }4 the 
regular price.) GER WHIZ 

Some Magazine! 

Each issue contains from two to 
four splendid serial stories and from 
twelve to twenty thrilling short stories 
besides special departments devoted to 
Wireless, Mechanics, Electricity, Pop- 
ular Science, Athletics and_ Physical 
Training, Stamp and Coin Collecting, 
Outdoor Sports, Amateur —Photog- 
raphy, Cartooning, etc., etc. Beautiful 
big pages with handsome covers in 
colors. Profusely illustrated through- 
out. * 

A special feature is the award of 
$220.00 in c: prizes for the best 
amateur work in many subjects. There 
is no reason why your boy should not 
win some of these prizes. 

Only 50 cents for a trial eight 
months’ subscription. If you are not 
more than satisfied we will refund your 
money promptly and without question. 

Remit in stamps if more con- 
venient. 
= — —<=(etach here) —— — 
The Scott F. Redfield Co., 

7139 Main St., 
Smethport, Pa. 

Laccept your special half-price introduc- 
tory offer and enclose 50 cents for which send 
Tue Boys’ Macazixe for eight months to 

Name 

Street or R. F.D. 

City State. 

ASSPINS-RINGS 
OIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU 

TOUR NEW CATALOG WITH 600 OF THE 

Faust School of Tuning CUES AUT 
STANDARD OF AME) 

ALUMNI OF pues 

Pi Tuning, Pi 
Heed: Orguatsnd ‘place 
Piano. Year Book Free 

21-29 Gainsboro Street 
BOSTON, MASS. 

This unique little lifelike busta fitting tribute to tho 
memory of the incomparable CARUSO— S 

Free — You cannot buy it 

price, it ig an out and out Bi 
ou. 
‘Our attractive bronze finish CAR 

Wet attract portraying @ bas-r 
et 

Wall Pla gp aswell as birth and doath 
datos of the Ree 

datos oF Sis: that yon send O8¢ for this 

Deautiful Caruso 1 ned eve Will 

inchide the unig 
send fo: 

Modern Arts © 210 Pearl Bu a 
fon of this coupon with 98e aie entitles me to CARUSO Inst. abs advertised in the ‘Etude’ for April 

for Art Wall 
solutely £10 

Name— 

Address 
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A DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION 

REGARDING . 

New Music Works 
AND OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST 

TO MUSIC BUYERS 

NEW WORKS. 

Advance of Publication Offers — 

May, 1922 

Brahms’ Album ........ 

Broekhoven’s Harmony ... 

Carnaval Mignon—Schutt . 

Gasse Noisette (Nutcrack 
Tschaikowsky .....-.- 

Child’s First Book of Mel 

Child's Play—Tompkins ..... r 

Qhoir Collection—Pike.... 
b .20 

Glass Method for the Violin—Oscar J 

Special Offer 
Price 

.50 

.20 
+40 

‘perry’s Writing Book ie 25 

oeraen ‘Timber’? Songs—Lieurance.... .50 

Kindergarten Book—Bilbro . hs 50 

Music and Morals—Haweis. . Stiga 380) 
‘New Orchestra Folio—Parts, each .... 15 

New Orchestra Folio—Piano Part .... 30 

Preparatory School to Bach—Liftl.... 85 

School of the Pianoforte, Vol. ITI— 

Theodore Presser .........+++.++: 25 

Science in Modern Pianoforte Playing 
Brandt is 5 octal tose vis sais Finale es 2 .50 

Secrets of the Success of Great Musi- 

cians—Pirani ........esee errr eee +75 

Transcriptions for Organ—Stewart.... 175 

Transcriptions for Violin and Piano— 

Arthur Hartmann -... 50 

Woodsy-Corner Tales—— .30 

Comfortable and Convenient 
Summer Music Buying 
for Teachers 

Just at this season while a large body 

of teachers are preparing to discontinue 

their work until Fall there are still a 

very considerable number making ar- 

rangements to take care of pupils who, 

excused from routine school work, are 

ready to begin or to resume their music- 

cal studies. This is especially true as 

regards beginners in piano or violin 

music. Our observation has been that 

each summer there is an increasing vol- 

ume in the demand for teaching ma- 

‘terial, not only for beginners, but for 

more advanced students as well. Pu- 

pils naturally depend upon their teach- 

ers to provide the proper teaching pieces, 

studies or instruction books and the 

teacher must, in turn, depend upon the 

nearest music store either in the same 

community or in some nearly town or 

city. Very often such sources of supply 

are inadequate even for the needs pris 

i nupils and as a consequence muc! 

in # i tot in obtaining what is needed 

from the local dealer's wholesale house. 

» these conditions the logical 

Under ‘e. teacher to do is to get in 

thing for the anal order music house 
touch with a meé demands; not just 

equipped, to age The presser house has 

av few of thers. tified with music teach- 

always been aden nly anticipated the 

ing; it has pee 5 teachers; but through 

needs of IL eae facilitated and pro- 
its publications has fa A igi teaching 

moted the profession © cared the “new” 

in general; it has encouras and’ Has 

teacher to make @ SS 

provided a wealth of 

tical teaching works ine 

use, A highly specializec reli 

mail order 8} tem Sy 

jlications prone 
also ind gs libere 
also include: Aut the 

“peturn, 
conven~ 

f this house 

of music 

to get ac- 
iences and accor 

are constantly at Me eT 

teachers. That it 1s ae 

quainted and bo ane sine pe demon 

with the Presser Company me teach- 

strated by a tria if at aanntets 

ing or planning 

write us. 

at the service 

gs relations 

] order. 
to teach 

New Music on Sale 
During the Summer Months 

Great numbers of our regular patrons, 
in fact almost all of such, receive from us 
during the winter months a smaJl pack- 
age of New Music at regular intervals. 
A great number receiye piano music, 
others desire new songs; and then we 
also send octavo music, sacred and secn- 
lar, as well as music for the violin and 
piano and for pipe organ. The sending 
of these packages is discontinued from 
May until September but there are many 
of our patrons who continue their work, 
and to those we desire to say that a 
postal card will bring two or three pack- 
ages between the months of May and 
September inclusive. Piano, or vocal, or 
both, or anything you may desire in any 
of the other classifications mentioned will 
be sent and you would do well to have 
your name entered on our lists. 

The music is on inspection, any or all 
of it not used may be returned. The 
discount is the same liberal one as on 
regular orders, the only responsibility 
being a small amount of postage. 

Awards 
of Merit 

From time immemorial the victor in 
any event has been distinguished by re- 
ceiving a reward in the form of a medal, 
a pin or some article of jewelry which 
the recipient is proud to wea 

During the past few years this plan of 
rewarding meritorious students and hon- 
oring choristers has grown and with the 
thought of proving helpful to our many 
teacher friends, readers of Tur Evrupe 
and others, we have added several new 
and novel lines to our stock of Sterling 
Silver, Rolled Plate and 10K Gold Jew- 
elry which we show on page 330 of this 
issue of Tue Ervoe. 

Choir and Choral Organizations, Gradu- 
ating Classes and Music Clubs also find 
in these distinctive designs, appropriate 
emblems for Class, Society and Club Pins. 

These medals and pins, although inex- 
pensive, not only look well but they wear 
well. Pupils and others receiving them 
will feel rewarded, we assure you, for the 
efforts they may have put forth to earn 
an award of this kind, 

Special discounts are allowed when six 
or more articles of the same design are 
ordered, Remittance by check or Money 
Order, including the Government tax of 
5 per cent., should be mailed with order 
unless person so ordering is known to us 
as a charge customer. In this event we 
will charge jewelry to the account sub- 
ject to payment in 30 days. 

Music and Awards 
for Commencement 

The question as to what music to use 

for commencement programs is annually 

a perplexing problem to many. One of 
the best methods by which to obtain suit- 
able material is to present in a letter the 

qualifications or limitations of the stud- 
t body to sing the chorus numbers, e 

giving ages and_ sexes, and send the 
letter on to the Theodore Presser Com- 
pany with a request in it for a selection 

of material from which a choice can be 

made. Not only chorus numbers but solo 

numbers for piano or yoice can be se- 

cured in the same manner for examina- 

tion. Piano ensemble numbers are very 

acceptable on # commencement program 

and a selection of these is also available. 

4 full-page advertisement in this issne 

gives a selected list of various choruses, 

“son. Tf, how.ver, a com 

songs and piano numbers for the pro- 
gram and also a few suggestions to aid 
those who desire to make a graduation 
gift to a student friend. These gift sug- 
gestions also make very practical awards. 

Remember, above all, that it is advis- 
able to avoid waiting until the last min- 
ute to secure program material or awards. 
This suggestion is none too carly and it 
would be well to act immediately upon 
commencement details such as these. 

Settlement of 
Accounts 

Although it is customary for us to mail 
specific directions with yearly statements 
in June of each year, we ‘believe that 
some of our patrons, those wishing to 
make settlement of their accounts before 
June Ist, will appreciate this preliminary 
notice and the knowledge that upon our receipt of the teaching materials they 
intend to return for credit, we will send 
Revlied statements of their’ accounts in 
gee se those mailed on or about 

Of course this notice is intended chiefly for those of our patrons who Feed Sale Accounts during the teaching season now drawing to a close. Those of our pa- trons, however, who have regular month y accounts and who have not settled fete at thirty-day intervals as expected will eg carn our hearty “appreciation if hey, too, will plan 9 Heys pia in early settlement of 

It is possible that when planni 
make return of teaching Seer 4 oe Sale this season and which thus nee not been disposed of, certain selecti af may appear worth holding over. In oan case we will be quite pleased to extend the courtesy of permitting these sele ane to be carried over until the following ae son, our patrons to. pay us for sine Bd already been disposed of; with the fi ise standing that a complete settlement ail 
he made at the close of the second hee 2 ge sea- 

is intended at this time uate paement ing season closes, our earnest re ju T. that it be made before the surimnes ie tee far advanced. Our reason for 1 ine 
this request is that during the s coated “slack” or “off-season,” we are Feieese augment our force of trained clerks sGis handle the parcels of returned a pubs thereby admit of better envicel i and errors and the certainty that full Sette is being given for every piece of creat returned. 6 pees 

Our patrons will help us mater; 
as well spare iHeneelees the say 
lay of credit for returned 1 
times observing the followi 
rules concerning the retur 
Music. 

ally and 
© possible de- 
sic, by at all 

ng few simple 
n of On Sale 

1. No matter how you make returns 
z, whether by mail, express, fre; ‘i 

cel post, YOUR NAME Tha et Date MUST APPEAR PLAINLY WRITRo 
ON THE OUTSIDE WRA PPER. ity 
out this means of identification, we eo 
nol uarantee proper cr i ; a 

iakine the Tetasne edit torte Person 
2. While we do not like refu's 

accept for credit any facing oo we 
returned, we ask our patrons not ha re 
turn to us any soiled or used copies of 
any music ordered on regular accou nt 
Unless understood at the time of purchage 
that such regular items were returnable, 
we cannot credit such items and ain 
return them to the patron at his or Hee 
expense, 

8. As the transportation charges on all 
return parcels must he prepaid, our pa- 
trons will save themselves considerable 
expense and possible annoyance by con- 
sulting their local postmaster or express 
agents as to the cheapest way of sending 
these returns to us. A package of sheet 
music weighing less than four pounds can 
be sent at eight cents a pound from any 
point, and if it weighs more than four 
pounds, it would he advisable to follow 
the direction as suggested above. 

Just a word in closing, and that is to 
send in early your order for next season's 
On Sale Mu Let us fill it for you at 
our leisure and we can promise you re- 
sults that will prove most helpful and sat- 
isfactory. We will forward this material 
on or about any date you specify so that 
it will be in your care in amnle time to 
start the new season’s worl: with a fresh 
and complete stock of teaching matertal. 

THE BTUDE 

Our Talking Machine 
Department 

The day of cheap records that wear out 
after a few playings seems to have passed. 
Things are getting back to normal, and 
this fact is particularly noticeable in the 
talking machine line. " Everybody knows 
what the Victor records are, ‘and the 
public is gradually coming to know the 
merits of the Brunswick records. It is 
a noteworthy fact that during 192), which 
was a period of great business depression, 
during which time phonograph manufac- 
turers and dealers went into the hands of 
receivers, the Victor output was greater 
than in 1920. Our own sales of Victor 
records during 1921 compared very favor- 
ably with previous years and our mail 
order department has been unusually busy 
since the first of this year. : 

The Governor of Nebraska has just is- 
sued a statement in which he says that 

his State has “turned the corner and 1S 
now well on the way to normal and per 
manent prosperity,” 
_At the recent Victor Dealers Conven- 

tion in Philadelphia, optimism was the 
keynote throughout all the proccedings. 
_ It is these facts that have justified us 
in largely increasing our Victor ane 
Brunswick record stock and in perfecting 

our facilities -for prompt shipment of al 

orders to any part of the United States. 
The Victor record shortage, which 
reached almost alarming proportions |& 
year or so ago, has now been neavy 
wiped out, and we are carrying on OUT 
shelves at least 90 per cent. of the entire 
Victor catalog. New lists are now ready 
and we are prepared to forward all rec 
ords insured against loss or breakage: 

Postage is free on all orders of $3.50 oF 
over. If you have no phonograph, and 
are at all interested in having the pro~ 
ductions of the world’s greatest artists 12 
your home, write us for booklets a! 
terms, Perhaps you are not aware how 

easily you may own a machine? Let US 
tell you about ‘it. 

Science in Modern 

‘anoforte Playing By Mrs. Noah Brandt 

Paees of this publication who have 

Mrs N tle very practical articles ° 

know CHE Brandt, will be delighted 

piano Hee she has made a book upo? 

heen eB ee ing. Mrs. Brandt has for years 

Pacifie ¢ of the leading teachers 00 the 

Willing oust and is a disciple of D™ 
0 the rey ason. The best testimony @ 

found fereeence of his influence has been 

of her di ter pupils, notably in the wor 

years a aughter, Enid Brandt who, a few 
centers by Wetonished European musicw 

than a q Aan virtuosity when little more 

result 0) tbat Her tragic death, as_the 
Brandt j t Agious disease, forced Mrs. 

nto retirement for some’ times 

evolved Siena ae the theories she ha 
and the forty be put in permanent form a ortheoming book is the i 
cents, of publication price is 50 
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New Orchestra 
Folio 

We are again calling attention to our 
former announcement that we have in 
preparation a new Orchestra collection 
which will be especialy adapted for use 
by amateurs, by school orchestras and 
similar non-professional _ organizations. 
The instrumentation differs somewhat 
from the usual one in order to afford 
everyone a chance to play. In addition 

to the usual instruments there are parts 

for violin obbligato, (a) and (b), solo 

violin, third cornet, E flat alto, and 

tenor and melody aphones, Some of 

the best arrangers in the country have 

been employed in this work. Among some 

of the most popular numbers in our cata- 

log which will be found in this collection 

are—‘Salute to the Colors, «{hnthony— 

“The Color Guard,” Felton— ‘Garden of 

Roses,” Ritter—“Lilacs,” Kern— Pizzi- 

cato Serenade,” Franklin— ‘Awakening, 
angelmann. & 

sa ee ‘introductory price in ad- 

vance of publica icn is 15 cents for cach 

instrumental part; 30 cents for the piano 

part, postpaid. 

y George Tompkins 
Mr. George ‘Tompkins is a most prom~ 

ling American composer who has original 
‘ideas and methods of presentation with- 
out needless or extravagant methods of 

treatment. His Six Orientals, recently 
Composed will be issued in book form In 

@ handsome volume. ‘These pieces con- 

sisting of a Prelude, Chawazi Dance, 
Ouled Nail, Lover's Lament, Street 

Dance, and Invocation to Allah, have the 

teal atmosphere and coloring of the East. 

hey are characteristically melodious and 

§ppropriately harmonized throughout. In 

seine of difficulty they do not advance 

eyond the fourth grade. Wither for 

Study or pleasure these pieces will form 
‘delightful addition to one’s nepentolne 

he special introductory price In ad 

Vance of publication is 40 cents, postpale. 

Transcriptions for 
lolin and Piano 
y Arthur Hartmann sa 
Ve take pleasure in announcing a ne 

Collection for violin and piano made up of 
sole of the most popular transcriptions 
Y_ the celebrated violinist and teacher, Mr. 

Arthur Hartmann, These transcriptions 

te chiefly in the first and third positions, 
ae g0 beyond the third position. ence 
© numbers included are transcrip? 

f! songs by Rubinstein, Godard, Dries: 
Tetchaninow, and others, and tae ao 

petal numbers by Schutt, Tschaikows 2h 

Ths Barmotine, Granados and eters: 
a Ns 1s a splendid collection for ieee aie 
‘ll Tecital purpose: The numbers see 
tr, beautifully arranged and have a 

Med out with suce by Mr. Hartmann, 

Music and Morals | 

By Dr. H. R. Haweis — 

Very few books in the history of the 

eee had more influence in stimu- 

ae nan interest in music than Music and 

ae F by the Rev. Hugh R. Haweis. Dr. 

sa was a genial English clergyman, 

setae London in 1838 and died in 1901, 

Dorn Ee ait accomplished violinist with a 

1B Was for musical history. An inde- 

reat bik reader, with a splendid imagin- 

fate A the gift of writing in a manner 
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Secrets of the Success 
of Great Musicians 
By Eugenio Pirani 

This is a book by a famous_ pianist 
about other musicians, classic, modern and 
contemporary, Mr, Pirani, who has had 
a cosmopolitan career, has had oppor- 
tunities of meeting all of the great mu- 
sicians of his time. Where he has not 
had personal knowledge of the musicians 
treated in this work, he has had excep- 
tional opportunities for acquiring the au- 
thoritative traditions. There is a chapter 
devoted to each musician beginning with 
Bach and ending with Donizetti, together 
with a supplementary chapter dealing 
with some contemporary players and 
composers. This book is not a dry array 
of facts but it is full of living interest. 

The special introductory price in ad- 
vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid. 

Choir Collection 
By Harry Hale Pike 

Hymn-anthems and anthems of festival 
type are included in this new collection 
and the churchly texts are so varied in 
theme that at least one selection suitable 
may be found for any occasion, The com- 
poser’s gift of melody together with his 
long experience in church music combine 
to make this a most practical collection 
for choir organizations of all degrees of 
ability. If the choir leader is absent, any 
volunteer choir may pick up with short 
preparation one or more of the easy an- 
thems—if the soloist is ill, a short anthem 
may be substituted in which the solo work 
is unimportant and may be done by the 
voices in unison—a quartet choir may ob- 
tain beautiful effects of artistry in care- 
ful rendition of these directly appealing 
numbers. 

The special cash price, in advance of 
publication, is 20 cents, postpaid. 

Child’s Play 
Ten Little Pieces 
By George Tompkins 

This is a good hook to take up in first 
or early second grade work. All of the 
little pieces are in characteristic style hav- 
ing an accompanying text but this text 
need not necessarily be sung. The pieces 
are well written musically and most of 
them are harmonized with the parts di- 
vided between both hands. They will 
prove useful as recreations in addition to 
their value as studies in style and inter- 
pretation. 

The special introductory price in ad- 
yance of publication is 80 cents, postpaid. 

Granberry’s 
Writing Book 

This is a writing book for the earnest 
student, based upon the principal that 
by writing a thing over and over again, 

one learns it more thoroughly than in any 
other way. The author of the hook who 
is a well known educator, intends that 
through writing the book shall prove a 
guide to sight reading. This volume is 
to be used in connection with the regular 
vocal or instrumental lessons. It covers 
all the details of notation and in order 
to establish the relation between the key- 
poard and the staff, frequent diagrams 
are employed showing sections of the key- 
board in combination with the notes on 
the staff. It is one of the most exhaus- 
tive works of the kind ever written. 

The special introductory price in aa 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 

Broekhoven’s 
Harmony 

This work presents the subject in a 

and logical manner. The figured 

bass employed and the conventional 

rules and definitions are given, It is a 

for any student to take up who 

has acquired a good foundation and mas~ 

tered the elementary stages. This book 

has been well and favorably known for 

a number of years but we are now pith- 

lishing a new and revised edition, _The 

author has had great success: with it in 

his own Classes and the hook itself is the 

result of many years of teaching experi 

ence, The book is well arranged for 

ready reference upon any of the subjects 

connected with the study of harmony. a 

The special introductory price in ad- 

publication is 60 cents, postpaid. 
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good book 
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Kindergarten Book 
By Mathilde Bilbro 

This is not a theoretical book for the 
teacher but it is a real Kindergarten 
book to be taken up by the youngest he- 
ginner. The child is given something in- 
teresting to do from the very start and 
there is sufficient of explanatory text that 
any teacher may he able to take up this 
work and use it to the best advantage 
from the very outset. Nowadays many 
little ones are learning to play for whom 
the usual instruction book seems too ad- 
vanced but for such this new book will be 
just right. The author who is a most ex- 
perienced teacher has made a specialty of 
books and music for the young. Many 
of her works have achieved great succe: 

The special introductory price in a 
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid. 

Class Method for the Violin 
By Oscar J. Lehrer’ 

There are many good instruction hooks 
for the violin but very few are suitable 
for class instruction, Mr, Lehrer’s book 
has been planned with this definite, ob- 
ject in view, each exercise or recreation 
from the very beginning is completely 
harmonized in three parts of exactly equal 
difficulty. A piano accompaniment is 
never necessary and the class may be 
divided into three sections, each section 
in turn playing three of the parts. The 
exercises are melodious and sound well 
right from the beginning. In view of 
the increased interest in the study of the 
violin, especially in schools, we predict a 
great success for this instruction book. 

1 introductory price in ad- 
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid. 
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Transcriptions for the Organ 
By Humphrey J. Stewart 

The final proofs of this new work are 
now being read and it will soon go on the 
press. This is an excellent opportunity 
for organists to add to their libraries 
something really new. These are practi- 
eal and playable transcriptions such as 
many organists are accustomed to read 
at sight on emergencies, either for church 
work, recitals or picture playing. . They 
are all new transcriptions chiefly of num- 
bers which are not to be found in any 
other collections, These pieces have been 
used with great success by Dr. Stewart 
in his own recitals. It will be a large and 
substantial volume. 

The special introductory price in ad- 
vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid, 

Child’s First Book of Melodies 
By W. E. Honska 

Nowadays it is the custom in teaching 
children to use various adjuncts in con- 
nection with the usual method or instruc- 
tion book. Instruction books too, are 
much shorter and more compact than they 
used to be. Honska’s Child’s First Book 
of Melodies, may be used in conjunction 
with any instruction book and it will aid 
in developing a feeling for melody, 
rhythm and harmony, and consequently 
serve to lay a foundation for true mu- 

nship. This little book has: the ad- 
vantage of beginning at once with both 
clefs although it is so simple at the 
start that it may be taken up after the 
beginner has had but a few lessons, 

The special introductory price in ad. 
vance of publication is 80 cents, postpaid, 

Preparatory School to Bach 
By Franz T. Liftl 

This is a most interesting little book 
polyphonic study. It is now 
ready. It contains some of the 
easiest pieces of Bach, chiefly seleotat 
from the little pieces which Nie ee 
master wrote for his own children, 1 
addition it has selections ¢ : _ 
the early works of Mozart 
older writers such as Wirr 

for 
nearly 

very 

Tom some of 
and from the nberger, Con- perin, Scarlatti, Corelli, | 

others, In searching the endel and - works 
old masters one lights from time of the upon some gem of melody the same time easy to play ture of the pianoforte has bee i pigen ta pick out all thes of them have been assembled i is li book. Tt lies largely in the ena ace and does not advance beyond grade ae The special, introductory price ‘in a vance of publication is 35 cents, postuaie, 
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Casse-Noisette Suite 
(“Nutcracker’’) for Piano Solo 

By Tschaikowsky, Op. 71 

The resources for making music are 

limited, and the means are simple. One 

composer may take and use a certain 

group of sounds and the result may be 

dry and uninteresting. Another may take 

a similar group of sounds and breathe 

upon them the spirit of ins and the 

world declares the result terpiece. 

» of Tschaikowsky, even when 

ng for young people or for 

_ has in it a certain something 

differentiates it from that of all 

others. The various movements of the 

Nutcracker Suite are as dainty and color- 

ful as an exquisite Water color. It is a 

great pleasure to be able to play some 

of the great orchestral works as piano 

solos and this suite is admirably adapted 

for the purpose. 

The special introductory price in ad- 

vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid. 

the dane 

Works Offered at Special 
Prices in Advance of 
Publication, Now Issued 

The following five works have appeared 

from our press during the last month and 

all special prices thereon a withdrawn 

with the appearance of this issue. The 

following works are now on the market, 

subject to sale at regular professional 

rates, and we will be pleased to send any 

or all of them for introduction or inspee- 

tion to any of our patrons. 

Evangelistic Piano Playing, by George 

Schuler, price $1.00. 

The advance subscriptions to this work 

are more than we had expected. We were 
not aware there would be such a demand 

for a book of this kind. It coaches those 

who desire to play hymn tunes and gospel 

hymns effectively. i 

Original Four Hand Pieces, price $1.25. 

Let it be understood that this is a book 
of compositions originally written as 
piano duets, there is not one arrangement 
of a piano solo in the book. The pieces 
grade from four to seven. The compo- 
sitions are the best available and are by 
both classical and modern writers. . 

Touch and Tone by Ave Corbett, price 

$1.00. 
This is a book that has been advertised 

in our column “New Music Works” under 

the name of “Short Melodic Exercises in 

‘Touch and Tone.” 
It is a most interesting set _of short, 

melodious, original studies planned first 

to interest the pupil. The work is pub- 

lished in sheet music form and is well 

worth an examination by any teacher 

requiring second grade material. 

Etudes Caprices for 
cents. 

or 

Violin, pri 

There is nothing that we 

rard to Kreutzer studies. Kv 
can say in 

y teacher 
re; 

\ 

of the violin uses them. Our edition, how- 

ever, is, we think, the best edition so far 

published. 

Young Folks Folio of Piano Music, 

price 50 cents. 

There are two features about this hook 

sof particular interest. First. and fore- 

ost, it is a collection of miscellaneous 

‘iano music all of which has been tried 

es 1 much desired by piano 
i en fount 

and ae ‘i A lot of tuneful, excellent ma~ 

i 1 has been included in this one vol- 

aH 7 few duets have been added 
ume. Jiven 4 

to the hook ar is not a piece that 

oO 

id there 

i » played. 

nt ler ee a
e is that it is the first 

uaa to the 50-cent album idea ince He 

war started. Thousands of nee iievg 

heen sold alres dy and we predicl # 

excellent sale for this book. 
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“The Flowers that Bloom—”’ 
are more satisfying and more pleasing 
when bulbs or seeds can be obtained 

without cost. 

Just a little effort to secure a subscription or 
two for THE ETUDE is all that is necessary 

For one new subseription a choice assortment of 
ASTERS, POPPIES, MIGNONETTE, NASTURTIUMS, 

COSMOS, PHLOX, SWEET PEAS 
For one new subscription 

A splendid collection of GLADIOLA BULBS 

For two new subscriptions Six Different DAHLIA BULBS 

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

SPECIAL NOTICES 
AND 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

| WANTED and FOR SALE 
Rate 10c per word 

de trombones, $47.50 
(0.00 and one clarinet, 

$40.00. These instruments practically new. 

11 Conn Instruments. Low  piteh. Indus- 

trial Lumber Co., Elizabeth, La. 

FOR SALE—Two 
each, one melophone. 

FOR SALE—Old violin made by the Jacov 

Steiner Co., 1716. 206 years old. For in- 
formation write J, J, Welsh 1496 Dell Ave., 

Columbus, Ohio. 

FOR SALE—! py two 
organ with pneumatie Pp 
Write BE. P. care Ervpe. 

PHYSICAL 

ual pedal pipe 
Easy terms. 

MUSIC AND TRA 

ie 
Washington Ave., Belleville, No J. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Rate 20c per word 

COMPOSITIONS CORRECTED, _ per- 
‘or publication. V« 
zed and arranged Ww 

Band and or 
» up to modern 

Symphon) 1 manuscripts. J. 
Kode Jacobs Milwaukee Ave, Chi 

cago, TIL 

RMONY, 
CHESTRATION 
wal attention—no 

Wheeler St.. 2 Tlall Pierce, 

MUSIC COMPOSED. Send wor Manu- 
rrected. 2 pondence Harmon 

er, Buffalo. 

MSS. a sp 
flton St. 

and free sam 

Brooklyn, N.Y 
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DUNNING SYSTEM NORMAL CLASSES 

HARRIET BACON MacDONALD, 
825 Orchestra Hall, Chicago, 1 Ii. 

June, Dallas, Tex.—July, Cleveland, 0.—July, Chicago 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers 
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31 Years | Virgil Conservatory 
Far Famed—Resulis Tell 

Teachers’ Course June 26th—Five weeks $150.00 
Open until August—Reopens September 25th, 1922 | 

Virgil Method: Artistic, Reliable, Rapid 
The Greatest of All Teaching Methods 

trou ‘6 99 
Virgil Tek Full-sized Practice Instruments 
Vi se] Two and Four tavi ir il : I our Octave Portable Instruments g in Suit Case. Perfect touch. Croded weight 
Virgil Studies and pieces, grades I to VI 

: __ Unequalled for teachi recitals Virgil © pedsl sststecory and donb | | 
Catalogs. “Inquiries solicited 

VIRGIL CONSERVATORY | 120 W. 72nd St., New York 

The Home Studio 
A charming home in New York is 
men whorwish to refresh their rey 
piano, diction, etc. 

Terms, June 20th to Au 3 a gust includi instruction, $300, Rcee board and 

Charlotte St. John Elliott, sopr ge Address 
87th Street, New York City. ‘ano, 309 West 
——— * = ee ee 
GUSTAVE 

. Director of American L. BECK E R CONDENSED SUMMER NORMAL One of the features: Inte : Intensive Te (Application of essentials and pees eae: Another is: How to Co-ordinate, 7" Mme Work) 

Of the thousand and more students who 

have attended the 

BROOKFIELD SUMMER 
SCHOOL of MUSIC | 

99 tt BROOKFIELD CENTER, CONN. 
Per cent of them have returned for 

2d and 3d Seasons 

Why? 
Come and learn the reason 

ie Send for Circu'ar 
, ERBERT WILBER GREENE 
01 Carnegie Hall New York 

offered to young wo- 
Pettoire or study voice, 

Address Carnegie Hall, 110, New York ¢ 
i ork City 
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New York School of Music and Arts 
148-150 RIVERSIDE DRIVE Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director 

Six Weeks Summer Courses for Teachers and Professionals 

ALSO BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS 

May 15th to September Ist 
See ae A 2 

ding to teacher for private lessons) which includes board and room, tuition, lectures, classes, concerts, teachers’ certificate, ete 

ding 
x 

Q 300 (acco 

Saeesr ee 825080? CELEBRATED FACULTY INCLUDING : f 

Ralfe Leech Sterner Frederick Riesberg Paul Stoeving Leila Yale 

Arthur Friedheim mer Helen Carmichael Robertson Prof. George W. Andrews Harold Morris 

Alexander Pero ele Kre Frand Howard Warner Eugene Salvatore and many others. 
er 

sama sa MEHLIN PIANO USED 

|PAUL STOEVING vr serahathat 
Ithaca Conservatory of Music 

d Superior faculty, including Herbert Witherspoon, Leon 

mn : jan S a Sampax, Paul Stoeving and fifty other prominent teachers. 

jnciples of the Franco-Belgi OOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS Splendid equipment of ten buildings, including four dormi- 

on the Principle’ EW yORK SCH sve, New York i Dh tories, auditorium, gymnasium, sorority, and fraternity build- 

Hi nt. N 150 Riverside Drive, ks 1 late ings, ete. All courses approved by the New York State 

ead of Violin Departmen" © Bow and osher standard works Board of Regents, 
‘olin,’ “The Mastery ° Six Affiliated Schools 

Author of ‘The Story of the Violin, Chools Williams School of Expression and Dramatic Art, George C. Willi 
Four G ate Courses—Teachers, Dramatic, Lyceum, and 1s 

chcol Music, I 
and piano. al Classes 

Announcement to 2g nnnal SU, Ne giana 
MATTIE D. WILLIS ed Music Poe has enabled many 

unning System © Write for information.
 

York, N. Y. 

[New YORK CITY | teachers t° oe 

JUNE 26—AUG. 14 D 
Pete 166 AU ol 

all, band uments included in 
Ithaca School of Physical Education, I 

Normal Course and One-year Athletic Tr 
on, Cayuga Lake, 

rt HL. Sharpe, Dean. Two-year 
ning Course, Summer Camp 

Martin Institute for Speech Defects, Diy Fredrick Martin, Dean. Corrective 
Courses for Stammeriug, Stuttering, Lisping, and all’ speech disorders. 
Normal course for tea of Speech Improvement. 
Year Book and Special Catalog of any school sent on request. Summer 

School Sessions open June 5th and July 3d, Fall term opens September 2ist. 
Ithaca Conservatory of Music, 1 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Thirty-sixt
h year 

Kate S. Chitten
den, Dean 

and a 

FACULTY OF 
SPECIALISTS 

teaching 
Music in 

i +, New 
Courses 1 mmer Sy U1 

mmer hruout the * 
‘i Pianists : achers 

°Mmpanists and i for Boo 
tht-Touch-Hearing System. Send f 

E euscyca aon oe BEE : gaan Conservatory of M G See sear Lawrence Conservatory of Music|. 
june 26th, to August 5th. 

| (A department of Lawrence College) 
j Art z Offers complete courses in Piano, 

a Violin, ‘Cello, Organ, Voice, Theory, 

yor Composition, Appreciation, Expres- 
OF THE crTy OF NEW sion, and Art, Superior Public School 

rec! 
: 

Frank Damrosch, Dire te Music Course, Normal Courses for 

Jog endowed school of music cond ical al Institute of Music . 4) Fiano and Voice teachers. 

| oe in ae Peet ° hight" ote and Laan School lor sup TES sningy harmony : a A distinguished faculty of 20 artists, 

tog®stion and providing cOmP sat A sash OFneing, eHaecing, method FOR CATALOG GIVING DETAILED INFORMATION ADDRESS 

Spy schensive courses. aps in ditto voice UES iscory, ates hold tt Carl J. Waterman, Dean Appleton, Wis. 
Bits oth PREPARATORY, CPN ly! for © forty eee ching: «und 1 a york 

Valparaiso University 
School of Music 

(Accredited) 

VALPARAISO, INDIANA 

ins, O 
Ween New York City and BG ae practice ites city pors i NEW 

: velve year! a EET : 
Pe ae aaares® wg. || 53 MAIN st. Minneapolis School of Music, 

catalo} ce = ——$—$—$ ————— 
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OLUMBIA 
SCHOOL OF> 

MUSIC 
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director 

Summer Normal Course 
AT CHICAGO 

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin 
Normal Training 

Public School Music Methods. 
Resident Faculty of 60 Eminent 
Musicians—Recitals and Lectures 

NORMAL TRAINING 
i For teachers and those preparing to teach 

Full Course—Ten Weeks—May 15 to July 22—$115 to $145 
Short Course—Five Weeks—June 19 to July 22—$90 to $105 

Short Course 
5 Private Piano lessons 
5 Class lessons, Interpretation 

10 Class lessons, Technical Prin- 

Full Course 
10 Private Piano lessons 
5 Class lessons, Interpretation 
10 Class lessons, Technical Prin- 

ciples ciples 
5 Class lessons, Keyboard Har- | 5 Class lessons, Keyboard Har- 

mony mony 
10 Priyate lessons, | Keyboard 5 Private lessons, Keyboard 

Harmony : Harmony 
5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma- 5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma- 

terial terial 
10 Private lessons, Child Train- 5 Private lessons, Child Train- 

ing in, 
10 Lectures, History of Music 
5 Demonstration Classes, Child- 

ren’s Work 

10 Lectures, History of Music 
10 Demonstration Classes, Child- 

ren’s Work ‘i 

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS 
Supervisors’ Course—Five Weeks 

June 26 to July 29 

Complete Course—$50.00 

5 hours a day—§ days a week—§ weeks 

Child Voice Chorus Conducting Methods 
ductin; Rote Song . Community Singing 

Ghee cctine : History of Music Lectures and Recitals 
Bar Training Orchestra Conduct- Certificate for three ar ing Summers’ work Harmony 

INTERPRETATION CLASS FOR PROFESSIONAL 
MUSICIANS Conducted by Walter Spry 
This Class is included in the Summer Normal Training 

Summer School Circular Mailed on Request—Address 

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Dept. 460 509 South Wabash Avenue Chicago 

Please mention THE ETUDE 

THE ETUDE 

SUMMER 
MASTER COURSES 
——— June 26 to July 30 

_JOSEF LHEVINNE 
World-famous Pianist— 

17 to August 5 

QUES GORDON 
Violinist — Concert Master of Chicago 

WILHELM MIDDELSCHULTE 
of American Organists 

Summer No 
of six weeks, 

Distinguished 

d Faculty of 
Ttist-Instructors Summer session will be the following: » Victor Garwood, 
Ragna Linne, erge | 

Ischulte, Frank Van Dusen —0. E, Robinson 
Hans Muenzer N—Arthur O, Andersen, 

esidence for t PIANO—Heniot Levy " Kurt Wanieck, Earl B VOICE--Karleton Hackett, iM K. Howe, Charles La B, RGAN— Wilhelm Middel PUBLIC SCHOOL mus: 

E. Warren, 

13) mMpster Barnum, PRESS me: 

And Many Others 

Fre 
Awarded by Joser Bhevs 

Moderate Tuition 

AM 
CONSERVATORY KIMBALL H ALL, CHic JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, mee sik 

hips 

When addressing our Advertisers 



LDCS LRT OLR OTROS TE a 

GEACBOR 

NELOLENCE 

onan ac 

DRONES 
As 
Ei 
ze 

IOGOEGE 

credite era Ac Op Three Terms 
¢ Five Weeks, June 28th to August 2nd in, D 8 | Expression M Dancing Eight Weeks, June 7th to August 2nd { 

Ten Weeks, May 24th to August 2nd il Languages Diplomas and Degrees _ : 
Ht if <= __ 28th . . 

Leading t° Certificates, begin June 26th eee FACULTY of over 85 teachers, including many ading ae GGAR A. BRAZELTON, of international reputation. 
( E DEAN poares Ww. claris aan Chiapusso Edgar AaNpleah 

° oza Oumiro! me. Julie Rive-Ki Richard Czerwonk 
Public School Music Gund Holinquist Mens: Ella Spravkn = Bruno Eabjorn % A Fe We @ erbert Miller gar A. Brazelton Rowland Leach : Pia Voice Vv He: Technic, ) Summer Normal Cours Mae Graves Atkins John J. Blaseraers Grace Walter no, Voice» cerials 20d and OO Mme. Justine Wegener Mae Riley McKinley Robert Yale Smith ates eee tn gus Metho ey Mire Ear Lectures $3 Py Arthur Kraft Cora Spicer Neal William Nordin 

| Sighwge ae"mony an pots eather, Demons! 

|] Mies Pe, 10 Route Lreaound Tate et e Fre e Ed Nel |) Settee Week, WeREgMAnust r retation asses gar A. Nelson, Dean 

Boza Oumiroff = Cer Richard C nte Pp VOICE ¢ Charies W. Clark Violin; 32% Esbjorn "*Y Master 

Rates for Roo™ request enrollment. 

HE ETUDE 

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER *RICHARD HAGEMAN 
Master Violin Instructor o| 

PERCY GRAINGER CLARENCE EDDY 
The Renowned Pianist 

HERBERT WI 
Famous Singer 

FLORENCE HINKLE PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS 
i 

joprano 
America’s Foremost Sop! 

REPERTOIRE INT an PROF, LEOPOLD AUER (Violin) FANG vOSSCAR SAENGE. ‘oca ME’ 0 SCAR S. R 
HERBERT WITHERSPOON LEON GRAINGER (Piano) ‘ SULTANLOIBT AE HERBERT WITHERSPOON 
SSCARISAENGEE eee BURTON THATCHER (Vocal) UNIVERSITY COURSE aes pct OM Sn REN : RICHARD HAGEMAN N and DRAMATIC ART VIOLIN HAROLD 8. MARVOET EXPRESSIO ‘ALTON PYRE PROF. LEOPOLD AUER DANCING 

We ENSEMBLE PLAYING MAX FISCHEL IVAN TARASOFF 
HISTORY OF MUsI Bi cee PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 

FELIX BO (Chee HAROLD B, MARYOTT HESTRATION 
Pee BOROWSKI 

hd sent hip application blan! 
WPS 2° "Free scholarship applet ir teachers, : 

Free Scholarships Lees be amantFALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 11 COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST 
MODAT * Mr. Hageman is now a member of the faculty throughout the year. ; 

der contract to teach for the next two summers in the Chicago Musical College Summer Master School. 
ri is unde 

DORMITORY ACCOM 

** Mme. Vale 

CHICAGO 
FELIX 
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UNE 28 to AUGUST | 
(FIVE WEEKS) 57th YEAR 

GUEST TEACHERS 

aaa Noted Coach and Accompanist f the Wor! Formerly Conductor Metropolitan Opera 

Dean of American Organists 

THERSPOON IVAN TARASOFRF 
and Teacher é Master Teacher of Classic and Interpretative Dancing 

Notable Teacher of Teachers 

AENGER *MME. DELIA VALERI 
A Vocal Teacher 

TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES 

d Operatic Coach 

‘Auer, Mr, Saenger. Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. Hageman, Mme, Valeri, Mme, Hinkle, Mr. Grainger, Mr. Tarasoff and Mr. Eddy have each 
Professor via Free Scholarship to the student who after an open comretitive-examination is found to possess the greatest gift for singing or playing. ed toawa ‘on request. Complete summer catalog on request. Lesson periods should be engaged now. Private and Class 

MUSICAL COLLEGE © S2i,.iog: Ame 
RICHARD HAGEMAN, Vice-President CARL D. KINSEY, Manager 

resident 

¥ IN CHICAG A for the summer student also a saving of time and money. ATOR® onment and great convenicnce Immedia| licati THE ONLY CONSERVE ive -- “Board $9 per week and up. mi Feervation of eeeuty % secure 

led oF 
Free catalog met Summe? or 
of study, an Ss 

| Adaress: TF. H- Jone 

HOM. EDWARD H. SCHWENHER, Sec’y. 

4 Courses in SUMMER SESSION 

uss? 
na Cah Rive King 

sh Conservatory 
pravcey, Press CCFALTC AGO). cpcar a. NELSON, Vice Pres. 

An Institution of National Prominence 

for membership. must be made before June I7th 
lication 

a © MAINTAINING DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN AND MEN STUDENTS 

a course Fall Term Begins September llth, 1922 839 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, 1) Registrar 

Plosse montion THE HTUDE when addressing aur advertisers, 
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Home of the Sherwood Muste School 

Special Summer 
JUNE 26th to AUGUST 5th, 1922 (Six Weeks) 
SPECIAL CLASS OPPORTUNITIES 

NORMAL PIANO CLASS ENSEMBLE CLASS 
INTERPRETATION CLASS TECHNIC CLASS 
CHORAL CONDUCTING CLASS ORGAN CLASS 

THEORY CLASSES in all Branches 
Private Instruction in all Departments, Including 

VOICE VIOLIN ’*CELLO ORGAN DANCING DRAMATIC ART LANGUAGES THEORY 
1043 Eranches in 39 States—Positions Guaranteed to Qualified Graduates 

THE SCHOOL OF OPPORTUNITY DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS 
For Particulars Address 

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL 

PIANO 

316 Fine Arts Building 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

School 
THE ENTIRE FACULTY 

OF NATIONAL AND 

INTERNATIONAL 

ARTISTS WILL BE 

IN ATTENDANCE. 

FREE FACULTY 
RECITALS and 
CONCERTS 

TAE MARY W°SD CHASE (CHSSL 
@ °F MUSIGAL ARTS 1) 

800 Lyon and Healy Bldg. 

SUMMER 
June 5th to June 30th, 1922 

, MASTER CLASSES FOR PIANISTS WITH MARY WOOD GHASE include 

Coaching for Concert Pianists; Lectures on Interpretation; Modern Pedal 

Technic; Impressionism in Music; 

Production, traditional, scientific and artistic. 

CLASSES FOR TEACHERS INC 

Harmony, Preparatory and Harmonic Technic, Teaching Material, Discussion 

,of the teacher's problems, the development of musicianship and technic through 

musical composition, stimulus and 

Prospectus upon request 

LYCEUM ARTS CONSERVATORY 
Incorporated and Accredited 

Elias Day, Pres. and Dir. Dramatic Dept. 
; ‘Announces : 

A Summer Master School 
June 19 to July 29 (Six Weeks) 

Special Courses Will Be Conducted in All 
Branches of 

MUSIC PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
DRAMATIC ART NORMAL METHODS 

Theodore 
Harrison 

Dir. of Music Dept. 
In addition to pri- 

vate lessons will con- 
duct classes in 
Interpretation 
and Repertoire 
for students, teachers 

fessionals. 
make early 

application. 
Caroline Bourgard 

: in. Louisville Public 
“will conduct a six weeks course in 

UBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Summer. School. 

Mr. Harrison 

Ne f as part of 
includes, Te 
i ght 

Irche 

Side Art day for Special Summer Bulletin rite today for § 
pi. RS. 1160 North Dearborn 

Y Ses 

ae a | 

Bradley Conservatory of Music 
Franklin Stead, Director 

All Branches of Music 

Dramatic Art _ 
* Illinois 

ee 
Languages 

Peoria ’ 
erciecseecc asad 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

CLASSES 
Finest Conservatory in theWent 

SUMMER 
MASTER 
SCHOOL-— 

June 26, to agtrt 
August 5— minor. 

Six Weeks 

Relation of Technic to Interpretation; Tone 

LUDE Methods, Ear-Training, Reyboard 

incentives for home work. 

a 

TEACHER!. Help yourself to SUCCESS 
by using the BURROWES Course of Music Study 

Classes conducted by ’ 

Eva Frances Pike, D 2289 W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Calif. _ Kathryn Jamieson, D. 119 Powell A 
Evaleen Parke, D 837 Clinton St., Carthage, Mo. Katharine Burrowes, D 246 Highland Ave., H. P. 

Write for Illustrated Booklets 

ve., Ottawa, Ont, 
» Detroit, Mich. 

“STRONGEST FACULTY in the MIDDLE WEST» 
DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President 

A School which offers every advantage incidental to a broad musical education 
70 Artist Teachers, including 12 of the leading members of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra 

Students May Register at Any Time For Catalogue, Address H. B. MANVILLE, 
5405 to 5415 Woodward Avenue 

ROY DAVID BROWN ©r< 
Assistant and successor to the late Emil Liebling 

Bus. Mei, 

ert Pianist~ 
and Teacher Aunonuces that he will teach the euitire summer for the benefit of out-of-town 

teachers and serious students who desire to take a summer course of instruction 
Pupils may enroll at any time 

For circular and further information, address 

ROY DAVID BROWN, Lyon & Healy Building, CHICAGO 

CHICAGO COLLEGE 
=0F— 

MUSIC 
ESTHER HARRIS DUA, President 
27TH YEAR START NOW 

Offers academic courses and private lessons 
in all branches of music. Certificates, Diplomas, 
Degrees, Medals. als, Orchestral 
Concerts, a a tas 49 Free 

hips. 40 diamond, gold 
awarded this . Dormi- 
Addres catalogue, 

The COSMOPOLITAN | SCHOOL of MUSIC and DRAMATIC ART 
16th Floor Kimball Building, Chicago, Ul, 

DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President 

An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to 
| prospective students courses of study | 
based upon the best modern educational 

| principles, also courses in collegiate studies 
| for students unable to attend univer ity, 
| Fer information, address Rept. LE | 

HEN, Manager | 

Ploase mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

Francis L, York, M. A., Pres, 

FRERS conrses in PY, ¥ Onn School Mursie'uy 

td 
For particulars of summer aeasion and JAMES H.BELL, Secy., Box 7, 5035 Woo: 

DETROIT 
CONSERVATORY 

OF MUSIC 
47th Year 

Euizaarrn Jouxsox, Vice-Pres- 

st modern a 
1 

WH our awn 
ents may enter at 

detailed information address 

dward Ave., DETROIT, MICH. 

LAKE FOREST 
UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL of MUSIC 
01 i és were all branches of music, including pian? 

2 | eg? Violin, harp, wind instruments, €t¢- 
Special “Public School Music”? course fitting young women for Positions, 
Facult : : faa collegiate standing and international 

Delightful dormi 
Lake Forest is 
hicago and its stitute, i 
Tran 

Musical societies, 

tory for girls on college campus- 
situated within easy access of 

hie advantages, such as the Art In- 
ago Symphony Concerts, Chicago 

er. . Pera, performances of solo artists an! 

USICIANSHIP 
usical Pedagogy 

cgMIMER SCHOOL 
June 15th, and EVANSTON, ILL. 

© Au NEW gust Ist 
August Igy (ORK City 

HI Work troy SePtember Ist quccessfully pasted On Principles hence 
°rrespondense, on to teachers by 

Cc ix Courses, FFFA ELLIS PERFIELD ne seialosue 
80, 218 So, Wat a 

pees. baah Ave, 
Bryant agg eld, 4 Cable Address 

th st te New Voretteet 
P " ork, ERED, Chien N.Y 
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Names and Titles 

You often, or at least sometimes, play 

Your pieces for your fricnds and relations, 

do you not? It is a good thing to play for 

Others, in fact you should do $0, every 

chance you have. 

People like to hear music, 

ite asked to play, you should 

SO agreeably. Do you always 
Names of ae pieces you play? ELobably 

You do, but do you always know the na e 

Of the composer ‘of the piece ? You show 

always know the name ot the ee 

© composer's 
and, if possible, 

some ae 

about him that is interesting 
to tel- a 

Your audience. 
It makes it much na 

teresting for them, for they like to oe 

Bt they are listening to, and who W 

and when you 

always do 
know the 

———— 

THE wguNTAIN QF muale 

Grace Wirtiam- 

MY work ia ike 2, 
Mountain 

nig 

tt lowers up jnto t 

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST 

A Song of The Staff 

By Edna Groff Deihl 

On, twelve little elves who once wanted 

a home, all over a piece of white paper 

did roam; but nowhere a place to sit down 

seemed to be. Said one, Never’ mind, 

friends, just leave it to me; Til build you 

a home.” So he started to scoot right 

: seht ‘cross the page with his wee elfin 

ee right straight in a line horizontal, 

he ied drew four more 

es it : not one did he miss. The dis- 

ween them was ’zackly the same, 

a ceiling,” said he. 

sides of your house.” 

While the other elves wait, in a line per- 

tance bet 

“Stories 

“Now remain the 
four and 

so folks know where we be. Our home 

is now finished. It’s called Treble Clef. 

Now me for a seat,” said he, all out of 

breath. So he perched on the top of the 

roof, “For,” said he “I’m boss of this 

place, and my name is high G.” The elves 

scrambled in and each one took a place; 

the floors E, G, B and D first they did 

grace. F sat on the ceiling with tect 

hanging down. Spaces F, A, C, and E 

filled the rooms all around. “House is 

closed” cries High G “Every space now 

is filled; the line floors as well.” 

dic’lar he starts in to skate—makes 

a 11 at the right—makes a wall at the 

er itions between, and then makes 

é 
oe 

a Ww 

left, part 
a clef. 

screamed the elves, as each 

wiye: “A CLEF!" said the 

hen bye and bye right near 

If on the left side he built? the 

like an old crazy quilt. 

asked the elves, and the 

“The name on our door, 

«A what? 
{ an 

squinted 
and ther 

builders 

fo. the: Wats 2 i 

gquirmies
t un 

““ewhat’s
 that 

puilder, 
quoth he, 

But two elves can’t be stilled. “We're 
out in the cold, can’t you give us a seat?” 
“T declare,’ said High G, as he rose to 
his feet, “If there arnt my _ friends. 
Middle C and then D, outside of the house 
where they ought not to be.” So he drew 
with the top of his wee elfin hoot, right 
under the house, a small funny stoop; then 

he sprang to the roof. Middle C sat 
him down. D perched right above him, 
still wearing a frown. Then all sang Do- 

Re-Mi-Fa-So-La-Ti-Do. — Look children 
and you see all your friends in a row. 

2 

= — ——— == 
—— 

Rubinstein’s Melody in F 

How many measures does the piece 

cover before this ryhthm is altered? Is 

= the ryhthm altered very much? Does the ze ot 

in F is a 

ye often hear 

well well-known 

THE Melody it without 
na Ree, 

hou 

rane, ait fact ve have heard it 

ee to it because we ha ish 
ge 

suas 
=a) enaie 

Lwin But have We ever liste 
Soke Bl 

pefore- 

Me 
» with simple ac- 

es 
simple melody with simt - 

eae : jor, le time, 

. ceacaehl F major, doubl 

-ompat 
; 

ling ryhthm, the prevail 

piece fill you with restlessness and a desire 

to move, or does it give you feelings of 

contentment and pleasure? How many 

minor chords can you find? Play this 

piece or ask some one to play it for you. 

Ts the accompaniment above or below the 

melody, or both? 
Rubinstein lived in Russia from 1830 

to 1894. He toured the United States as 

a pianist. 

Practicing and Playing 

By Clara R. Bete 

». fun to play @ pretty pase 

¥ y - giv
e your mother JOY; 

And give som © pe 

nu can do tt if you will, 

-tice, little boy. 
» prachees 

é 
: 

* - is like @ jeweled chain 

af ae 
a pearl; 

Wt 
i 

And ye 

every note 

And you can string them perfectly 

By practice, little girl. 

Remember when you feel inclined 

The practice hour to shirk, 

That practicing makes perfect, dears, 

So work and work and WORK, 

Allegro Mcderato 
Do you know the meaning of all the 

musical terms, Italian and others, that you 
find printed on your music? 

They are really of the greatest import- 
ance, but are sometimes overlooked. They 

are, in fact, the signals that are set to 

direct you when playing a piece, and 
being such, they are of signal importance. 

Can you imagine any one playing foot- 

ball and not concentrating on the signals? 
Or not paying attention to the traffic sig- 
nals in a congested street? Or disregard- 
ing boat signals in a harbor? Of course 
if such signals are overlooked the results 
are very serious and the offenders are 
severely punished. 

However, if the signals on music paper 
are not observed you cannot be a ted or 
fined, but they are of the’ greatest import- 
ance nevertheless. 

Get a pencil and paper, or write in your 
note-book a list of all the terms that you 
find in your music. See if you can collect 
twenty-five different ones in five minutes. 
Then before your next lesson, write the 

meaning of all that you know, and look 
up the others. If you have no book in 

which to look them up, ask your teacher’s 
help when you go to your lesson. She will 
be only too glad to find that you are 
making such a list and will be glad to 
help you. 

(And, by the way, you should have a’ 

book of your own, where such things can 
be “looked up.) 

Who Are You? 
How do you keep your music pieces and 

books? Do you let them get bent and torn 
on the edges and covered with dirty finger marks and (worse yet) the middle page missing? And is it sometimes in the wrong 

ce so that you have to hunt for an old e wiite au want it ing hurry ? 
nat 1s the manner Sir 7 

Well Careless-Pupil, * a8 Se Seen 
Or do you handle them w 

never tear the edg 
pages, never finger 
and always have 
so you can find 

ith care and 
es and never lose the 

Mark or spoil them, 
them where they belong 

an old piece in a hurry? 
That is the manner of Sir Earnest-Never Ge : eft Success ful-Pupil 
Which are you? é 
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Junior Etude Competition 
THe JUNIOR Erctpe will award three 

pretty prizes each month for the neatest, 

best and original stories or essays and 

answers to puzzles. 

Subject for story or essay this month 

“\usic in the Home” must contain not 

over one hundred and fifty words. Any 

boy or girl under fifteen may compete. 

All contributions must bear name, age 

and address of writer (written plainly, 

.and not on a separate piece of paper) and 

be received at the Junior” ETUDE office, 

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., 

before May 10th. Names of prize winners 

and their contributions will appear in the 

issue for July. 
j 

Please comply with all of these condi- 

tions and do not use typewriters. 

Honorable Mention for Compositions 

Nash; Ruth Perlman; Mary Eve- 

pet Richard H. Crowder, Jr.; Gladys 

Kysar; ‘Dorothy Luetta| Welsh; Isabel 
Spruell;_ Mariam D. Tait; Phyllis Wool- 

tombe; Marion Hall; Hannah Roth; Albert 
Merriman ; Lucile Foote; Elsa Pinney; Lela 

Hackney; Mary Ruth Chenoweth; Annette 

Harris; Nellie Goodman; Alvin Moore; Bar- 

bara P. Clark; Lanelle Waltemath; Emily 

Minton ; Walton Owings; Helen Empey; Elsa 

Johnson ; Zelda Y. Roth; Roslyn Roth; Mary 

Louise Young; Helen Reed; Charlotte Louise 
Granel; Margaret Joyce Talbert; Juanita 
Wells; Marjorie Craig; Jeanette Miller; 
Mary Walker Jones; Leila Horsley; Jennic 
Palumbo; Louise Givens; Cecil Damel; Jess- 
iea Mengle; Virginia Prunty; Violet Ethel 
Glasgow; Helen Naomi Tully; Jennie Alder- 
man; Harriet Kendig; Marjorie Wright; 
Margaret Graham. 7 

THH ORCHESTRA 
(Prize Winner.) 

I was never very much interested in an 
orchestra until one night when I had the 
pleasure of hearing a very good one. I was 
surprised to see so many instruments. 

These were the stringed instruments which 
included the violins, violas, ‘cellos, contra- 
bass and harp; the woodwind which in- 
eluded the flutes, obos, clarinets and bas- 
soons and the brasses which included the 
trumpets, French horns, trombones, and tuba, 
and the percussion which are the drums tri- 
angle, chimes, cymbals, ete. When all of 
these are combined it makes beautiful music. 
Each instrument was shown to the audience, 
then illustrated in quality of tone, and an 
explanation was made about the instrument: 
The French horn is one of the queerest in- 
struments, as it is composed of nearly twenty 
feet of metal tubing, but has a yery beauti- 
ful tone. Always try to cultivate a taste 
for good orchestra music. 

AISY Lucinin Mpyprs, (Age 12,) 
Ohio. 

THD ORCHESTRA 
(Prize Winner:) 

An orchestra is a group of trained perform- 
ers on various instruments directed by a leader. 
All stringed instruments not played with a 
bow have been discarded except the harp. 
In olden times the orchestra was considered 
a luxury and was played only at the courts 
of princes and nobles. Up to the: sixteenth 
eentury the horn was used only for hunting 
and military purposes, but later it was used 
in the orchestra. 

Since that time many new instruments 
have been added and the old varieties aban- 
doned, until to-day the orchestra is much 
improved. Some of the latest additions are 

the valued instruments, such as trumpets 

and trombones gue cubes haying tones of 
beauty and volume. 

greny Anuine Dressmr, (Age aa 
0. 

THD ORCHESTRA 

(Prize Winner.) | 

the orchestra was organized in our 

was trying out for the piano. I 

knew that if I did not succeed IT would lose 

a great opportunity, so pula heart and 

usic, an é 

on et ived. those 
Wednesday afternoons 

ee ee practiced ! Dvery, week the in- 

at ee 7 came and filled us with new encour- 

structot cod spirit. He told us that we were 

h a aHel class in sight-reading, time and 

his model cls! 1" of that going to our 
rhy tom is statement made us work harder 

heads tter than ever. In a year we were 

ang sful that we were asked to play in 

er musical events, and finally, 
we had a_ program 

It was a 
great ef- 

When 
school I 

work, 

auceess and taught 

in the end. 
p 0 Age 13.) 
PrHe. Murx, (As ae 

MR. 
al Summer Glass for Teachers of Piano 

a ad Study of Teaching Material 

t for 

Puzzle Corner 

Answers to Last Month’s Puzzles 

Rest; Major; Time; Chord; Flat; 

Tone; Scale; Tie; Minor; Tempo; Ritard; 
Animato; Line;.Trio; Vocal; Base; Alto; 
Bar; Loco; Meno; Beat; Dolce. The 
puzzle only required ten of the above to 
be given in the answer. 

Prize winners will be announced next 
month, 

Puzzle 

By Robert E. Smith 

By adding one letter to each of the 
following and arranging correctly, the 
names of ten famous composers will be 
spelled. : 

Drie, 
Tzeb, 
Geri, 

Naled, 
Cunipi, 
Anegr, 
Poinc, 
Odugn, 
Wreb, 

). Buertch, BO RPNaAMAeEN> S 

The Baton 
ALTHOUGH it is known that Lully died 

from accidentally hitting his foot with his 
baton, the first modern use of it in orches- 
tral conducting was attributed to Spohr 
in 1820. 

Hitherto there had been a dual control 
of the orchestra. An eminent musician 
was at the pianoforte to “play with the 
orchestra at pleasure, which when it was 
heard” says Spohr, “had a very bad effect. 
The real conductor was the first violin, 
who gave the tempo, and now and then 
when the orchestra began to falter, gave 
the beat with the bow of his violin.” 

At the rehearsal of the first Philhar- 
monic concert (in London) which Spohr 
conducted, he stood at a separate music 
desk with the score in front of him, and 
quite alarmed the conservative directors 
when he drew from his pocket a “directing 
baton” and began to beat time. The ex- 
cellent results removed further opposition, 
and thé orchestra “unitedly expressed their 
approval of this mode of conducting.” 

“T also took the liberty,” says Sphor 
“when the execution did not satisfy me, 
to stop, and in a very polite manner to 
remark upon the manner of execution.” 

In Favor of Memorizing 

By Gertrude H. Trueman 

Ir you have a piece laid away at the’ 

bottom of your music because there are 

a few measures that “look” hard and al- 

ways ‘spoil your rendition, get it out and 

memorize it. The whole piece will be 

improved thereby, and you may be sur- 

prised to find those hard measures are as 

simple as the Scale of C major, The 

writer had such an experience once, when 

the bug-a-boo section of the piece proved 

to be nothing more startling than a 

chromatic progression of broken intervals, 

which, when once memorized, became the 

easiest part to play. So get out your hid- 

den treasure. You may have a surprise 

in store for yourself. 

d MRS. CROSBY ADAMS July 27 — 1922 — August 11 
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Standard First Pieces 
Price, 75 cents | 

f the largest and best collections, of easiest 

fata! ieee eee compiled. Eyery number is melo- 

dious and each piece has some distinctive characteris- 

tics of its own. There are 72 pieces in all styles, 

dance forms, reveries, songs without words, nocturnes, 

etc. 
F 

Children’s Rhymes from A to Z 
By M. GREENWALD 

Price, $1.00 

Pleasing melodies with. a small compass. None 

very far beyond the first grade, All the pieces contain 

numbers for the young musician, but each number 

has a little variation on the original melody that is 

entire'y instrumental, 

Albums for the 
Average Player 

Piano Player’s Repertoire 
Price, 75 cents 

Fine material: fot light recital work or self-amuse- 

nt. 
oe them lying in the third grade, none going beyond 

the fourth. hs 

Popular Recital Repertoire 
"Price, 75 cents 

Such pieces as Dvorak’s Humoresque and Schutt’s 

A La Bien Aimee are included in this Album. The 

“numbers are chiefly in grades four and five. 

‘Standard Opera Album 
Price, 75. cents 

The melodies from the great op ctasy tragectibed. for 

the pianoforte, are always popular, either for home 
or recital. This is an excellent collection of such 

melodies, none of the arrangements going beyond the 

fourth grade. 

Standard Parlor Album 
Price, 75 cents 

jous and entertaining are the forty-one pieces 

Mod en, They are of Matermediate grade and of 

in eht and cheerful character. 

Standard Advanced Album 

Price, 75 cents 

; ining twenty-eight classic'and mod- 
collection conta players delight to turn to 

They are not of the virtuoso 

rd Brilliant Album 
Price, 75 cents 

FF f a showy nature, yet not diffi- 

twenty-five pieces composition is greatly in demand 

cult. his tieetion 
is worthy of possession. 

thi n 
= Paul Wachs’ Album 

Price, $1.00 , 

d drawing-room music 

All lovers rs aorcellent collection. It
 

tighted iat numbers of Wachs, chiefly 

teen 

* Standa 

words and may be used as either vocal or instrumental ° 

The pieces are all bright and melodious, many * 

Albums for the Library of Every Pianist 
~COLLECTIONS OF PLEASING COMPOSITIONS FOR RECITAL, STUDY OR DIVERSION 

Albums of Easy Pieces for the Young Player 

Young Players’ Album 
Price, 75 cents 

A compilation of easy pieces of a popular character. 
They are especially well adapted for the home, for 
recreation or recital playing by pianists not so far ad- 
vanced. This collection has 70 pieces in it and the 

_ possessor has a wealth of material always at hand in 
a convenient form at an economical outlay. 

Birthday Jewels 
By GEO. L. SPAULDING 

Price, 75 cents 
An attractive volume of little piano pieces with 

verses which may be sung ad lib, There is a little 
Piece for each month of the year with verse for the 
appropriate birthstone. The numbers are easy to play 
and are very melodious, 

Fi our-Hand Albums 

Very First Duet Book 
Price, 75 cents 

- A collection of easy four-hand pieces, suitable for 
students in the first and second grades. They are 

not teacher and pupil duets, but may be played by two 
pupils of very nearly equal attainments, 

Music Lovers’ Duet Book 
Price, 75 cents 

Medium grade duets, excellent for diversion and 
sight-reading practice. generous compilation intro- 
ducing all styles, 

Operatic Four-Hand Album 
Price, 75 cents 

An excellent four-hand book, containing immortal 

melodies from the standard grand operas. The num- 

bers are arranged in effective and playable form. 

Four-Hand Exhibition Pieces 
Price, $1.25 

A collection of representative pieces by standard 

composers that affers excellent material for recital or 

concert work, and is, at the same time, useful for 
profitable practice and. recreation playing. 

Volumes for the More Advanced Piano Player 

Advanced Study Pieces 
Price, $1.25 . 

A new volume that should prove very popular with 

students of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades, It con- 

tains pieces which are of real technical value in addi- 

tion to their musical merit. 

Standard. Compositions 
SEVENTH. GRADE 

Compiled By W. S. B. MATHEWS Price, 75c 

Aa excellent collection of good compositions for the 

advanced pianist. Especially adapted for use with 

Mathews Standard Graded Course. 

Beethoven Selected Sonatas 
Price, $2.50 

Only the more frequently played sonatas. of Bee- 

thoven, such as the Moonlight, Pathetique, Appassion- 

ata, etc., have been included in the fourteen sonatas 

that appear in this work. 

SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS « 
e 1710=171221714 CHESTNUT STREET 

New Rhymes and Tunes 
FOR LITTLE PIANISTS 

By H. L. CRAMM Price, 75 cents 
A widely used collection for little piani ; € : t iani: o 

dies that in their playing develop a ee aero 
at the same time keeping the child interested while trying to learn the notes cn the staff, May be d as an accessory to any elementary system, a 

Standard Elementary Album 
Price, 75 cents ‘ 

Probably the most extensive: ‘ ensive'and com; i fection of elementary ianoforte foc ees col: x ©: pieces, 82 in number, from the. compositions of S1aaae, moder and Contemporary writers, have eos a € greatest care, not o i melodic appeal, but for their educational Wiens ae 

Novel and Interest- 
ing Collections 

Sunday Piano Music 
' Price, $1.00 
Dignified, stately and worshi 4 

a collection a6 every Pianist should wee: godtet, such , reation at the keyboard or for church playing oY 

Compositions for the Pianoforte by 
Woman Composers 

Price, $1.00 
Contains some of th t ; . e best re i Hon of traf wotan composes Wess SPOR fou eresting programs for women’s hui! , 

Album of Descriptive Pieces 
Price, $1.25 

Characteristic piano pi scandent eces, d i: i ous moods, scenes an impresstona. = These ey varie are so different from : cea numbers Pad the conventi Position as to be extremely appealed form of com- 

American Composers’ Alb 
Price, $1.25 

Excellent numbers, b : : r » Dy repres i . 
Boner: e ‘credit to American nmin’ amen si om _numbers have been included and aly -difft. special merit. only those of 

jum 

Rachmaninoff Album 
Price, 75 cent 

The compositions of thi ie 
f 

1S great cont y sian taster have a compensating character? t He e player for all the practice he Puts upon them, 
Celebrated Compositions by Famous 

Omposers 
Price, $1.00 

A volume of such. ii 
delights in having at hana ts as, every good pianist 
good material in this Rillecdioae ©i8 an abundance of 

Standard Concert Etudes 
Price, $1.50 

A collection suitable Fs i : d Especially adapted for following ihe pad Purposes, 
aihews Standard Graded Course Ppeenth grade of Plished pianist should have this Fait feally accom: 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 



to your cheeks? 
Does your skin respond to nature's period 

of rejuvenation? 
FTER a winter spent inside, after a season of 

| . indoor activities—whal of your complexion? 
} Do spring sunshine and balmy air restore fresh- 

ness to a sallowed skin? Does your complexion 
| grow fair and radiant? 

You can aid nature to bring back a fresh, healthy 

glow to your cheeks, You can attain new beauty 
of complexion if you begin at ence the daily use 

] of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream. 

Ingram’s Milkweed Cream, you will find, is more 

than a face cream—more than a cleanser. It 

has an exclusive therapeutic property which 

serves to refresh and nourish the skin celle—to 

“tone-up,” revitalize, the clogged, sluggish tissues 

of the skin, 

Applied regularly Ingram'’s Milkweed Cream 

‘ mh 1g away redness and voughness, heale tiny 

f 
* 

ey Used on the hands it protects against 
eruptions. the coarsening effects of garden work or house- 

e 

| Beauty Qe" 

Canadian residents addrose F. F. 

Australian rea 

Den 983 Flinders Lane, Melbourn. 

address Hart, Pennington, | ste é 

Cuban residents address 6p 

| 0S 
There « ‘. ae Gams | 

Cream 
FREDERICK F, IncRAM ComPANy 

Established 1885 

43 Tenth Street 

Ingram Company, Windsor, 

dents address lew Zealand residenta 
Ghugnee St, 

ea. Zulueta 36%, Havana. 

hold tasks, Get your firet jar of Ingram’s Milk- 

weed Cream at once—learn for yourself what a 

real aid it is to a clear, soft skin, a fresh, glowing 
complexion, 

Read this booklet of hints 

When you get your first jar of Ingram’s Milk- 
weed Cream you will find in the package a 
booklet of Health Hints. This booklet tells you 
the most effective way in which to use Ingram’s 
Milkweed Cream—tells you how to use it in 

treating the common troubles of the skin, and in 
protecting the skin against their recurrence. 
Read this booklet carefully. It has been pre- 

pared by specialists to insure that you get from 
Ingram's Milkweed Cream the fullest possible 
benefit. 

Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar of 

Ingram’s Milkweed Cream in the fifty-cent or 

the one dollar size. Begin now to gain the fresh, 
wholesome complexion, the clear, soft skin that 
should be yours, 

Ingram’s Beauty Purse—a; 
Ingram Toilet-Aide, Send 

Detroit, Michigan 

W. Cotton Pty., 

Wellington, 

nm attractive, 
: us a di i dainty Beauty Puree fan & ye et the coupon below, and receive thi 

is 

Posed by Wanda Hawley, 
a Paramount motion picture 
star. Miss Hawley is one of 
many beautiful women “in 
pictures” who use and endorse 
Ingram's Milkweed Cream for 
proper care of the complexion, 

Does Spring bring a fresh, healthy Bs 

sizing the natural col lor, matter is not absorbed Subtly perfumed, 
Perfect shadea — 14, Dark—50 cente, “ 

Three 
Medium and 

Ingram's 
Elveola 
Souveraine 

FACE POWDER 
A complexion Powder especial, Buished by the fact IY diptin- thi Furthermore, in powder of Staya on, 
elicacy of texture and “excelled 

Perfume. Four tints— efinement sf 
Brunette—50 Cente, 

new souvenir packet f the exqu; XqQuisite 

use, a sample 
im, 


